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RESUMEN 

El aumento del tráfico aéreo ha sido exponencial en las últimas décadas; pasando a 

ser la aviación comercial una pieza clave en el turismo, el transporte urgente de 

mercancías, los negocios, etc. Tal y como confirman las estadísticas a nivel mundial, la 

aviación comercial seguirá en aumento hasta límites que exijan una gestión adecuada al 

número de vuelos. Esta gestión será clave para mantener la seguridad operacional en 

niveles óptimos. Este hecho supone que las operaciones aéreas y su gestión deberán 

evolucionar hacia una implementación de la tecnología que permita su control y gestión 

conforme a los estándares de seguridad operacional, de tal forma que confirmen la 

aviación como uno de los medios de transporte más seguros. El uso de una tecnología 

obsoleta en la gestión de tráfico aéreo podría poner en riesgo la seguridad de las 

operaciones aéreas y, consecuentemente, su utilización como medio de transporte.  

La evolución de la tecnología ha sido un factor clave en la universalidad y avance 

de la aviación, tanto civil como militar. En poco más de 100 años se ha pasado de navegar 

con una brújula a disponer en la cabina de las aeronaves de sistemas de navegación que 

permiten el aterrizaje con visibilidad cero. Esta evolución se ha acentuado notablemente 

en los últimos años con la introducción del GPS y con la revisión de procedimientos de 

navegación. La introducción de la navegación por satélite añadido a una evolución 

notable de las características de vuelo de las aeronaves ha supuesto que la navegación 

pase a estar enfocada en la radio ayuda (VOR, NDB, etc) a estarlo en las propias 

características o performances de la aeronave. Este hecho se conoce como navegación 

basada en las características o prestaciones; PBN por sus siglas en inglés (Performance 

Based Navigation).  

La introducción de la navegación por satélite también ha supuesto que se 

implementen aproximaciones más precisas y fiables como lo son: aproximaciones GBAS 

(Ground based Augmerntation System), aproximación GLS (GBAS Instrumental 

Landing System), control ATS mediante mensajes trasmitidos por Data Link, etc. 

Además de las aproximaciones finales, también se han introducido procedimientos de 
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navegación y conceptos de operación más precisos en cuanto a la navegación en zonas 

terminales y en ruta. El aumento de la precisión y el cambio del concepto de la operación 

ha supuesto una auténtica revolución a nivel mundial. Esto ha dado lugar a que se 

implementen espacios aéreos en los que se establecen diversos requisitos de navegación 

o performance, como es el caso de la navegación de área (RNAV) o la “Required 

Navigation Performance” (RNP).  Diversos espacios aéreos regionales han sido 

protagonistas en la implementación de los nuevos conceptos de operación o CONOPS, 

como los son el SESAR y el NextGen. De hecho, en el espacio aéreo NextGen numerosas 

radio ayudas tradicionales (mayormente VOR) dejarán de emitir señal en 2021. Por este 

motivo, esta tesis dedica un capítulo entero a revisar el estado del arte de la navegación 

basada en las características (PBN) y sus derivadas como lo son el GBAS, el D-Link, etc. 

A pesar de este avance en la tecnología aplicada a la navegación, existen áreas de 

la seguridad operacional en la que dicha evolución no se ha implantado de una forma 

lógica. Esta falta de implementación supone que exista riesgo de incidentes y/o accidentes 

en fases del vuelo tan claves como el despegue o el aterrizaje. Teniendo en cuenta esta 

premisa, esta investigación está enfocada en las deficiencias de implantación de la 

tecnología en la fase de aproximación, tomando como ejemplo dos situaciones 

operacionales concretas: el impacto de pájaro en aproximación final y la aproximación 

frustrada. Existe numerosa literatura que demuestra que la seguridad aérea, para mitigar 

el riesgo ante estas ocurrencias, está basada en procedimientos de la era de la navegación 

basada en la radionavegación (VOR, TACAN) y no en la navegación por satélite. Esto ha 

dado lugar a que existan fallas o condiciones latentes en el área de la seguridad 

operacional, las cuales deben ser analizadas mediante los modelos de seguridad 

operacional.   

Con el objeto de disminuir los accidentes aéreos, los responsables de la seguridad 

operacional (ICAO, FSO, etc.) comenzaron a enfocar la seguridad aérea hacia un sistema 

transversal y de perspectiva, que abarca factores organizativos, técnicos y humanos. 

Como consecuencia de este tipo de enfoque se desarrollaron teorías de predicción e 
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investigación de accidentes. Algunas de las teorías más relevantes e influyentes fueron: 

el “Operational Risk Management (ORM)”, el modelo del doctor J. Reason (el “Swiss 

cheese model”) y el modelo de las 5 MS (man, media, machine, misión y management 

por sus siglas en inglés). Estas nuevas doctrinas de la seguridad operacional, 

especialmente las 5 Ms, son la base de esta investigación, siendo el pilar de los capítulos 

de la tesis en los que se proponen nuevas herramientas y procedimientos para la gestión 

del riesgo. En este estudio, estos modelos de gestión de la seguridad operacional están 

enfocados en las fases de vuelo en las que es más posible que se produzca un accidente 

aéreo:  la aproximación final. 

Desde el comienzo de la aviación, ha habido accidentes relacionados con las aves, 

especialmente en las fases más críticas del vuelo; el despegue y el aterrizaje. Dado que la 

proliferación de aves es difícil de controlar en zonas aeroportuarias, existe un paradigma 

de que el impacto de ave es simplemente una tendencia imparable. Ese paradigma es aún 

más retroalimentado cuando se consideran políticas ambientales que protegen a las aves, 

incluso si éstas son un peligro para la seguridad operacional. A pesar de esto, con la 

aparición e integración de los sistemas de radar aviar, la estimación de las futuras 

trayectorias de las aves es posible. En otras palabras, se puede conocer la posición de un 

ave en cualquier momento y predecir su futura posición. Por lo tanto, tal y como se 

describe en esta investigación, mitigar su incidencia en los accidentes aéreos también es 

posible. Esto es así ya que la probabilidad y la severidad de un impacto con ave se pueden 

evaluar e identificar varios minutos antes de que ocurra. Esto supone un claro avance en 

el campo de la mitigación del riesgo de las operaciones aéreas, que tendrá una gran 

relevancia en el futuro. 

La evaluación del peligro de impacto de ave (WHA, por sus siglas en inglés) es un 

elemento clave en esta investigación. Con la aparición y la integración de los sistemas de 

radar aviar, el riesgo impacto de ave se puede conocer varios minutos antes de que ocurra. 

Teniendo esto en cuenta, algunos procedimientos o protocolos de mitigación se han 

propuesto en esta tesis para mitigar el riesgo de accidente por impacto de ave. La 
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mitigación consiste en el desarrollo de una metodología y su simulación en un entorno 

realista para la gestión en tiempo real de la evaluación de riesgos. Esta evaluación está 

basada en datos del radar aviar y los parámetros de vuelo de una aeronave en 

aproximación final. Así, la citada evaluación de riesgo puede desenlazar acciones o 

procedimientos, que si son realizados con tiempo suficiente pueden reducir 

significativamente el riesgo de un impacto de ave en la aproximación final.  

Considerando lo anterior, se ha desarrollado un modelo de estimación de riesgo que 

combina las trayectorias del ave y de la aeronave (basado en velocidad, altitud y rumbo), 

con objeto de determinar futuras aproximaciones o cruces de trayectoria, así como la 

velocidad, la energía cinética y el ángulo de un posible impacto. Para comprobar si el 

sistema de mitigación de riesgos es viable, se han estudiado escenarios de simulación para 

confirmar si las acciones de mitigación podrían implementarse considerando el tiempo de 

reacción, las características de las aeronaves y la cobertura del radar aviar.  

El método de evaluación de riesgos propuesto y las medidas de mitigación para 

reducir la probabilidad de un impacto de ave en las aeronaves son un enfoque sistemático 

y científico para mejorar la seguridad operacional en los aeropuertos. La presente 

propuesta presenta la novedad de que la mitigación de riesgos en zonas aeroportuarias se 

realiza aplicando tecnología existente pero no implementada hasta la fecha, pese a los 

estudios realizados en algunos aeropuertos. Esta propuesta podría ser clave para un 

incremento de la seguridad operacional y un ejemplo para futuras investigaciones en el 

campo de la mitigación del riesgo en la aproximación final. Por ejemplo, si durante la 

aproximación final un riesgo elevado de impacto con ave se detecta con la suficiente 

antelación, la aeronave podría realizar una aproximación frustrada para mitigar y/o evitar 

el riesgo. 

Por otro lado, los procedimientos actuales de aproximación frustrada consisten en 

vuelos extensos basados mayormente en radio-ayudas VOR y TACAN. En otras palabras, 

no están actualizados conforme a la tecnología actual. En la tesis se propone un nuevo 

procedimiento de aproximación frustrada basado en procedimientos de navegación según 
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procedimientos PBN y la tecnología actual, que puede ser un hito y un ejemplo para el 

futuro procedimiento de aproximación frustrada. 

A pesar de la nueva tecnología, los procedimientos de aproximación frustrada no 

se han rediseñado correctamente ni se han implementado para reinyectar el tráfico en la 

aproximación final o en los segmentos intermedios. En el caso del aeropuerto de Málaga, 

una aeronave en aproximación frustrada podría volar más de 40 minutos para intentar de 

nuevo el aterrizaje. Esa situación es similar en aeropuertos internacionales de primera 

fila, como Barajas, Atlanta, y Múnich, etc. Por lo tanto, existe una deficiencia en la 

aproximación frustrada que afectan a áreas de elevado tráfico aéreo: áreas terminales, 

fases finales de aproximación, etc. En la mayoría de los casos, cuando una aeronave 

realiza una aproximación frustrada, emplea cerca de 30 minutos para volver a inyectarse 

en el tráfico estándar. Este hecho supone un problema de seguridad para la tripulación 

aérea, los controladores aéreos y otras aeronaves. En consecuencia, este hecho representa 

un riesgo para la gestión del tráfico y la seguridad operacional. 

Para mitigar lo anteriormente descrito, se ha sido desarrollado un nuevo 

procedimiento de aproximación frustrada; con el objeto de mitigar el riesgo que supone 

esta deficiencia, la cual podría derivar en una condición latente. Así pues, en esta tesis se 

propone un procedimiento para evitar problemas de seguridad y acelerar el tráfico en 

aproximación frustrada. Este procedimiento está basado en un estudio sistemático, en el 

que se ha creado un ambiente de simulación de aeronaves con parametrización real, 

utilizando técnicas de simulación que dotan al escenario de una ambientación real.  

La metodología se basa en una combinación de simulación, parametrización y uso 

de la tecnología de navegación actualmente disponible y que utilizan varias flotas en todo 

el mundo: el GBAS, ADS-B y el enlace de datos controlador-piloto (CPDL). En la 

simulación se introduce una calculadora automática de aproximación frustrada y un 

sistema de guía (ARS) para ayudar a la tripulación aérea y a los controladores aéreos a 

reinsertar la aeronave en la aproximación final cuando hay una aproximación frustrada 

en curso. Para validar el sistema, se ha creado un escenario con requisitos y 
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procedimientos internacionales de la OACI. La carta de aproximación GBAS de Málaga 

se ha propuesto como el escenario de estudio, ya que abarca varios criterios importantes: 

la propia aproximación está basada en el GBAS, tiene una alta densidad de tráfico durante 

en verano y periodo vacacional, la aproximación frustrada no está diseñada teniendo en 

cuenta el GBAS y la geografía es en sí un desafío para desviar el tráfico en la 

aproximación frustrada.  

En resumen, esta investigación se basa en la aplicación de la doctrina de la 

seguridad operacional y la tecnología actual en la mitigación del riesgo en dos escenarios 

concretos: el impacto de pájaro ave en la aproximación final y la aproximación frustrada. 

Esta implementación supone un aumento significativo de la seguridad operacional en una 

fase tan crítica como la aproximación final. Además, es un ejemplo para futuras 

propuestas de mitigación de riesgos e investigaciones en situaciones análogas como lo 

puedan ser la congestión de tráfico, los abortos de ascenso, etc. 
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SUMMARY 

The increase in air traffic has been exponential in recent decades; turning to be the 

commercial aviation a key piece in the tourism, the urgent transport of merchandize, the 

businesses, etc. As confirmed by global statistics of the evolution of air traffic in recent years, 

commercial aviation will continue to increase to limits that require adequate management to 

maintain operational safety at optimum levels. This fact assumes that air operations and their 

management must evolve towards an implementation of the technology that allows their control 

and management in accordance with safety standards, in such a way that they will confirm 

aviation as one of the safest means of transport. The anchoring in the technology of previous 

decades could jeopardize the safety of air operations and, consequently, their use as a means of 

transport. 

The evolution of technology has been a key factor in the universality and advancement 

of aviation, both civil and military. In a little more than 100 years it has gone from navigating 

with a compass to having in the cabin of the aircraft navigation systems that allow the landing 

with zero visibility. This evolution has been significantly accentuated in recent years with the 

introduction of GPS and the revision of navigation procedures. This revision has led to the 

implementation of more accurate and reliable approaches such as GBAS, GLS, and ATS 

control through messages transmitted by Data Link. 

Despite the advancement of technology, there are areas of operational safety in which 

this evolution has not been implemented in a logical manner. This lack of implementation 

means that there is a risk of incidents and / or accidents in key phases of the flight, such as 

takeoff or landing. This research is focused on the deficiencies in the implementation of 

technology in the approach phase; taking as an explanatory example the bird strike and the 

missed approach. There is a large literature that shows that both situations are based on 
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procedures of the era of navigation based on radio navigation (VOR, TACAN) and not on 

satellite navigation. This has resulted in faults or latent conditions in the area of safety. 

In order to reduce accidents, those responsible for safety (ICAO, FSO, etc.) began to 

focus on aviation safety towards a transversal and perspective system, which includes 

organizational, technical and human factors. Because of this type of approach, theories of 

prediction and investigation of accidents were developed. Some of the most relevant and 

influential theories were the Operational Risk Management (ORM), the J. Reason model, the 

“SHELL” model and the 5M system. These new doctrines of operational safety, especially the 

5M, is the basis of this research, being the pillar of the chapters in which new tools and 

procedures for risk management are proposed. 

Since the beginning of aviation, there have been accidents related to birds, especially in 

the most critical phases of the flight; at takeoff and landing. Given that the proliferation of birds 

is difficult to control in airport zones, there is a paradigm that assumes that the bird impact is 

simply an unstoppable trend. This paradigm is even more reinforced when considering 

environmental policies that protect birds, even if they are a safety hazard for aviation. Despite 

this, with the emergence and integration of avian radar systems, the estimation of future 

trajectories of birds is possible. Therefore, as described in this investigation, mitigating its 

incidence in air accidents is also possible. This is so since the probability and severity of a bird 

impact can be assessed and identified several minutes before it occurs. This is a clear advance 

in the field of risk mitigation of air operations. 

The bird impact hazard assessment (WHA) is a key element of this investigation. With 

the emergence and integration of avian radar systems, the probability and severity of a bird 

impact can be assessed several minutes before it occurs. Thus, some mitigation procedures or 

protocols have been proposed in this thesis to mitigate the risk of accident. The mitigation 

consists of the development of a methodology in a realistic environment for the real-time 
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management of the risk assessment based on avian radar data and the flight parameters of an 

aircraft on final approach. This risk assessment may involve actions or procedures, which will 

be carried out with enough time to significantly reduce the risk of a bird impact on the final 

approach. 

Considering the above, a risk estimation model has been developed that combines the 

trajectories of the bird and the aircraft (based on speed, altitude and heading), in order to 

determine future approaches or trajectory crossings, as well as the speed, the kinetic energy and 

the angle of a possible impact. In order to verify if the risk mitigation system is feasible, 

simulation scenarios have been studied to confirm if the mitigation actions could be 

implemented considering the reaction time, the characteristics of the aircraft and the coverage 

of the avian radar. 

The proposed risk assessment method and mitigation measures to reduce the likelihood 

of a bird impact on aircraft are a systematic and scientific approach to improve airport safety. 

This proposal presents the novelty that the mitigation of risks in airport zones is carried out 

applying existing technology but not implemented to date despite the studies carried out in 

some airports. This proposal could be key for an increase in safety and an example for future 

research in the field of mitigation of risk in the final approach. 

On the other hand, current missed approach procedures consist of long flights that are 

mainly based on the VOR and TACAN aids; in other words, they are not updated to the current 

technology. The thesis proposes a new procedure of missed approach based on navigation 

procedures according to PBN procedures and current technology that can be a milestone and 

an example for the future missed approach procedure. 

Despite the new technology, the missed approach procedures have not been properly 

designed or implemented to divert traffic to the final approach or intermediate segments. In the 

case of the Malaga airport, an aircraft on a missed approach could fly more than 40 minutes to 
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land again. This situation is similar in relevant international airports, such as Barajas, Atlanta, 

and Munich. Therefore, there is a deficiency when considering the missed approach in highly 

dense traffic areas: terminal areas, final stages of approach, etc. In most cases, when an aircraft 

executes a missed approach, it takes about 30 minutes to rejoin standard traffic, which poses a 

safety problem for the aircrew, air traffic controllers and other aircraft. Consequently, this 

represents a risk for traffic management and safety. 

Considering the above described, a new procedure of missed approach has been 

developed to mitigate the risk posed by this deficiency, which could lead to a latent safety 

condition. In this thesis a procedure is proposed to avoid safety problems and accelerate traffic 

in missed approach. This procedure is based on a systematic study, in which a simulation 

environment has been created with aircraft with real parameterization, using simulation 

techniques that give the scenario a real atmosphere. 

The methodology is based on a combination of simulation, parameterization and use of 

currently available navigation technology, which are used by several fleets around the world: 

GBAS, ADS-B, and CPDL. An automatic missed approach calculator and a guidance system 

(ARS) is introduced to assist the aircrew and air traffic controllers in reinserting the aircraft 

into the final approach when a missed approach is in progress. To validate the system, a scenario 

with international ICAO requirements and procedures has been created. The GBAS Malaga 

approach chart has been proposed as the study scenario, since it covers several important 

criteria: the approach itself is based on GBAS, the airport has a high traffic density during 

summer and holiday period, the missed approach is not designed with GBAS in mind, and 

geography is itself a challenge to divert traffic on the missed approach. 

This research is based on the application of the doctrine of operational safety and current 

technology in risk mitigation in two specific scenarios: the impact of bird on the final approach 

and the missed approach. This implementation supposes a significant increase of the 
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operational safety in a phase as critical as the final approach. In addition, it is an example for 

future proposals for risk mitigation and investigations in analogous situations such as traffic 

congestion, promotion abortions, etc. 
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Aviation has tremendously evolved since the Wright brothers flew “The Flyer” in 

Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in 1903. Back then, Wilbur was able to fly for 59 seconds; 

an extraordinary achievement even though it was a dangerous activity. More than one 

hundred years later, aviation is one of the safest and most used ways of transportation; a 

key domain in modern warfare; a crucial way of transportation for tourism and a main 

actor in the global economy; a way of transport essential for tourism and a sector in 

continuous growth, etc.  

The number of annual passengers has increased year by year.  Millions of 

passengers flew in the commercial aviation in the last decade, making it a profitable and 

a prime tool for traveling, tourism, business, etc. (see Annex A for an analysis on global 

growth data). According to the annual world statistics compiled preliminary by ICAO, 

the total number of passengers transported in regular services increased to 3.8 billion in 

2016, which is equivalent to an increase of 6.8% over the previous year; the number of 

departures reached the figure of 35.4 million in 2016, an increase of 3.7% compared to 

20151 (see World Bank data of traffic yearly increase). According to some data, “between 

2009 and 2017, air passenger revenue in the global aviation industry grew from about 374 

billion U.S. dollars to around 534 billion U.S. dollars in 2017.” 2 There have been during 

2017 a total of more than 67,4 million of departures worldwide which is record high  (see 

Annex A). 3  

                                                 

1 ICAO, “El Mundo Del Transp. Aéreo En 2016.” 

2 Statista, “Worldwide Revenue with Passengers in Air Traffic from 2005 to 2019 (in Billion U.S. 

Dollars).” 

3 Boeing, “Boeing Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide 

Operations | 1959 – 2017.” 
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Figure 1; air traffic yearly statistics, source: world bank; 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/is.air.psgr?end=2017&start=1997 

 

Figure 2: world traffic yearly evolution, source: world bank; 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/is.air.psgr?end=2017&start=1997 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/is.air.psgr?end=2017&start=1997
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The number of passengers is heavily increasing in yearly basis and future concept 

of operations and management will have to be adjusted in correspondence to the amount 

of traffic (see figures below). As a logical consequence, the technology applied and 

management, risk assessment, etc. will have to evolve at the same path. Technology of 

the nineties and beginning of twentieth century will not be enough to next coming 

scenarios. Thus, a new approach to the actual reality is already the main focus of leading 

aviation organizations such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Eurocontrol, the European Aviation 

Safety Agency (EASA), etc. These organizations and others, in coordination with the 

aviation industry, will play a major role in the viability and efficiency of future 

commercial aviation.  

 

Figure 3: worldwide traffic routes in 2010; 

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/air/sesar/doc/eu-atm-master-plan-

2015.pdf 

https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/air/sesar/doc/eu-atm-master-plan-2015.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/air/sesar/doc/eu-atm-master-plan-2015.pdf
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Figure 4: worldwide traffic estimate in 2020, source ICAO 

 

 

Figure 5: worldwide traffic estimate in 2030, source ICAO 
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As an example of the relevance of aviation, only in 2017, there were 4.1 billion 

passengers travelling by air worldwide4 (see Annex A). If not accompanied by a 

subsequent improvement in technology, the scenario will not be as optimistic as the 

figures anticipate. State-of-the-art safety management systems will be accordingly 

required as a keystone in coming years. In this area of safety and risk management there 

is still a great margin of improvement and research. 

The advent of technology in the 21st century has also led to new ways of navigation 

with the subsequent standard operational procedures, implementation process, regulation 

requirements, etc. In sum, the safety management systems will have to improve and adapt 

their strategies to this technology advent that threatens to be a game-changer in the 

worldwide commercial navigation scenario. 

Although there is a lot of evolution regarding satellite navigation and the associated 

benefits, there are some areas where new technology could improve safety and 

management. There is still a high number of fatalities due to accident in some flight 

phases. As it will be thoroughly discussed, statistics confirm that more accidents happen 

during take-off and landing phases5. According to the data previously presented in the 

increase of air traffic in coming years (Annex A), the number of accidents in these phases 

may increase to unacceptable levels. Despite the state-of-the-art technology, some 

procedures and mitigating strategies still rely on old fashioned operational techniques. As 

an explanatory example, bird strikes trends continue to increase and missed approach 

procedures remain the same as they were decades ago. The former still is direct 

responsible of millions of dollars lost for the industry, accidents, occurrences, etc., and 

the later means time-consuming procedures, navigation based on low standards, fuel 

consumption, environmental impact and, most important, safety infringement.  

Focusing more on safety, at the beginning of the 1990s, theories started to state that 

the human being does not perform alone but in a complex operational environment. At 

                                                 

4 ICAO, “A Coordinated , Risk-Based Approach to Improving Global Aviation Safety.” 

5 Boeing, “Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide Operations | 

1959–2016.” 
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this time, safety doctrine began to focus the operational safety approach to a transversal 

and perspective system, covering organizational, technical and human factors. As a 

consequence of this type of methodology, theories of accident prediction and 

investigation were developed. Some of the most relevant and influential theories were: 

The J. Reason model, the "SHELL" model and the 5 MS model. Due to the success of 

this type of culture, large statistics of accidents, incidents and all types of air events, 

strategies and prevention programs started to flourish. This new methodology is the basis 

of this research and is the pillar of all chapters. 

Safety levels have tremendously improved since the beginning of aviation in the 

early twentieth century. In the period of 2007-2016 there were a total of 62 fatal accidents 

worldwide while in the period of 1959-2017 there were 62 of them. 6 That is a significant 

reduction that, arguably, may be attributed to technology evolution and the 

implementation of safety standards in procedures, certification, etc. To reduce even more 

this last figure and to reach almost cero accidents there is a need to better coordinate and 

execute the implementation of new technology in all areas of aviation, mainly in the most 

sensitive ones: take-off and landing. Cero accidents is an unrealistic goal in almost any 

area where human factors play a remarkable role. Nevertheless, that level of safety may 

be a guidance for operational design, strategy goals for official administrations and 

operators. 

Although cero accidents policy is a goal, there must be an equilibrium between 

production and protection, as it is stated by ICAO principles7. That is the constant balance 

between the two Ps; that is protection and production. An unbalanced approach to only 

enhance safety levels of operation, that is protection, could mean a failure or bankrupt in 

the long run. On the other hand, a policy based only in economic benefits will lead surely 

to disaster (see figure below). A balanced contribution must consider both production and 

protection as equals in relevance. An extremely high level of safety could rend aviation 

ineffective from the commercial point of view and, consequently, investment would stay 

                                                 

6 Boeing, “Boeing Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide 

Operations | 1959 – 2017.” 

7 ICAO, “Safety Management Manual - First Edition - Doc 9859.” 
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away from the aviation area. Thus, this work proposes an application of current 

technology in real operational scenarios where there is not much investment required. In 

other words, this research takes also into account the financial needs in order to propose 

a realistic operational design. Thus, it takes a balance between production and protection.    

 

Figure 6. Protection vs Production 

 

Protection versus production has been a long-standing consideration and debate in 

the ICAO doctrine. 8 In the protection side, officials and international organizations are 

leading the trend. On the contrary, in the production side, there are operators and the 

industry who normally consider aviation as a business. The main goal of ICAO is to 

balance both trends to promote civil aviation while maintaining or enhancing safety 

standards. In the safety management manual, ICAO states that one of the most important 

barriers for accident prevention is technology. 9 That barrier is particularly decisive when 

bad weather operations; the visibility and cloud coverage may disrupt the usual operating 

rhythm of airports. Disgracefully, pilots are under pressure to accomplish their flights 

whatever the circumstances and meteorological conditions and onboard technology. In 

                                                 

8 Ibid 

9 Ibid 
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these cases, an updated navigating equipment and a suitable navigation aids in the 

destination airport is the key to land safely.  

As an example of previous statement, on 10 April 2010, a Tupolev Tu-154 aircraft 

of the Polish Air Force crashed near the city of Smolensk, Russia. One of the victims was 

the President of Poland Lech Kaczyński. The pilots were attempting to land at Smolensk 

North Airport – a former military airbase – facing bad weather conditions; thick fog, with 

visibility reduced to about 500 mts (1,600 ft). The aircraft descended far below the normal 

approach path until it struck some trees. Consequently, the aircraft crashed into the 

ground, coming to rest in a wooded area a short distance from the runway. Both the 

Russian and Polish official investigations found no technical faults with the aircraft, 

concluding that the crew failed to conduct the approach in a safe manner considering the 

weather conditions. It was categorized as a controlled flight into terrain (CFIT), a typical 

consequence of not performing a missed approach when necessary. 10 Arguably, both 

accidents could have been avoided if pilots were more confident to perform a missed 

approach with high technology on board. Both up-to-date miss approach procedures and 

technology may have arguably avoided the accident. 

As an example of technology implementation, in the North American side, the most 

important navigation aids of the twentieth century, the VOR, is being already 

decommissioned. On December 15, 2011 the FAA established a policy for gradually 

reducing the current VOR network to a Minimum Operational Network (MON) as a 

gradual transition to PBN as part of the NextGen11. The MON will enable pilots to revert 

from PBN to conventional navigation for approach, en-route and terminal operations in 

case of a GPS breakdown. Furthermore, the MON supports the NAS transition from 

VOR-based routes to a more efficient PBN structure consistent with NextGen goals. 

Thus, the number of VOR will be largely “reduced from 896 in 2016 to 585 in 2025”12; 

                                                 

10 North, “Final Report, from the Examination of the Aviation Accident No 192/2010/11 Involving 

the Tu-154M Airplane, Tail Number 101, Which Occurred on April 10th, 2010 in the Area of the 

SMOLENSK NORTH Airfield.” 

11 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA; Navigation Programs — VOR MON.” 

12 Ibid 
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almost a 50 % reduction (see figure below).  

In Europe, “the UK authorities have been able to reduce the overall number of en-

route VHF Omni-range (VOR) ground facilities (a widely used form of terrestrial radio 

navigation) by up to 60%, and in France there has been a reduction in the number of Cat 

I ILS infrastructure by up to 50%”13. Clearly, VOR nav-aids are being reduced worldwide 

and authorities are maintaining the traditional navigation system as a back-up in case of 

a GPS disruption or an outrage.  

 

Figure 7. VOR Program timeline, Source: FAA 

 

This reduction of VOR and old-fashioned navigation systems is also happening in 

Europe. The number of VOR and NDB will be cut out significantly in coming years. 

According to Eurocontrol, the potential decommissioning for VOR in 2030 will be around 

60% and, in the case of NDB 90% 14.  

Considering previous data and plans from Eurocontrol and the FAA, there is much 

evidence that, currently, it is high time to apply current technology to standard procedures 

                                                 

13 SESAR Joint Undertaking, “SESAR; Lift-off for Space-Based Air Traffic Management.” 

14 Eurocontrol, “World ATM Congress 2018, Integrated CNS: Time for a Conceptual Change?” 
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and risk management which, at present, are mainly based on magnetic and radio 

navigation.  Considering the examples of the implementation of ground satellite-based 

approach systems in some airports, like Bremen airport or Malaga airport, raises the 

question about the future implementation of satellite procedures in all phases of the 

landing, missed approach procedure included.  

The improvement of safety levels by using satellite navigation and state-of-the-art 

technology on missed approach phase is an open question. It is not been tested and neither 

implemented yet. Nevertheless, experience shows that aviation has gotten safer and safer 

with the technical and specifically with satellite navigation evolution in the last decade15. 

As a logical consequence, progressing and improving procedures by reducing the human 

factor and enhancing safety levels will also enhance the willingness of pilots to fly not 

standard procedures such as missed approach. Thus, a missed approach must be a safe 

way out every time there is a safety occurrence; bird strike, unstable approach, weather 

minima on final, etc. 

Currently, and according to Boeing statistics16, bird and other wildlife strikes killed 

more than 258 people and destroyed over 245 aircraft from 1988 to 2014. In phases close 

to the airport, that is take-off and landing, the statistics are even worst. In fact, the 

percentage of accidents reported on phases of takeoff, initial climb, final approach and 

landing is more than 60% of the total number, of which final approach and landing get 

49% in total. That implies that more focus on safety policies and procedures must be 

implemented on those phases, and in particular the final approach phase; the figure goes 

up to the maximum level of all phases, reaching a 27% of fatal accidents17. That number 

implies that there is still much room for safety management procedures on that phase, 

since it is the higher. Consequently, this work is in the good way when considering the 

final phase in chapter 4 and 4 for research and experimentation.     

                                                 

15 Boeing, “Boeing Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide 

Operations | 1959 – 2017.” 

16 Ibid 

17 Ibid 
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1.2. MOTIVATION 

The main motivation of this thesis is to enhance safety levels in the most dangerous 

phases of flight: final approach. It is not possible to review all hazards in final approach 

since there are many of them: low visibility, weather minima infringement, uncontrolled 

approach, etc. Nevertheless, there are two hazards that have not been properly assessed 

and managed by safety authorities that provoke a lot of occurrences. These two hazards 

are bird strikes and missed approach procedures; both related to final approach.   

 Bird strikes is not something new. Since the beginning of the aviation there have 

been accident related to birds during most critical phases: take-off and landing. Since the 

flight of birds is difficult to control in all airports worldwide, there is a paradigm stating 

that bird strike is simply an unstoppable trend. That paradigm is even more self-powered 

when considering environmental policies that protect birds even if they are a hazard to 

flight operations. Despite that, with the appearance and integration of avian radar systems, 

the estimation of future bird tracks is possible as it is described in Chapter 4. Thus, the 

probability and severity of a bird strike (which is the risk of a bird strike) can be assessed 

several minutes before that occurrence happens.  

Taking that into account, some mitigation procedures and actions could be 

implemented on airports in order to reduce the risk of a bird strike. Consequently, in 

Chapter 4, this work proposes a methodology for real-time evaluation of the risk 

assessment based on data from the avian radar and aircraft. The proposed risk assessment 

method and mitigation actions are a systematic and scientific approach to enhance flight 

safety on airports; more precisely in the final phase. This approach could be the basis for 

future mitigation procedures to implement more sophisticated actions in accordance with 

precise navigation which is currently being implemented. 

Focusing on precise navigation, as it is automatic warning systems and radar 

technology, there is room enough to mitigate the risk on final phases. In chapter 4, one of 

the aims of the research is to coordinate new technology, PBN navigation and latest avian 

radars to reduce the risk of a bird strike. The coordination of both points remarkably 

reduces the rate of accidents and, as a logical consequence, enhances safety levels.  
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As previously mentioned, most accidents happen during the landing phase. In this 

phase, one of the main causes in most accidents is low visibility during non-precision 

approaches. Several official reports from different regional areas reported that 18 19 bad 

weather can affect the operation on final phases, pressing aircrew to perform missed 

approach procedures and, thereby, delay the rest of the traffic. In new coming scenarios, 

a more precise navigation system is required to both mitigate risk of operations and to 

operate with more precise navigation routes. That precise navigation must also enhance 

new operational procedures to promote safety and that includes nonstandard maneuvers 

such as missed approach procedures or bird strike´s avoidance routes.  

There is a lot of literature that confirms that the unwillingness in pilots to perform 

a missed approach is one reason of the cause of fatal accidents in the landing phase20. In 

fact, the missed approach is a contingency operational procedure; is only performed if the 

pilot has failed to continue a final approach. That circumstance happens when there is an 

occurrence affecting the final approach and the aircrew decide to conduct the missed 

approach or when is mandated by the controller. In both cases, the missed approach means 

a nonstandard procedure which is normally not planned during the aircrew briefing. These 

circumstances make the missed approach an unfamiliar procedure to the aircrew and 

consequently a second or third option in case of needed. Thus, pilots tend to continue the 

approach till it is too late to react. This kind of risky maneuver sometimes ends in a 

controlled flight into terrain (CFIT). 21  

Revising more in detail missed approach procedures in leading airports, most of 

them have some characteristics in common: the missed approach procedure is time 

consuming and lengthy; it is designed by using radio magnetic navigation (VOR, 

                                                 

18 Australian Safety Transport Board, “Investigation Number: 200501819 - Airbus A340, ZS-SLA, 

Airbus Industry A340-212 Landed Short of Rwy,.” 

19 Canada, “Runway Excursion Northern Thunder Bird Air Inc, Beechcraft 1900 C, C-GCMZ Blue 

River, British Columbia, 17 March 2012, Aviation Investigation Report A12P0034,.” 

20 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 

21 According to main doctrine, CFIT) occurs when an aircraft under pilot´s complete control is 

inadvertently flown into terrain, water, or an obstacle. The aircrew are generally unaware of the danger 

until it is too late. 
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TACAN, NDB, LORAN, etc.) rather than satellite navigation; in some cases, the 

procedures are not even fully described, counting on air controllers to give vectors to the 

aircraft on the go (that is the case of Malaga airport, described in chapter 5). To improve 

safety and air traffic management, this research proposes an automatic reinjection of an 

aircraft when performing a missed approach. Therefore, the missed approach is no longer 

a lengthy, time-consuming, an arbitrary to the aircrew. This proposal, as discussed in 

Chapter 5, enhances safety and solves all impediments and risks formerly described. 

Besides, the proposal could be the basis for near future implementation. The 

implementation proposed is supported by the new implementation of satellite navigation 

and PBN concept of operation (CONOPS). 

1.3. OBJECTIVES 

 The main objective of this thesis is to provide solutions to current problems in 

current aviation scenarios; focusing on bird strikes and missed approach. These solutions 

are relevant if they enhance safety levels while being feasible to implement. To better 

understand these solutions to current latent conditions in commercial aviation, it is 

necessary to thoroughly explain current state-of-the-art navigation which is currently 

being implemented and the safety doctrine that gives an operational frame to all this 

research.  

Arguably, by describing and implementing in the proposals both the technology 

and the safety doctrine that research is more feasible for future implementation. 

Furthermore, a safety frame to provide viability to the research and the proposals of this 

thesis is also an objective. Thus, most relevant and influential theories must be 

considered. Then, the description of the 5Ms doctrine and the swiss cheese model and the 

implication in Chapters 4 and 5 is one of the main objectives.  

 Once described the technology and safety doctrine which are the basis for the 

following chapters, there are two proposals to mitigate the bird strike and missed 

approach occurrences. The objective in both proposals is to assess and manage safety 

levels of operations to reduce on the one hand the number of bird strikes associated to 

landing operations and, on the other hand, the objective is to enhance the safety and 
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operational levels when performing a missed approach procedure in congested airports.     

 Summarizing, the partial objectives of this research are the following: 

• To provide a general knowledge of current implementation and description of 

PBN navigation; focusing on GBAS, ADS-B and CPDL. 

• To describe the main and most commonly applied and relevant safety doctrine 

and explain why these theories are applicable to Chapters 4 and 5.  

• To propose a scenario in which is possible to detect a probable bird strike in a 

final approach and assess the risk level once the bird is identified to be a factor to 

the aircraft on final.  

• To propose a scenario in which the aircraft on missed approach does not have to 

fly a lengthy standard reinjection procedure. Conversely, the objective is to 

accelerate the miss approach procedure so that the aircraft is automatically re-

injected while maintaining the safety levels.  

1.4. METHODOLOGY 

Despite available technology currently implemented, there is still a lot of work to 

do regarding the implementation process and regulation by authorities. Nevertheless, it 

does not imply that new techniques on procedures and navigation cannot be proposed 

and, if suitable and sustainable, implemented. It is commonly known that technology 

advances much more rapidly than certification, ratification and implementation process 

for various reasons: bureaucracy, certification criteria, lack of investment, downtrend 

economy episodes, etc. Thus, there is room for researchers and scholars to propose the 

application of the current technology in real operational scenarios. That is the case of this 

research; technology such as satellite navigation and signal augmentation is inserted in 

the proposed scenarios (Chapters 4 and 5) to redefine operational procedures such as bird 

strike avoidance maneuver and missed approach procedure. Accordingly, the research is 

not a 30-year vision. On the contrary, it is a work that could be currently implemented; 

both technology and operational scenarios proposed already exist.  

In this study is key to cite and quote crucial officials’ regulators and doctrine 
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makers; this research and the proposal scenarios and solutions must be in line with 

worldwide trends and strategies on navigation. Nevertheless, all regulators worldwide 

would require excessive time and effort dedicated to the different strategies and 

implementation periods from different regional actors. Thus, regulators from both Europe 

and the United States are chosen as main reference in all chapters.  

The key regulators, organizations and administrations chosen in this research are 

the following: The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) as a main reference 

for doctrine and international criteria; the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) as the 

main regulatory authority in the United States; Eurocontrol and the European Aviation 

Safety Agency (EASA) as the main regulatory body in Europe; The National Transport 

Safety Board (NTSB) and the Flight Safety Foundation (FSO). The following main safety 

organizations are considered in the Spanish side: AENA as the main services provider 

and ENAIRE and AESA as the regulator authorities in Spain. A different classification 

deserves the Boeing company regarding safety statistics on occurrences and accidents. 

The Boeing´s statistics are the main reference worldwide and they offer data in different 

areas, such as accidents by phase of flight, accidents by type of company and accidents 

with fatalities.  

ICAO works with 192 member States and industry groups to reach consensus on 

international civil aviation Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs). This 

research focuses on valuable ICAO manuals; the ICAO PBN manual is the most relevant 

manual for describing PBN procedures and regulations; the Safety Management manual 

as a reference for safety doctrine and mitigation; the ICAO annexes for doctrine in air 

traffic services, etc. In Europe and U. S. there are two main organizations that are leading 

the regulator process in PBN: The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and 

Eurocontrol. The FAA of the United States is a national authority that regulates all aspects 

of civil aviation; that include the construction and operation of airports, air traffic 

management, the certification of personnel and aircraft. Since the PBN procedures are the 

focus of these research and the U. S. is leading the tendency on that, the FAA is a crucial 

organization in the study. Eurocontrol is the main organization to deliver a Single 

European Sky that will help overcome the safety, capacity and performance challenges 
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facing European aviation in the 21st century. As well in Europe, EASA has as its main 

mission the regulatory and certification process among Member States, so is the main 

regulatory Body in Europe. All these organizations, ICAO, FAA, Eurocontrol and EASA 

are the references in this research. 

With the aim of validating both the scenarios and solutions proposed in Chapters 4 

and 5, two a simulation models haves been developed in both chapters, which is key to 

demonstrate that the proposed solutions mechanisms for handling bird strikes and missed 

approach injection are a successful solutions to enhance both safety and air traffic 

management (ATM). In both cases simulation proposals are tested launching several 

scenarios to evaluate results; the results demonstrate that the automatic bird strike 

assessment system in Chapter 4 and the automatic reinjection system in Chapter 5 highly 

improve the current procedures for mitigating both occurrences.  

In Chapter 4, a simulation procedure has been followed to reproduce situations of 

bird strikes occurrences during the aircraft landing phase. This allows the assessment of 

the derived risk by the mechanism proposed in the present work, and an estimation of the 

time available to perform the evading maneuver once the hazard has been identified. After 

describing the simulation environment, it is presented the outputs provided by the system 

for several realistic scenarios considering an imminent bird strike. The simulation 

environment has been fully developed in Matlab/Simulink 2016a, with a specific 

implementation of the Kalman filter applied to the output of the avian radar. 

In Chapter 5, it is described the way in which the modeled aircraft follows an 

approach path given by a set of consecutive fly-by fixes or waypoints provided by a 

modeled ATC. To give more consistency to the thesis, the approach is performed by an 

Airbus 320 (a CAT C aircraft), with a fix turn radius of standard ICAO publications. The 

aircraft are modeled by movements applying state-space ( Ogata K. Modern Control 

Engineering. 5th ed. Prentice Hall, 2010.)  

The method proposed in Chapter 4 regarding bird strike avoidance is also solid if 

considering environmental policies already implemented by officials and regulators. As 

a logical consequence, the method is also concurrent to feasible principles which is a 
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prerequisite in coming scenarios. In similar line of methodology, the scenario proposed 

in Chapter 5 is also a solid scenario that considers all technology already available and 

the implementation process. In fact, a standing navigation chart is proposed in the 

scenario in which all aircraft parameters are those declared by ICAO standards.  

Another key factor when studying improvements in aviation is the risk 

management. Risk management is the main step when enhancing air traffic, procedures, 

air flow, etc. Accordingly, this research has also focus in main safety theories, such as the 

Reason model, the operational risk management, and the 5M models (man, mission, 

machine, media, and management). Consequently, Chapters 43 and 54, which are the 

main research and proposals contribution of this thesis, are built on the foundations of 

those safety models.   

For the shake of validity and reliability, all the scenarios proposed in this research 

are totally equal to real operational procedures, airport templates, Standard Arrival 

procedures (STAR), GBAS approach data, etc. Furthermore, ICAO standard procedures 

are used to define operational scenarios: landing phase, turning points radio, speed on all 

parts of the approach, etc. In similar terms, all aircraft taking part in the simulation process 

in Chapters 4 and 5 follow standard ICAO requirements for satellite navigation on final 

phases: speed, altitude, rate of climb, etc. To sum up, all requirements for the aircraft and 

templates respond in this research to ICAO standards. 

To follow ICAO standards, Malaga GBAS approach has been chosen for the 

validity of the missed approach reinjection proposal. Malaga airport was the first Spanish 

airport to be implemented for satellite navigation; there is a GBAS approach in Malaga 

that fulfils requirements for this research. Besides, Malaga has a special orography that 

makes navigation even more challenging compare   to flatter areas. Malaga is also a 

dense-traffic airport in seasonal times, mainly in summer. According to AENA, Malaga 

airport is the fifth in the ranking of number of passengers in Spain. Despite this satellite 

navigation implementation in Malaga, the missed approach procedure reflects the 

previous way of navigating; mainly based on magnetic navigation techniques based on 

VOR or TACAN. 
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The main obstacle to the research is the lack of available data published by Spanish 

authorities and officials. To solve this deficiency, some international data from IATA, 

AIRBUS or even from ICAO are used instead of the local official ones. To make it more 

reliable and realistic, a panel of experts is been questioned related to safety assessment 

and expertise. The panel of experts are filled with air traffic controllers and pilots, all of 

them in active duty. The research has around three hundred citations and many quotes 

from experts and scholars. Besides, main official internationally recognized authorities 

such as ICAO, the Federal Aviation Administration, the National Transport Safety Board, 

etc., have been chosen to make the product more up to date while maintaining the 

international standards. These standards support the main thesis of this research and give 

reliability and a high degree of future implementation. 

In the current aviation Air Traffic Management (ATM), two scenarios are taking in 

deep consideration for this research: The Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) 

and NextGen. The SESAR project was launched in 2004 as the technological pillar of the 

Single European Sky (SES). Its role is to define, develop and deploy what is needed to 

increase ATM performance and build Europe’s intelligent air transport system. 

Established in 2007 as a public-private partnership, the SESAR project is responsible for 

modernization of the European ATM system by coordinating and concentrating all ATM 

relevant research and innovation efforts in the EU. Although the project started more than 

a decade ago, there is still room for ratification and implementation. Nevertheless, all 

procedures and proposals in this thesis and in accordance with SESAR principles. Like 

the SESAR project is the NextGen in U.S.U. S. 

The NextGen is the FAA-led modernization of air transportation system in the 

U.S.U. S. Like the SESAR, its goal is to increase the safety, efficiency, capacity, 

predictability, and resiliency of American aviation. This new NextGen brings together 

innovative technologies, capabilities, and procedures that improve the flight from 

departure to arrival. According to official data, the FAA estimates that NextGen 

implemented improvements have accrued “$4.7 billion worth of benefits from 2010-

2017, which consists of $2.6 billion in decreased passenger travel time, $1.8 billion in 

lower aircraft operating expenses, and $300 million in safety benefits.” The NextGen is 
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already in place and more than 9,300 Performance Based Navigation takeoff and landing 

procedures and cruising routes are implemented in U.S.U. S. As a reference of timeline, 

all aircraft flying in most controlled airspace must be equipped to broadcast their position 

via Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) Out by January 1, 2020. Due 

to the leading role of the FAA in technology application and implementation, the 

NextGen requirements are a reference to this research. 

The thesis that is sustained in this study is that new technology does not 

automatically imply an improvement in safety standards and traffic management. On the 

contrary, a harmonious combination of state-of-the-art technology and suitable 

operational procedures is the keystone to accident and safety occurrence avoidance and 

enhancement in traffic management. That combination is the main goal of this study and 

in both Chapter 4 and 5 is essential to the implementation of bird strike avoidance 

techniques and revolutionary missed approach procedures. Both scenarios, as will be 

thoroughly discussed, contribute to the improvement of safety levels. 

1.5. STRUCTURE OF THE TESIS 

Present work document layout is divided in six chapters. First chapter presents the 

motivation and objectives of this research, and it also describes the thesis of the document 

work. The second chapter is a description of the state of the art regarding last advances 

on related PBN navigation: satellite navigation; link aircraft connectivity, signal 

augmentation systems in airports areas and implications; SESAR and NextGen 

description and current implementation, etc. In Chapter 3 there is an introduction to safety 

and risk management is provided, since both are essential to better understand the 

scenarios proposed in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapters 4 and 5 are examples using the 

described technology in chapter 2, and the safety management doctrine described in 

chapter 3.  

The fourth chapter is a proposal for bird strike management considering the 

technology described in Chapter 2 and safety management doctrine of Chapter 3. Besides, 

there is a simulation process that demonstrates the feasibility of the risk management 

procedures that are proposed. In this chapter, simulated scenarios have been established 
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to confirm if the mitigation actions could be implemented considering time of reaction, 

aircraft capabilities, and avian radar coverage.   Next, in Chapter 5 there is a simulation 

process on final approach phase based on a system that reinjects the traffic, performing a 

missed approach with promising results regarding safety management, environmental 

impact and fuel consumption. Finally, in Chapter six6, some conclusions focusing on 

main points proposed and validated and future work and research in this research line of 

investigation are given. 

In Chapter 2 there are some key definitions to better understand all the concepts and 

specifications of this research. 
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2. CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE ART 

This chapter focuses on the state of the art regarding the implementation and the 

specifications of PBN navigation. Since there are a lot of terminology which is arguably 

new; for the shake of clarity this chapter commences with some definitions.  

2.1. DEFINITIONS 

Although definitions can be easily found in most of the ICAO manuals, some of 

them have been inserted in this chapter for the shake of understanding. The definitions 

listed below are the key ones to better follow the reasoning and the proposals of this 

research. The definitions are inserted exactly from ICAO manuals: PBN Manual, Risk 

Management Manual and Safety management Manual. 22 23 24 

2.1.1. Acceptable level of safety performance (ALoSP).  

The minimum level of safety performance of civil aviation in a State, as defined in 

its State safety programme, or of a service provider, as defined in its safety management 

system, expressed in terms of safety performance targets and safety performance 

indicators. 

2.1.2. Airspace concept.  

An airspace concept provides the outline and intended framework of operations 

within an airspace. Airspace concepts are developed to satisfy explicit strategic objectives 

such as improved safety, increased air traffic capacity and mitigation of environmental 

impact etc. Airspace Concepts can include details of the practical organization of the 

airspace and its users based on particular CNS/ATM assumptions like the following: ATS 

route structure, separation minima, route spacing and obstacle clearance. 

                                                 

22 ICAO, Safety Management Manual (SMM), Third Edition (Doc 9859 AN/474),. 

23 ICAO, Risk Management MAnual. 

24 ICAO, “Performance-Based Navigation (PBN) Manual.” 
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2.1.3. Approach procedure with vertical guidance (APV). 

An instrument procedure which utilizes lateral and vertical guidance but does not 

meet the requirements established for precision approach and landing operations. (PBN 

ICAO Manual) 

2.1.4. Area navigation (RNAV).  

A method of navigation which permits aircraft operation on any desired flight path 

within the coverage of station-referenced navigation aids or within the limits of the 

capability of self-contained aids, or a combination of these. (PBN ICAO Manual). 

2.1.5. Bird Strike 

A bird strike is strictly defined as a collision between a bird and an aircraft which 

is in flight or on a take-off or landing roll. The term is often expanded to cover other 

wildlife strikes - with bats or ground animals. 

Bird Strike is common and can be a significant threat to aircraft safety. For smaller 

aircraft, significant damage may be caused to the aircraft structure and all aircraft, 

especially jet-engine ones, are vulnerable to the loss of thrust which can follow the 

ingestion of birds into engine air intakes. This has resulted in a number of fatal accidents. 

Bird strikes may occur during any phase of flight but are most likely during the 

take-off, initial climb, approach and landing phases due to the greater numbers of birds 

in flight at lower levels. Since most birds fly mainly during the day, most bird strikes 

occur in daylight hours as well. 25 

2.1.6. Defenses.  

Specific mitigating actions, preventive controls or recovery measures put in place 

to prevent the realization of a hazard or its escalation into an undesirable consequence. 

(Manual SMS ICAO). 

                                                 

25 Skybrary, “Bird Strikes.” 
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2.1.7. Errors.  

An action or inaction by an operational person that leads to deviations from 

organizational or the operational person’s intentions or expectations. (Manual SMS 

ICAO). 

2.1.8. High-consequence indicators.  

Safety performance indicators pertaining to the monitoring and measurement of 

high consequence occurrences, such as accidents or serious incidents. High-consequence 

indicators are sometimes referred to as reactive indicators. (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.9. Lower-consequence indicators.  

Safety performance indicators pertaining to the monitoring and measurement of 

lower-consequence occurrences, events or activities such as incidents, non-conformance 

findings or deviations. Lower-consequence indicators are sometimes referred to as 

proactive/predictive indicators. (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.10. Missed approach procedure 

If an approach cannot be continued to a successful landing, a missed approach or 

go-around must be conducted. The main reasons for discontinuing an approach include 

the following: 

• The required visual references have not been established when reaching the 

Decision Altitude/Height (DA/DH) (DA/H) or Minimum Descent 

Altitude/Height (MDA/MDH) (MDA/H) or is acquired but is subsequently 

lost; 

• The approach has not been stable; 

• The aircraft is not positioned so as to allow a controlled touch down within 

the designated runway touchdown zone. In case of continuing, the aircraft 

may end up in a runway excursion or an occurrence. 

• The runway is not clear; there is an aircraft on the runway or an obstacle 

(animal, vehicle, person, etc.) 
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• Landing clearance has not been received or is issued and later cancelled; 

• A go-around is being flown for training purposes with ATC approval. 

2.1.11. Navigation aid (navaid) infrastructure.  

Navaid infrastructure “refers to space-based and or ground-based navigation aids 

available to meet the requirements in the navigation specification.”26 

2.1.12. Navigation specification.  

A set of aircraft and aircrew requirements needed to support performance-based 

navigation operations within a defined airspace. There are two kinds of navigation 

specification: 

• RNAV specification: A navigation specification based on area navigation 

that does not include the requirement for performance monitoring and 

alerting, designated by the prefix RNAV, for example: RNAV 5 and RNAV 

1. 

• RNP specification: A navigation specification based on area navigation that 

includes the requirement for performance monitoring and alerting, 

designated by the prefix RNP, for example: RNP 4, RNP APCH.27 

2.1.13. Optimized Profile Descent (OPD). 

OPD is designed to reduce fuel consumption, emissions, and noise during descent 

by allowing pilots to set aircraft engines near idle throttle while they descend. OPDs use 

the capabilities of the aircraft Flight Management System to fly a continuous, descending 

path without level segments. Where possible, it is implemented OPDs with RNAV to 

make them environmentally friendly or “green.” In addition to the general benefits in this 

regard, derived from less thrust being employed, the application of PBN functionality 

allows the lateral path to be routed to avoid more noise-sensitive areas.”28 

                                                 

26 ICAO, “Performance-Based Navigation (PBN) Manual.” 

27 Ibid 

28 ICAO, “2016–2030 Global Air Navigation Plan,.” 
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2.1.14. Performance-based navigation.  

Area navigation based on performance requirements for aircraft operating along an 

ATS route, on an instrument approach procedure or in a designated airspace. 29 

2.1.15. Points of an approach (relevant points) 

IAF = initial approach fix is a fix that marks the beginning of the initial segment 

and the end of the arrival segment, if applicable. In RNAV application, this fix is normally 

defined by a fly-by waypoint. 

IF = intermediate fix is a fix that marks the end of an initial segment and the 

beginning of the intermediate segment. In RNAV application, this fix is normally defined 

by a fly-by waypoint. 

FAF = final approach fix is a fix that marks the end of an intermediate segment and 

the beginning of the final approach segment for non-precision approach. 

FAP = final approach point is a fix that marks the end of an intermediate segment 

and the beginning of the final approach segment for precision approach 

MAPt = Missed approach point is a point in an instrument approach procedure at 

or before which the prescribed missed approach procedure must be initiated in order to 

ensure that the minimum obstacle clearance is not infringed. 

DA = A specified altitude or height in a 3D instrument approach operation at which 

a missed approach must be initiated if the required visual reference to continue the 

approach has not been established. 

MDA = A specified altitude or height in a 2D instrument approach operation or 

circling approach operation below which descent must not be made without the required 

visual reference. 

                                                 

29 Ibid 
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MAHF = Missed approach holding fix is a fix used in RNAV application that marks 

the end of the missed approach segment and the center point for the missed approach 

holding. 

MSA =Minimum sector altitude is the lowest altitude which may be used which 

will provide a minimum clearance of 300m (1000ft) above all objects located in an area 

contained within a sector of a circle of 46km (25NM) radius centered on a radio aid to 

navigation. 

2.1.16. Required Navigation Performance (RNP) 

RNP is RNAV with the addition of an onboard performance monitoring and alerting 

capability. A defining characteristic of RNP operations is the ability of the aircraft 

navigation system to monitor the navigation performance it achieves and inform the crew 

if the requirement is not met during an operation. This onboard monitoring and alerting 

capability enhance the pilot’s situation awareness and can enable reduced obstacle 

clearance (FAA). 

2.1.17. Risk management 

Risk management is the process used by decisionmakers to reduce or offset risk. 

The risk management process provides leaders and individuals a systematic mechanism 

to identify and choose the optimum course of action for any given situation. Risk 

management must become a fully integrated element of planning and executing an 

operation (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.18. Risk mitigation.  

The process of incorporating defenses or preventive controls to lower the severity 

and/or likelihood of a hazard’s projected consequence (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.19. Residual risk 

This is the risk that remains after all mitigations have been implemented. Residual 

risk may be above, below, or the same as the initial risk. Some risk mitigation options 
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may eliminate hazards and their risk entirely, while others only reduce the risk (AFI91-

202_AFGM2019-01). 

2.1.20. Safety management system.  

A systematic approach to managing safety, including the necessary organizational 

structures, accountabilities, policies and procedures. (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.21. Safety performance.  

A State’s or service provider´s safety achievement as defined by its safety 

performance targets and safety performance indicators. (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.22. Safety performance indicator.  

A data-based safety parameter used for monitoring and assessing safety 

performance. (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.23. Safety risk.  

The predicted probability and severity of the consequences or outcomes of a hazard. 

State safety programme. An integrated set of regulations and activities aimed at 

improving safety. (Manual SMS ICAO). 

2.1.24. Segments 

The initial approach segment is the segment of an instrument approach procedure 

between the initial approach fix (IAF) and the intermediate fix (IF). The initial approach 

segment begins at the initial approach fix (IAF) and ends at the intermediate fix (IF). 

The intermediate approach segment; That segment of an instrument approach 

procedure between the intermediate fix and the final approach fix, or between the end of 

reversal, racetrack or dead reckoning track procedure and the final approach fix or point 

as appropriate. 
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The final approach segment; this is the segment in which alignment and descent 

for landing are made. Normally, final approach may be made to a runway for a straight-

in landing, or to an aerodrome for a visual maneuver (circling). 

The missed approach segment: A missed approach segment must be followed if 

the approach cannot be continued. In this segment, the pilot is faced with the demanding 

task of changing the aircraft configuration, attitude and altitude 

2.1.25. Receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM).  

A form of ABAS whereby a GNSS receiver processor determines the integrity of 

the GNSS navigation signals using only GPS signals or GPS signals augmented with 

altitude (baro-aiding). This determination is achieved by a consistency check among 

redundant pseudo-range measurements. At least one additional satellite needs to be 

available with the correct geometry over and above that needed for the position 

estimation, for the receiver to perform the RAIM function. (PBN ICAO Manual) 

2.1.26. RNAV operations.  

Aircraft operations using area navigation for RNAV applications. RNAV 

operations include the use of area navigation for operations which are not developed in 

accordance with ICAO PBN manual. (PBN ICAO Manual) 

2.1.27. RNAV system.  

A navigation system which permits aircraft operation on any desired flight path 

within the coverage of station-referenced navigation aids or within the limits of the 

capability of self-contained aids, or a combination of these. An RNAV system may be 

included as part of a flight management system (FMS). (PBN ICAO Manual) 

2.1.28. RNP operations.  

Aircraft operations using an RNP system for RNP navigation applications. (PBN 

ICAO Manual) 
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2.1.29. Satellite-based augmentation system (SBAS).  

A wide coverage augmentation system in which the user receives augmentation 

information from a satellite-based transmitter. (PBN ICAO Manual) 

2.1.30. Standard instrument arrival (STAR).  

A designated instrument flight rule (IFR) arrival route linking a significant point, 

normally on an ATS route, with a point from which a published instrument approach 

procedure can be commenced. (PBN ICAO Manual) 

2.1.31. Standard instrument departure (SID).  

A designated instrument flight rule (IFR) departure route linking the aerodrome or 

a specified runway of the aerodrome with a specified significant point, normally on a 

designated ATS route, at which the en-route phase of a flight commences. (PBN ICAO 

Manual) 

 

2.2. INTRODUCTION  

Both airspace European and North American ones are deeply overhauling their 

respective airspace. The new arriving and implementation of state-of-the-art technology 

has led to European and American regulators to speed up the implementation of new 

procedures and navigation techniques. The Single European Sky and the Next Generation 

airspace are balancing from the radio navigation to satellite navigation based on GPS 

signal and augmentation systems. This trend will allow aircraft to fly more efficiently 

with more precise data and, consequently, the air traffic will be better managed, and more 

traffic will be possible to control in a safe manner. This new scenario will be an evidence 

in coming years when most radio navigation aids will be decommissioned.  

Despite traditional navigation has fulfilled requirements and necessities during the 

nineties and eighties, mainly based on radio-navigation aids, there was a need from 

improvement in efficiency. This need was due to the increase in traffic and demand 

thoroughly discussed in the Chapter 1. With the appearance of GPS navigation systems 
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and the full application of area navigation (RNAV) techniques there has been a 

development of more precise navigation procedures in several areas worldwide and in all 

phases of flight. Nevertheless, to enhance safety and management there is a need for some 

requirements on specific routes or inside a specific airspace that need better definition 

and explanation. Thus, there has a need to ensure that the “flight crew and the air traffic 

controllers are aware of the on-board RNAV system capabilities in order to determine if 

the performance of the RNAV system is appropriate for the specific airspace 

requirements.” 30 

During last decades, a specific RNAV system was identified and its performance 

was assessed via some analysis and flight tests. As an example, for domestic flights, the 

initial systems to navigate were the VOR and DME. With these radio navigation systems, 

aircrew and controllers could estimate their position with some precision. Aircrew could 

fly in accordance with ATS standards. Besides, for oceanic operations, inertial navigation 

systems (INS) were used. These systems were developed, evaluated and certified 

according to official standards.  

Regretfully, these compulsory requirements resulted “in delays to the introduction 

of new RNAV system capabilities and higher costs for maintaining appropriate 

certification.” 31 To avoid such specific compulsory requirements, undesired delays and 

bureaucracy, ICAO offered the PBN manual “that introduces an alternative method for 

defining equipage requirements by specifying the performance requirements.”32 This is 

labeled performance-based navigation (PBN). As almost all ICAO manuals, the PBN one 

is a worldwide reference and guidance for certification, implementation of PBN 

specifications. Nevertheless, it should be clarified that the PBN manual is a reference; the 

regulatory bodies are FAA, EASA, Eurocontrol and others. 

Another key aspect in this chapter is the GBAS which is a system working on areas 

of augmentation of the signal of the GPS: terminal areas, final approaches, etc. That 

                                                 

30 ICAO, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operational Approval Handbook. 

31 Ibid 

32 Ibid 
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system, for example, provides precise navigation like the Instrument Landing System 

(ILS). The ADS-B, also described in this chapter, enhances safety and efficiency, and 

directly benefits pilots, air controllers, airport managers, airline operators, etc. ADS-B 

system is a surveillance system which relies on onboard aircraft navigation avionics to 

obtain the aircraft position and, most importantly, to broadcast it via datalink.  

The Controller–pilot data link communication (CPDLC) is also capital in this 

research. The CPDLC is a means of communication between controller and pilot, without 

the necessity to use the radio. The CPDLC application provides a set of 

clearance/information/request message which correspond to voice phraseology of ATM 

procedures and is in used in many worldwide airspace areas.  

The aim of this chapter is to clarify differences and analogies between PBN and 

RNAV and describe the new advances on navigation. 

2.3. SESAR AND NEXTGEN  

In order to set some principles in a worldwide scale with similar criteria, the ICAO 

approved the Global air Navigation Plan (GANP). The main objective of this plan is “to 

increase capacity and improve efficiency of the global civil aviation system whilst 

improving or at least maintaining safety.”33 To implement the Plan, ICAO has developed 

the Aviation System Block Upgrades (ASBUs) Modules, in order to make the plan more 

feasible and possible and to ensure the near and longer-term global interoperability of 

their Air Navigation solutions worldwide. The most relevant ASBUs are: Continuous 

descent operations, trajectory-based operations, continuous climb operations, free-route 

operations, Digital ATM information, RPA´s full integration, etc. 34 

Ongoing Air Navigation improvement programs being undertaken by several ICAO 

Member States (SESAR in Europe; NextGen in the United States; CARATS in Japan; 

SIRIUS in Brazil, and others in Canada, China, India and the Russian Federation). These 

                                                 

33 ICAO, “2016–2030 Global Air Navigation Plan,.” 

34 Ibid 
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programs are consistent with the ASBU Methodology. 35 The Single European Sky ATM 

Research (SESAR) “is a collaborative and comprehensive project to completely overhaul 

European airspace and its air traffic management (ATM).” 36 37  

In order to enhance and improve the creation of the Single European Sky (SES), the 

European parliament and the Council adopted in 2009 amendments to the first package 

of SES legislation; “to improve the European aviation system in the key areas of safety, 

environment, capacity and cost-efficiency. “ 38 To implement the SESAR Eurocontrol 

approved the European ATM Master Plan (hereafter referred to as ‘the Master Plan’) “as 

the main planning tool for setting the ATM priorities and ensuring that the SESAR Target 

Concept becomes a reality.”39 In this document Eurocontrol draws the main lines for the 

implementation in SESAR of following concepts: “ATC automatic tools, Free Route 

space, Self-separation assurance, 4D trajectory, etc.” 40  

One of the best perspectives of the concept of operation (CONOPS) of the SESAR 

is the trajectory-based operations (TBO) and the 4D management in final approach. That 

enhancement enables a dynamic adjustment of airspace management while increasing 

safety level. 41  The CONOPS also set the timeline for implementation of new systems 

and concepts for navigation: GBAS approach; time-based separation for final approach 

segments that enhances the management of air traffic; an approach using vertical 

guidance; required navigation performed (RNP) for route improvement and precision, 

                                                 

35 Ibid 

36 European Parliament, “Regulation (EC) No 549/2004, Laying down the Framework for the 

Creation of the Single European Sky (the Framework Regulation),.” 

37 The European Parliament and of the Council, “Regulation (EC) No 549/2004, Laying down the 

Framework for the Creation of the Single European Sky (the Framework Regulation), 10 March 2004.” 

38 The European Parliament and of the Council, “Regulation (EC) No 1070/2009 Amending 

Regulations (EC) No 549/2004, (EC) No 550/2004, (EC) No 551/2004 and (EC) No 552/2004 in Order to 

Improve the Performance and Sustainability of the European Aviation System, 21 October 2009.” 

39 Eurocontrol, “THE ROADMAP FOR DELIVERING HIGH PERFORMING AVIATION FOR 

EUROPE; The European ATM Master Plan.” 

40 Pereira, “Interoperability of Civil and Military in SESAR.” 

41 EUROCONTROL, “SESAR 2020 Concept Of Operations Edition 2017.” 
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etc. All these concepts are the main pillar of both scenarios proposed in Chapters 4 and 

5. Some of the most relevant technology improvements are represented in next chart. 42 

To sum up, the SESAR is implementing a better European traffic management area 

based on new technology like satellite navigation and data link that is totally in line with 

the performance-based navigation concept. The target of 2020 is shared with the 

American project of airspace management. Following chart summarizes some relevant 

items in the implementation of SESAR.43   

 

CONCEPT TITTLE 

Improvement in final app. By using 

GBAS cat II/II 

Implemented in 2020 to improve low 

visibility approach by using GPS 

navigation instead of radio-signal. 

Time-based separation Implement the concept of separation by 

time in final approach, full operational. 

Automatic transition from RNP to 

GBAS/ILS. 

Enhance the transition from RNP to 

GBAS, GLS, ILS operations 

RNAV in complex TMA Enhance terminal airspace for RNP-based 

operations. 

Controlled time of arrival (CTA) in 

medium density and medium complexity 

environment. 

Enhance flight management by using 

CTA  

Approach procedure by vertical guidance Enhance final approach by using 

barometric systems. 

Table 1. Concept/Title, Source: EUROCONTROL; chart of relevant milestones of the 2020 

SESAR CONOPS  

 

On the other part of the Atlantic Ocean, the FAA is implementing the Next 

Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) which is a “comprehensive suite of 

state-of-the-art technologies and procedures that, in short, enable aircraft to move more 

                                                 

42 EUROCONTROL. 

43 Eurocontrol, “Introducing Performance Based Navigation (PBN)and Advanced RNP (A-RNP).” 
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directly and with more precision when navigating.” 44 45  FAA and aviation industry 

leaders have committed to equip aircraft with new NextGen avionics technology by the 

January 1, 2020, which is the deadline for some radio navigation aids; “NextGen remains 

on target to have all major components in place by 2025.” 46 According to the FAA, the 

implementation has saved, due to flexibility and good management in the NextGen 

programs the following numbers: “1.385 billion dollars in air flow, 2.045 in PBN, and 

338 in Automatic Dependence Surveillance Broadcast.” 47  

In both new designed airspaces, satellite-based technology will be key in order to 

enhance ATM procedures, safety, efficiency and effectiveness. To achieve that, European 

and American authorities are on the process of testing and certificating the new GPS 

augmentation signal and data link communications systems which will be the dominant 

performers on new navigation airspaces. 

2.4. PBN AND RNAV  

Today, most departure and arrival procedures in most part of routes at the airports 

are based on conventional navigation (VOR, NDB procedures). This navigation method 

together with the spacing required between different routes, that in some moments 

converge to the same points, is a cause of inefficiency. 48 To solve it, there is a common 

approach among international regulators and doctrine makers that “the PBN concept 

performance requirements are to be defined considering the following concepts: 

accuracy, integrity, availability, continuity and functionality.” 49 All these concepts are 

                                                 

44 FAA, “NextGen Implementation Plan, Washington DC, USA,.” 

45 H. Erzberger, “Transforming the NAS: The Next Generation Air Traffic Control System, NASA 

Ames Research Center NASA/TP-2004–212801, Moffett Field, CA, USA,.” 

46 Federal aviation Administration, “What Is NextGen?” 

47 Federal Aviation Administration, “NextGen by the Numbers.” 

48 Eurocontrol, “THE ROADMAP FOR DELIVERING HIGH PERFORMING AVIATION FOR 

EUROPE; The European ATM Master Plan.” 

49 Federal Aviation Administration, “Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Implementation and 

Usage.” 
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needed for the best management and sustainability of some airspaces, such as SESAR 

and NexGen.  

The most relevant fact is that the PBN concept represents a shift from sensor-based 

(traditional navigation) to performance-based navigation. The relevance is not the radio 

navigation or satellite system, conversely, the most relevant point is the capability of 

performance navigation of the aircraft.  As Eurocontrol declares, “PBN allows aircraft-

to-aircraft separation to be ‘built-into’ the airspace design, thereby enabling the migration 

from ATC to ATM.” 50 Due to that change from ATC to ATM, there is an open necessity 

to redesign several aspects of the airspace management, navigation standard operational 

procedures, etc. 

Performance requirements in an airspace (approach, terminal area, arrival, oceanic 

flight, etc.) are identified in the navigation specifications. Furthermore, the navigation 

specifications imply the navigation sensors and equipment that may be used to meet the 

performance requirements of a specific airspace. The ICAO PBN manual defines “these 

navigation specifications at a sufficient level of detail to facilitate global harmonization 

by providing specific implementation guidance for States and operators”51 and to avoid 

multiplicity and, most importantly, disparity in criteria. Regretfully, multiplicity and 

regional disparity on PBN concepts and regulation has been a big issue for ICAO in order 

to regulate a standard and worldwide doctrine. That difference and multiplicity in criteria 

about the PBN raises the question about the role of ICAO to regulate and force a common 

approach about the standards. This question is out of the reach of this research but clearly 

represents a deficiency in the regulation process. As it is described in the Chapter 3 (latent 

conditions) that deficiency will form a latent safety condition that most probably will 

derail a safety occurrence.   

Despite the multiplicity, operators must evaluate options regarding the available 

technology and navigation services. Both provide a valuable tool to meet the requirements 

                                                 

50 Eurocontrol, “Introducing Performance Based Navigation (PBN) and Advanced RNP (A-RNP.” 

51 ICAO, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operational Approval Handbook.  doc 9613, 

Performance-Based Navigation manual volume 1 concept and implementation guidance and volume 

ii implementing RNAV and RNP operations 
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which are compulsory inside the PBN concept of operation. Thus, operators have the 

choice to use a more cost-effective suitable option, rather than a solution being imposed 

as part of the operational requirements.  

The emergence of PBN had a big impact on all aspects of the aviation industry; 

procedures, instruments on board, technology, certification process, etc. However, there 

were some inconsistencies with the aeronautical charts: some operational approvals and 

the avionics displays created confusion for pilots and air traffic controllers.  As a result, 

“ICAO decided to rationalize the chart-naming agreement in order to solve the 

inconsistencies and sets standards for the aeronautical approach charts regarding the PBN 

operations approval.” 52 Due to the lack of global regulation at the beginning of PBN 

implementation in some regional areas, there were not standards procedures at global 

scale. Therefore, that led to some confusion. Due to that fact, it was clear that ICAO had 

to actuate.  

ICAO, in order to face the multiplicity of RNAV and RNP developments and 

problems associated with both, established in 2008 the PBN concept turning around the 

"traditional" way of evolving air navigation.53 Then, ICAO defined the PBN as a new 

approach to the future that entails several new procedures based on state-of-the art 

technology and mainly on GPS. 54 PBN focuses its main goal to rationalize, standardize 

and establish a series of standards and requirements. Both are necessary to try to improve 

operational efficiency due to the growing demand of airspace capacity, global 

interoperability and accessibility to some regional airspace that requires PBN 

requirements.  

According to ICAO experts, “the Performance Based Navigation concept is 

intended to better define the use of RNAV systems and provide a means to eventually 

reach a similar level of common use. However, until there is general standardization in 

aircraft, operating procedures, training and ATS application, there is a need for an 

                                                 

52 Abbas NIKNEJAD, “RNAV to RNP Instrument Approach Chart Depiction.” 

53 ICAO, “Performance-Based Navigation (PBN) Manual.” 

54 Ibid 
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operational approval process.” 55 In the PBN manual ICAO defines PBN as follows: “the 

performance-based navigation (PBN) concept specifies that aircraft RNAV system 

performance requirements be defined in terms of accuracy, integrity, availability, 

continuity and functionality required for the proposed operations in the context of a 

particular airspace.” 56 On the other hand, the FAA goes beyond compare to ICAO in 

defining the PBN concept.  

The FAA defines PBN as follows: Performance Based Navigation (PBN) is an 

advanced, satellite-enabled form of air navigation that creates precise 3-D flight paths,” 

57 “Performance-Based Navigation (PBN) is comprised of Area Navigation (RNAV) and 

Required Navigation Performance (RNP) and describes an aircraft’s capability to 

navigate using performance standards.” 58. According to that definition of the FAA, PBN 

is in a higher step than RNAV. Nevertheless, ICAO does not explicitly define RNAV as 

a part of PBN. These two interpretations and some others unclear definitions have led to 

some misunderstandings in the PBN doctrine. For this research, the PBN concept of 

operation is considered as stated in the ICAO definitions.  

“Fundamental aspects of any PBN operation and the requirements are set out in the 

appropriate navigation specification and the navigation aid infrastructure (both ground- 

and space-based) that allow the aircraft to operate.” 59 Then, a navigation specification is 

a set of aircraft and aircrew requirements which are compulsory to safely navigate inside 

a specific airspace (see figure below). This navigation specification defines the 

performance required by the RNAV system. It also defines any functional requirements 

like the capability to fly curved path procedures or to fly parallel offset routes. Curved 

procedures enable an aircraft to fly more precisely and closer to other aircraft flying with 

                                                 

55 ICAO, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operational Approval Handbook. 

56 ICAO, “Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third Edition.” 

57 Federal Aviation Administration, “Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Implementation and 

Usage.” 

58 Federal Aviation Administration. 

59 ICAO, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operational Approval Handbook. 
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the same specifications and precision in the same airspace while maintaining high levels 

of safety.   

The old-fashioned point to point navigation is no longer applied within PBN 

navigation. Accordingly, aircraft may perform curved approach and the subsequent 

procedures related to the approach: holding area, missed approach, evasive maneuvers, 

etc. The capability to perform evasive procedures to avoid a safety occurrence and the 

capability to fly curved paths is one of the pillars of Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. 

 

Figure 8. PBN especifications Source Eurocontrol; 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/publication/files/2013-introducing-pbn-a-rnp.pdf 

 

Focusing on the PBN description of Eurocontrol, in similar terms ICAO proposes 

three pillars in order to generate a new airspace: 60  

• Navigation specifications, such as RNAV 1, RNP APCH or RNP 10;  

• The navigation infrastructure; the aids for navigation, whether they are land or 

space based. 

                                                 

60 ICAO, “Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third Edition.” 

https://www.eurocontrol.int/sites/default/files/publication/files/2013-introducing-pbn-a-rnp.pdf
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• The navigation application, which is the use of the navigation specifications for 

route, TMA or approach, depending on the navigation aids available.61 

 PBN encompasses a range of operations which are all based upon RNAV. RNAV 

has been available for around decades using a variety of technologies. Nevertheless, some 

difficulties arise due to the double application of the term RNAV as a fundamental 

method of navigation (area navigation) and as a particular type of operation (for example 

RNAV 5). Regretfully, further complications arise when Required Navigation 

Performance (RNP) were implemented. Consequently, there has been some difficulty in 

identifying the differences between RNAV operations and RNP operations, as previously 

discussed. This is also due to the fact that there is some lack of definition in the 

requirements for both RNAV and RNP operations. Furthermore, “several regions 

established locally RNAV and RNP standards which led to complexity in international 

operations and operational approvals.” 62 

To clarify both concepts, following figure represents a standard route of an aircraft 

that flies in both RNAV and RNP procedures. 

Figure 9. PBN and RPN airspace; standard flight using PBN and RPN specific airspace.63 

 

                                                 

61 Macias, “NAVEGACIÓN BASADA EN PRESTACIONES, LAS APROXIMACIONES.” 

62 ICAO, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operational Approval Handbook. 

63 Sorin Onitiu, “PBN Operational Approval Navigation Database Management.” 
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There are still, and will probably continue to exist, RNAV applications beyond 

PBN. For example, according to ICAO, “GBAS-based procedures are strictly area 

navigation and are not currently included in the ICAO PBN concept.” 64 

Although PBN is not fully based on sensors, for the coming future the common 

facilitator of the incoming navigation will be the one based on the global navigation 

satellite system, (GNSS); due to its wide coverage and availability. In each navigation 

specification, a GNSS system almost always appears as a valid sensor. In few cases, other 

conventional systems such as inertial, DME and / or VOR will be valid for a short period 

of time; the until GNSS is fully implemented worldwide. On the other hand, it is quite 

true that there are different technical developments under the GNSS umbrella which may 

be valid to meet the requirements of a particular airspace. 

Under the acronym GNSS there are constellations of satellites that are used for 

positioning and global displacements, such as: US NAVSTAR-GPS; the modernized 

GLONASS of the Russian Federation; the Chinese COMPASS, the global European 

GALILEO system, which will be completely interoperable with GPS and GLONASS.  

Besides the previous, there are also other regional satellite constellations, usually 

geo-stationary, focused mainly on increasing the benefits of global ones. ICAO has 

defined them as GNSS increases based on satellite or SBAS, which is represented in the 

United States by the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAaS). In the U.S., this system 

uses additional geo-stationary satellites and a network of ground-based reference stations, 

in North America and Hawaii. Then, they measure small variations in the GPS satellites' 

signals in the western hemisphere. “Those satellites broadcast the correction messages 

back to Earth, where WAAS-enabled GPS receivers use the corrections while computing 

their positions to improve accuracy and integrity.” 65 In other words, the aircraft receives 

a satellite signal, which is more precise and fulfills the required performance for that 

phase of flight.  

                                                 

64 ICAO, “ICAO, Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third 

Edition.” 

65 ICAO, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operational Approval Handbook. 
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Examples of SBAS in operation are EGNOS in Europe, WAAS in the USA and 

Mexico, MSAS in Japan and surrounding areas; in final development GAGAN in India, 

SDCM in Russia and SNAS in China; and under study is the SACCSA for South America 

and the Caribbean and other developments for Africa and Malaysia. See picture below 

from the European Space Agency. 

Figure 10, satellite-based augmentation systems worldwide; 

http://www.elenageosystems.com/GNSS.aspx 

GBAS relies on an array of receivers located close to the area of operations in an 

airport and supports operations such as GLS (GBAS Landing System). In the U.S. GBAS 

is referred to as the Local Area Augmentation system or LAAS. “This system emits the 

new modified signal to the aircraft with differential corrections and integrity monitoring 

through a VHF antenna which is in the airport area.” 66 The GBAS has a basic coverage 

of about 23 nautical miles, although it may reach up to about 50 nautical miles. A GBAS 

ground facility typically has “three or more GPS antennas, a central processing system 

(i.e., a computer), and a VHF Data Broadcast (VDB) transmitter all locally situated close 

or inside an airport.” 67 GBAS airborne equipment consists of GPS antenna(s), a VHF 

antenna, and associated processing equipment.  For the aircrew, the “GBAS approach 

                                                 

66 Federal aviation Administration, “Satellite Navigation - GBAS - How It Works.” 

67 Ibid 

http://www.elenageosystems.com/GNSS.aspx
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guidance is like an ILS approach and, according to experts, is even steadier than ILS 

approach. 68 Furthermore, GBAS requires less frequent flight inspections compared to 

those required of ILS systems. 69 It should be noted that, in addition, the system will soon 

have the capacity to provide categories II and III of precision in approach. 70 

Currently, as indicated, it is already being used or will soon be in service for 

approach procedures in various parts of the world; airports of Malaga and Bremen were 

the pioneers in Europe. Some other countries have also developed GBAS systems, such 

as USA, Brazil, Saudi Arabia, India, Japan, South Korea, Australia and even Russia, 

which has developed its own system. 

The concept of performance-based navigation, or PBN, involves a conception and 

adoption of new area navigation applications, on-board equipment, training of crews and 

personnel control, obtaining operational approvals and, above all, the objective of trying 

to have a homogeneous and harmonized understanding at a global level. As a fundamental 

new concept of operation of the PBN, future precision navigation and procedures will be 

based on the different constellations of satellites that leads to even more precise and 

robust system. 

It is worth repeating again that PBN abandons conventional navigation and only 

considers area navigation, RNAV, in accordance with the specifications that it 

establishes. Thus, using the academic definition, the PBN is based on that navigation that 

allows the flight to follow the desired route within the coverage of the stations or systems 

that provide the suitable signal that fulfils the requirements of each airspace. These 

navigational aids can be traditional land based (VOR and DME), the space (GNSS), 

autonomous systems, or a combination of some of them.  Despite all problems of 

                                                 

68 Aviation, “GBAS – Frequently Asked Questions.” 

69 Ibid 

70 Felux, Dautermann, and Becker, “GBAS Landing System - Precision Approach Guidance after 

ILS.” 
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definitions, the introduction of satellite navigation and the inertial systems (in the 80´s) 

in some degree, completed a revolutionary leap in the navigation procedures. 

Figure 11. ILS and NAVAIDS era.71 

 

 

Figure 12. Navigation procedures in the 80s. 72 

                                                 

71 AIRBUS/ICAO, “Performance-Based Navigation PBN; AFI Flight Operations Safety Awareness   

Seminar (FOSAS).” 

72 Ibid 
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The specifications for the navigation detail the performance required of the on-

board system considering the precision, integrity and continuity. Furthermore, the 

specifications may detail the navigation functions that the on-board system must have; 

the minimum of navigation sensors integrated into the avionics system; and the 

requirements compulsory to the aircrew. The integrity and precision of PBN will allow 

the aircrew to control the time of arrival to a specific point. Consequently, operating in 

trajectory-based operations and 4D trajectories (3D plus time) will be feasible. Thus, 

Time of Arrival Control (TOAC) will enable an aircraft to reach a waypoint within X 

number of seconds ahead or behind a specific time. Furthermore, “Trajectory Based 

Operations (TBO) and 4D trajectories will be achieved based on the use of airborne 

functions like TOAC, also called Required Time-of-Arrival (RTA) or Controlled Time 

of Arrival (CTA) functions in the context of SESAR and Next- Gen.” 73 

The TBO concepts will introduce several improvements to air space management; 

increase of the overall predictability of traffic; optimal operations for airlines (aircraft 

using preferred routes and levels); it will reduce cost (mainly fuel and/or time) and 

consequently also emissions; better procedures for controllers to handle safely more 

traffic in a more operational way. The concept of TBO is key in Chapter 5 for the 

reinjection of aircraft after a missed approach. This concept of TBO and 4D trajectories 

is not something new, ICAO was introducing it before 2009. 74 At this moment, 

considering the evolution of technology in aviation, the use of these two concepts is only 

a problem of regulation and certification.  

 It is the ICAO PBN Manual (Doc. 9613), in its volume II, that details all the 

specifications of PBN; they are divided into two large groups of specifications: RNAV, 

not to be confused with the concept of radio navigation, and RNP. The primary difference 

is that an RNP specification includes the requirement to monitor and alert on-board 

                                                 

73 Eurocontrol, “Introducing Performance Based Navigation (PBN) and Advanced RNP (A-RNP.” 

74 ICAO, “Bal Air Navigation System Global Air Navigation System Performance Based Air 

Navigation Performance Based Air Navigation Emerging Technologies.” 
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performance, while an RNAV specification does not include this requirement. Thus, this 

onboard alert is key to differentiate RNAV and RNP. 

Arguably, RNAVs are those that respond to developments and on-board systems 

that existed before the appearance of the ICAO PBN concept; VOR, TACAN, LORAN, 

etc. On the other hand, the RNP specifications, and in line with the RNP avionics, are the 

applications and systems that have already been born with the described PBN concept. 

Possibly, RNP has focused on a more autonomous navigation (based on onboard systems 

and not depending solely on controllers), allowing even implementations in scenarios 

with little or no surveillance services and / or limited communications. That makes most 

of the airspace available to navigate and it also increases the safety level of operations 

(see figure below). In the figure, it is clearly appreciated the differences in navigating by 

RNAV techniques and PBN. The PBN is more precise and effective and does not has a 

high dependence on air traffic controllers. 

  

 

Figure 13. RNAV and RNP differences. Source; Hong Kong Civil Aviation Department PBN 

Information website Version 1.2 
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SESAR and NextGen are, arguably, the state-of-the-art air space where PBN 

requirements are more implemented and regulated. Obviously, there are other areas 

worldwide where this technology is also thoroughly studied and applied. Nevertheless, 

for the shake of simplicity this work focuses mainly on those two mentioned areas: 

NextGen and SESAR. There is material enough to study all worldwide areas, but this is 

not the aim of this research. Accordingly, and considering the current development, 

regulations already ratified and the engagement of authorities, both Europe and United 

States have enough possibilities to label them as principals. 

In the NextGen, The PBN implementation and usage for all major airports are in 

the process of being tested and approved. 75 As portrait in next figure, implementation 

data is displayed considering the degree of PBN resources in the NextGen areas. 76 As an 

example, the Denver international airport, in Texas, has 16 SIDS, 16 STARS and 12 RNP 

approaches. 77  As another example, RNAV allowed Dallas For-Worth (DFW) to 

implement initially diverging, fanned routes in September 2005. “These new RNAV 

Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) resulted in benefits of: 

• 45% reduction in delay during peak demand. 

• $25 million in operator benefits through 2008. 

                                                 

75 Atlanta: 68 PBN procedures and routes, 18 RNAV standard instrument departures (SID), 14 

RNAV STARs, 13 RNAV GPS T-routes, 23 RNAV Q-routes. Charlotte: 33 PBN procedures, 15 RNAV 

SIDs, 18 RNAV STARs. Houston: 46 PBN procedures, 20 RNAV SIDs, 20 RNAV STARs, Six required 

navigation performance (RNP) with authorization required (AR) approaches,  Northern California: 42 

PBN procedures and routes, 19 RNAV SIDs, 15 RNAV STARs, Eight Q-Routes, North Texas: 67 PBN 

procedures, 29 RNAV SIDs, 32 RNAV STARs, Six RNP AR approaches, Southern California: 132 PBN 

procedures and routes, 52 RNAV SIDs, 42 RNAV STARs, 1 T-route, 16 RNP approaches, 21 RNP AR 

approaches. Washington, D.C.: 49 PBN procedures, 25 RNAV SIDs, 24 RNAV STARs. (As of April 

2019). 

76 Federal Aviation Administration, “Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Implementation and 

Usage.” 

77 Ibid 
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• 10 additional departures per hour per runway.” 78 

 Figure 14. Implementation PBN in U.S..   

(www.faa.gov/nextgen/how_nextgen_works/new_technology/assets/img/mappbn.png) 

As of February 2019 

Although this research is mainly focused in safety parameters regarding PBN 

operations, there is also a great advance on time, money and fuel consumption savings. 

As next figure shows, there are some airports like the Atlanta international airport or the 

Orlando Airport where PBN operations can save fuel consumption in a very significant 

way.  

                                                 

78 FAA, “FAA; Performance Based Navigation In the Operation.” 

http://www.faa.gov/nextgen/how_nextgen_works/new_technology/assets/img/mappbn.png
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Figure 15: Potential Annual Benefit ($ millions)79 

 

2.4.1. The PBN and RNP concept of operations 

The PBN concept is intended to better define the use of RNAV systems and provide 

a means to eventually reach a high level of common use, precision and, most important, 

safety. However, “until there is general standardization in aircraft, operating procedures, 

training and ATS application, it is compulsory an operational approval process.” 80 Even 

the most difficult type of operation, arguably RNP AR APCH, once certified and 

implemented, “due the capability of modern avionics and auto-pilot systems, is an easy 

                                                 

79 Ibid 

80 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, AC No: 90-101A, Approval Guidance for RNP 

Procedures with AR, Change 1.” 
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and safe operation when performed in an appropriately equipped aircraft operated by a 

properly trained crew.” 81 82 83   

As discussed, the PBN is a framework for defining a navigation performance 

specification along a specific route, inside a TMA, inside a CTA, on a final approach or 

in airspace within which an aircraft must comply with some detailed operational 

performance requirements. It provides a simple basis for the design and implementation 

of automated flight paths and for airspace design, aircraft separation, and obstacle 

clearance. It also proposes an upfront means to communicate the performance and 

operational capabilities necessary for the utilization of such paths and airspace. Once the 

performance level (i.e., the accuracy value) is established on the basis of operational 

needs, “the aircraft's own capability determines whether the aircraft can safely achieve 

the specified performance.” 84 

The PBN concept represents a great change and improvement from sensor-based to 

performance-based navigation, which focuses on aircraft performance and precise flying 

capabilities instead of area navigation (RNAV) as it has been done pendant last years. 85 

Performance requirements are identified in aircraft navigation specifications, “which also 

identify the choice of navigation sensors and equipment that may be used to meet the 

performance requirements with specific instrument charts design.” 86 87 

 

                                                 

81 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, AL-545 RNAV (RNP) Y RWY 13R PALM SPRINGS 

INTL, California.” 

82 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, AC No: 90-101A, Approval Guidance for RNP 

Procedures with AR, Change 1.” 

83 European Air Safety Agency, “EASA AMC 20-26 –RNP Authorization Required (RNP AR), 

Operations.” 

84 Federal Aviation Administration, “Evolution for Area Navigation (RNAV) and Required 

Navigation Performance (RNP) Capabilities, Version 2.0.” 

85 ICA0, “Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Doc 8168 OPS/611," 2006.International Civil 

Aviation Organization, "Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Doc 8168 OPS/611,.” 

86 ICAO, “Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third Edition.” 

87 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, Order 8260.58, United States Standard for Performance 

Based Navigation (PBN) Instrument Procedure Design.” 
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RNAV and RNP systems are essentially similar. One of the most relevant difference 

between them is the requirement for on-board performance monitoring and alerting which 

is named as “receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM).”88 A navigation 

specification that includes the RAIM as a requirement is referred to as an RNP 

specification or requirement. 89 In case of the navigation specification does not have such 

requirements is referred to as an RNAV specification. Thus, an area navigation system 

that reaches the performance requirement of an RNP specification is as well referred as 

an RNP system. 90  

Recent investigations show that RNP can be as precise as less than 1 NM using 

advance RNP procedures, meaning that PBN minima operation will soon reach ILS CAT 

III requirements soon. 91 92 The FAA estimates that 88 percent of the air transport fleet 

can perform RNP Approach (APCH) approaches. Additionally, 35 percent of the air 

transport fleet is approved for RNAV (RNP) procedures, and this number could increase 

to an estimated 62 if more investment is accomplished. 93 

In order to clarify terms and concepts, some definitions of RNP are fundamental. 

RNP operations may be defined as aircraft operations using an RNP system for RNP 

navigation applications. Then, an RNP route is an ATS route recognized for the use of 

aircraft adhering to a prescribed RNP navigation specification. An RNP system is an area 

navigation system which supports on-board performance monitoring and alerting. Current 

specific requirements include: “capability to follow a desired ground track with 

reliability, repeatability and predictability (including optional curved path) where vertical 

                                                 

88 Eurocontrol, “Introducing Performance Based Navigation (PBN)and Advanced RNP (A-RNP).” 

89 ICA0, “Performance-Based Navigation Manual Volume 1, Concept and Implementation 

Guidance and Volume 2 Implementing RNAV and RNP Operations, Advance Four Edition (Unedited).” 

90 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, AC 90-105, Approval Guidance for RNP Operations and 

Barometric Vertical Navigation in the U.S. National Airspace System.” 

91 All, “Design, Implementation and Flight Testing of Advanced RNP to SBAS LPV Approaches in 

Germany.” 

92 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, Performance Based Navigation (PBN), Navigation 

Strategy 2016.” 

93 Ibid 
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profiles are included for vertical guidance and use of vertical angles or specified altitude 

constraints to define a desired vertical path.” 94 

The former mentioned on-board performance monitoring and alerting capabilities 

may be provided in different methods. These methods depend on the system installation, 

architecture and configurations. “These three criteria include: display and indication of 

both the required and the estimated navigation system performance; monitoring of the 

system performance and alerting the crew when RNP requirements are not met and cross 

track deviation displays scaled to RNP, in conjunction with separate monitoring and 

alerting for navigation integrity,” 95 Following figure summarizes types of RNAV and 

RNP that are formerly detailed. 

Figure 16. RNAV and RNP navigation areas, source ICAO PBN manual 

 

                                                 

94 Federal Aviation Administration, “Roadmap for Performance-Based Navigation. Evolution for 

Area Navigation (RNAV) And.” 

95 Federal Aviation Administration, “Required Navigation Performance (RNP) Capabilities 2006-

2025,” Version 2, 2006.” 
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2.4.2. Types of RNAV 

Early RNAV allowed properly equipped aircraft to navigate via a user-defined 

track, rather than depending primarily on ground-based navigation aids (NAVAID). Early 

RNAV systems, however, still relied on signals from a ground based NAVAID for source 

information to calculate navigational position. Conventional navigation (VOR, DME) has 

long been the main way of navigating using standardized procedures defined by ICAO in 

many of the Annexes and other manuals. 96 97 98 Pilots, operators and manufacturers are 

familiar with the last decade technology, avionics, instrumentation, standard operational 

procedures, training and performance which are harmonious throughout the world. 

Consequently, apart from some more demanding operations such as Cat II/III ILS, 

specific operational approval is not necessary, “as it is now compulsory on RNP.” 99 

Area navigation (RNAV) is a term applied to navigation between any two selected 

points on the earth’s surface, which is been the dominant type of navigation during last 

30 years. RNAV has been around since the 1960s when the earliest avionics used 

triangulation measurements from ground-based navigation aids to compute an RNAV 

flight path between waypoints. 

There are four types of RNAV navigation with different criteria and specifications. 

The standard RNAV operations are RNAV 1, RNAV 2, RNAV 5 and RNAV 10.  

The requirements for both operations are as follows:  

• “RNAV 1 requires a total system error of not more than 1 NM for 95 percent of 

the total flight time. It is used for arrival and departure areas, and initial, 

intermediate and missed approach segments.” 100 

                                                 

96 ICAO, “Annex 15, Aeronautical Information Services. Annex 14 Aerodromes.” 

97 ICAO, “Doc 4444, ATM/501, Procedures for Air Navigation Services/ Air Traffic Management, 

Fourteenth Edition, 2001.” 

98 ICAO, “Safety Management Manual - First Edition - Doc 9859.” 

99 ICAO, “ICAO, Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third 

Edition.” 

100 ICA0, “Performance-Based Navigation Manual Volume 1, Concept and Implementation  

Guidance and Volume 2 Implementing RNAV and RNP Operations, Advance Four Edition (Unedited).” 
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• “RNAV 2 requires a total system error of not more than 2 NM for 95 percent of 

the total flight time. It is used for En route continental, arrival and departures 

areas.” 101 

• “RNAV 5, used for En route continental and arrival areas.” 102 

• “RNAV 10, which is applicable to operations in oceanic and remote areas and 

does not require any ground-based navigation infrastructure or assessment and 

where it is not required a high precision.” 103 

In case of operating with GNSS the aircraft must fulfil some other requirements and 

also if operating with Inertial Navigation systems. 104 105 

2.4.3. Types of RNP 

RNP 10 

In the lowest level of precision, the RNP 10 may support aircraft operating in 

oceanic and remote areas. That aircraft must be equipped with at least two independent 

and serviceable long-range navigation system (LRNS): an INS, an IRS FMS or a GNSS, 

with an integrity to avoid misleading information. 106 107 108 Obviously, that precision is 

only used in oceanic and remote areas where there is not much traffic.  

In a more precise level of accuracy, the RNP 4 was developed for operations in 

oceanic and remote airspace, therefore, it does not require any ground based NAVAID 

                                                 

101 Ibid 

102 Ibid 

103 Ibid 

104 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, Technical Standard Order TSO-C129/C129TSO-

C129a, Airborne Supplemental Navigation Equipment Using the Global Positioning System 

(GPS).” 

105 Federal Aviation Administration, “FAA, AC 25-4, Inertial Navigation Systems (INS).” 

106 “Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part 121, Subpart G, Manual Requirements.” 

107 Federal Aviation Administration, “Advisory Circular (AC) 20-130A, Airworthiness Approval of 

Navigation or Flight Management Systems Integrating Multiple Navigation Sensors.” 

108 Federal Aviation Administration, “AMC 20-12: Recognition of FAA Order 8400.12a for RNP 

10 Operations.” 
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infrastructure. The satellite system is the primary navigation sensor to achieve RNP 4 

requirements, either as a single navigation system or as part of a multi-sensor system. 109 

110 111 

In a level of precision of 2 NM, the RNP 2 is primarily intended for a various set of 

en-route applications. That RNP 2 is typically used in geographic areas with little or no 

ground NAVAID infrastructure, there is limited or no ATS surveillance at all, and low to 

medium density traffic.112 These kind of requirements of RNP 2 must not be the example 

in congested areas like final approach or terminal areas. 

With more precision than 1 NM appears the RPN 1. During RPN operations “the 

lateral total system error must be within ±1 NM for at least 95 per cent of the total flight 

time as well as the along-track navigation error (NSE). “Regarding integrity, the 

malfunction of the aircraft navigation equipment is classified as a major failure condition 

under airworthiness regulations (10–5 per hour).”113  

Advance RNP (A-RNP) is designed for operation mainly on arrival and departure 

routes and approaches, where more precision is required. In other words, where there is 

a necessity of high precision due to the traffic flow, the weather, the obstacles, etc.  The 

operation relies solely upon GNSS without the use of traditional nav-aids as VOR or 

DME. “When operating in airspace or on routes or procedures designated as A-RNP, the 

lateral TSE must be within the applicable accuracy (±0.3 NM to ±2.0 NM) for at least 95 

per cent (95%) of the total flight time, and the along-track error.  To satisfy the accuracy 

requirement, the 95 per cent (95%) FTE should not exceed one half of the applicable 

                                                 

109 Federal Aviation Administration, “Advisory Circular (AC) 20-130A, Airworthiness Approval of 

Navigation or Flight Management Systems Integrating Multiple Navigation Sensors.” 

110 Federal Aviation Administration, “Advisory Circular (AC) 91U-2(0), Required Navigation 

Performance 10 (RNP 10) Operational Authorization.” 

111 Federal Aviation Administration, “Order 7110.82. Monitoring of Navigation/Altitude 

Performance in Oceanic Airspace.” 

112 Federal Aviation Administration, “Advisory Circular (AC) 20-130A, Airworthiness Approval of 

Navigation or Flight Management Systems Integrating Multiple Navigation Sensors.” 

113 Ibid 
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accuracy except for a navigation accuracy of 0.3 NM where the FTE is allocated to be 

0.25.” 114  

 

Figure 17. Total system error (TSE) and the along track navigating error (NSE) 

 

Any malfunction of the aircraft navigation equipment is a major issue and “is 

classified as a major failure condition under airworthiness guidance material (1 x 10–5 per 

hour). For GNSS RNP system architectures, the aircraft navigation equipment must 

provide an alert if the probability of signal-in-space errors causing a lateral position error 

greater than two times the applicable accuracy (2xRNP) exceeds 1 x 10–7 per hour.” 115 

As a reference see below the chart of Denver international airport. 

In the chart, the reference is GPS signal and it is required a 0,1 NM of precision. 

Consequently, the aircraft and mainly the navigation equipment’s onboard must be 

certificated according to standard technical orders which are promulgated by the 

corresponding legal authority; in case of Europe, EASA and in case of the U.S. the FAA.  

                                                 

114 ICAO, “Performance-Based Navigation (PBN) Manual.” 

115 Ibid 
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Figure 18, NAV-CHART 1. Denver Approach PBN chart. Source Jeppessen 

 

RNP AR APCH operations enable a higher level of navigation performance and 

precision to address complications on airport areas, such as obstacle-rich surroundings, 
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and facilitate improvements in traffic management regarding traffic flow. On the other 

hand, “it requires the operator to meet additional aircraft and aircrew requirements and 

obtain operational authorization from the regulatory authority.”116  RNP AR procedures 

provide relevant operational and safety advantages since it provides more accuracy, 

integrity and functional capabilities to allow operations in contested scenarios; obstacles, 

congestion, etc. It also provides the TBO and 4D capability which is key in congested 

airports. 

RNP AR APCH operations are classified as approach procedures with vertical 

guidance (APVs). This type of operation requires a positive vertical navigation (VNAV) 

guidance system for the final approach segment (FAS). “RNP AR APCH is defined as an 

RNP approach procedure that requires a lateral TSE as low as ±0.1 NM on any segment 

of the approach procedure. RNP AR APCH procedures also require that a specific vertical 

accuracy be maintained as detailed in the ICAO PBN manual.” 117 The vertical datum for 

RNP AR procedures is the landing threshold point (LTP). 

Following Chart lists RNP values applicable to the specific instrument procedure 

segments: 118 

SEGMENT 

RNP AR 

MAXIMUN STANDARD MINIMUN 

ARRIVAL 2 2 1.0 

INITIAL 1 1 0.1 

INTERMEDIATE 1 1 0.1 

FINAL 0.5 0.3 0.1 

MISSED APPROACH 1.0 1.0 0.1 

Table 2. Segment/ RNP AR. Source ICAO. 

                                                 

116 European Air Safety Agency, “EASA AMC 20-26 –RNP Authorization Required (RNP AR), 

Operations.” 

117 ICAO, “Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third Edition.” 

118 Ibid 
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Next chart summarizes both RNP and RNAV navigation specification by flight 

phase: 

Navigation 
Specification 

Flight Phase 

En Route 
Oceanic 
Remote 

En Route 
Continent 

Arrival 
Approach 

Depart. 
Initial Interm. Final Missed 

RNAV 10 (RNP 10) 10        

RNAV 5  5 5      

RNAV 2  2 2     2 

RNAV 1  1 1 1 1  1 1 

RNP 4 4        

RNP 2 2 2       

RNP 1   1 1 1  1 1 

ADVANCED RNP 2 2 or 1 1 1 1 0.3 1 1 

RNP APCH    1 1 0.3 1  

RNP AR APCH    1-0.1 1-0.1 0.3-0.1 1-0.1  

RNP 0.3  0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 - 0.3 0.3 

Table 3. Navigation specification by phase of flight. Source ICAO. 

 

Next chart summarizes RNP specifications 
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Table 4; RNP specifications according to ICAO. 
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2.5. STATE OF THE ART OF PBN OPERATIONS; GBAS, ADS-B AND 

CPDLC 

This point reviews the new concept of operation that will be soon implemented in 

SESAR and NextGen respectively by using new state-of-the-art technology based on GPS 

precision, data link implementation and area GPS signal augmentation. As previously 

described, PBN uses satellites and onboard equipment for navigation procedures that are 

more precise and accurate than standard avionics and traditional ground-based navigation 

aids. Air navigation systems have been without mayor updates for nearly forty years when 

most VOR and TACAN systems were implemented worldwide. Most common radio 

navigation systems, like ILS, VOR, etc., required and needed big deal of maintenance. In 

some cases, there were two systems in each runway; as an example, in case of four 

runways, 8 equipment of ILs (two per runway) were needed. That required a lot of 

revisions and maintenance. 

Recently, there have been many new and precise GPS and communication systems 

used on different scenarios. These GPS systems require less maintenance and personnel 

in charge with the savings in cost. New generation GPS and navigation communication 

systems are the present and near future in most airspace regions, like NextGen and 

SESAR. This new generation GPS also opened the door for new state-of-the-art systems.  

In several international airports, Ground Based Augmentation Systems (GBAS) 

approaches have been successfully implemented. Similar to GBAS, The Automatic 

Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) is a friendly technology that enhances pilots 

and controllers’ situation awareness; ADS-B broadcasts own and other aircraft position. 

Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC) is a key element of the PBN 

concept that provides air-ground data communication for the ATC service and the crew 

reducing human error in communicating and radio failures. The main goal of following 

points is to summarize the accuracy, the requisites and the degree of implementation in 

NextGen and SESAR, and future regulations of the new system which will be mandatory 

for air operators. 
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2.5.1. GBAS 

One key aspect in navigation was the introduction of GPS or GNSS; now 

implemented in final approaches in most important airports.119 The GPS signal provides 

a position based on measuring the signal that is received from several satellites to a user 

receiver followed by a triangulation process but with some margin of error. 120 To solve 

the error problem and in order to enable improved accuracy over a broad geographical 

area, a wide area differential system that provides better signal is required. 121 That system 

receives the GPS signal and corrects the error before broadcasting it back to the aircraft. 

This system evolved into the first issue of the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS). 

To improve even more the accuracy of GNSS some other techniques of signal 

augmentation were introduced:  Ground Base Augmentation System (GBAS) and Surface 

Augmentation System (SBAS).122 These improvements on navigation were the first steps 

to the introduction on performance-based navigation (PBN). 

Basically, GBAS is an International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 

standardized system for local area differential systems which are based on GPS signal, 

the signal error and later correction. More in detail, the GBAS is a system working on 

areas of augmentation of the signal of the GPS which provides differential corrections 

and integrity of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). 123 124 The data is received 

from the satellite to three of four antennas placed on the ground, normally at the airport 

area. After implementing the correction, the signal is broadcast back to the incoming 

traffic. If the corrected signals have enough precision, this is a satellite-based alternative 

                                                 
119 Charles De Gaulle airport, Paris (Jeppesen, RNAV GNSS RWY 26L, LFPG), Heathrow 

airport, London (Jeppesen, RNAV (GNSS) Z Rwy 09L, EGLL) 

120 Dautermann, “Civil Air Navigation Using GNSS Enhanced by Wide Area Satellite Based 

Augmentation Systems.” 

121 Kee C, Parkinson BW, “Kee C, Parkinson BW, Axel Rad P. Wide Area Differential GPS. 

Navigation,.” 

122 Roturier B, Chatre E, “J. EGNOS—The European Geostationary Overlay System. In: The SBAS 

Integrity Concept Standardized by ICAO: Application to EGNOS, .” 

123 Enge P, Walter T, Pullen S, Kee C, Chao Y-C, “Wide Area Augmentation of the Global 

Positioning System.” 

124 Enge P, Walter T, Pullen S, Kee C, Chao Y-C. 
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to the Instrument Landing System (ILS), while supporting the full range of approach and 

landing operations. Some literature portrays the GBAS and Wide Augmentation System 

(WAS) as the same concept, but there are some little differences between them. 

GBAS and WAAS are both GPS augmentation systems. Nevertheless, GBAS and 

WAAS differ in approach and infrastructure. That difference results in different 

capabilities and potential.  On the one hand, “WAAS uses a network of spatially separated 

reference stations to calculate multiple simultaneous measurements of GPS satellites.” 125 

These measurements support the calculation of individual correction of ephemeris (orbit), 

clock, and ionosphere delay. Afterwards, “the corrections are broadcast by a 

geostationary satellite using the L1 frequency. That process enables the use of the same 

GPS antenna to receive the corrections.” 126  

On the other hand, GBAS systems make GPS measurements at the local airport; in 

a specific area. Then, the GBAS system serves and averages measurements from multiple 

antennas to minimize the potential error coming from the satellite. Afterwards, GBAS 

broadcasts the GPS corrections using a VHF data link to the region around the airport, 

“resulting in timely receipt of sufficiently accurate corrections potentially good enough 

to support operations to CAT-III minima.”127 Potentially, GBAS is a kind of ILS precision 

approach. The GBAS and WAAS standards are different and normally the avionics and 

integrations only support one of the two capabilities. Nevertheless, some emerging 

aircraft integrations, like the A-350, can support both services. 128 

GBAS Landing System (GLS) is the official term for a GBAS instrument approach 

procedure, which is flown by the aircrew as if it was an ILS approach from an operational 

point of view. The GLS has some differences from GBAS. Accordingly, GBAS is the 

name of the navigation system which provides precision GPS signal corrections from a 

                                                 

125 Federal aviation Administration, “Satellite Navigation - GBAS - How It Works.” 

126 Ibid 

127 Felux, Dautermann, and Becker, “GBAS Landing System - Precision Approach Guidance after 

ILS.” 

128 Administration, “FAA, TSO-C146d, Stand-Alone Airborne Navigation Equipment Using the 

Global Positioning System (GPS) Augmented by the Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS).” 
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ground-based transmitter. GBAS corrections can provide precise position to improve 

navigation in final approach phases or other phases. On the other hand, “GLS is the name 

assigned to the instrument approach procedure/capability provided by GBAS, which is 

effective within an approximate 23 NM radius of the host airport.” 129  According to the 

FAA, “the goal of GBAS implementation is to provide an alternative to the Instrument 

Landing System (ILS) supporting the full range of approach and landing operations.”130 

The GLS uses a single GBAS airport ground station to transmit corrected GNSS 

data to suitably equipped aircraft to enable them to fly a precision approach with much 

greater flexibility than the ILS.  131 On board the aircraft, “GBAS avionics within the 

Multi-Mode Receiver (MMR) technology allows simultaneous implementation of GPS, 

GBAS and ILS using common antennas and hardware. The GBAS Ground Facility uses 

the VHF radio link to provide aircraft with GPS corrections, integrity, and approach path 

information.” 132  

GBAS has several advantages in comparison to traditional ILS. Some of them are 

summarized as follows in next figure: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

129 Aviation, “GBAS – Frequently Asked Questions.” 

130 Federal aviation Administration, “Satellite Navigation - GBAS - How It Works.” 

131 RTCA, “RTCA/DO-246D, GNSS Based Precision Approach Local Area Augmentation System 

(LAAS) Signal-in-Space Interface Control Document (ICD).” 

132 Federal aviation Administration, “Satellite Navigation - GBAS - How It Works.” 
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Figure 19: GBAS advantages compared to an ILS system. 

 

The GBAS is currently implemented in several airports in Europe: Malaga, Bremen, 

Frankfurt and Zurich. Moreover, the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR 

Programme) is validating the development of GBAS to support low visibility operations, 

category II and III. According to the FAA, GBAS is available on many new transport 

aircraft models: “GBAS equipage is standard on Boeing 747-8 and Boeing 787 aircraft. 

GBAS is an option on Boeing 737-Next Generation (737-600/-700/-800/-900), Airbus 

A320, A330/340, A350, and A380 aircraft.”133 

The integrity of GPS system must be provided by the receiver autonomous integrity 

monitoring (RAIM) or an equivalent system within a multi-sensor navigation system; this 

                                                 

133 Aviation, “GBAS – Frequently Asked Questions.” 
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is the same requisite to an RPN navigation system. The equipment must be approved in 

accordance with the AMC20-5 or equivalent document. 134 135 136 

FAA flight testing at the FAA Technical Center in Atlantic City (New Jersey) and 

the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) has the flight testing at Toulouse, 

France, and Frankfurt, Germany. Both testing sites has proved that a reliable alternative 

to an Instrument Landing System (ILS) signal can be produced with a Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS) constellation and a single-frequency input signal. In November 

2014, United Airlines hit a milestone of 1,000 GLS approaches at George Bush 

Intercontinental Airport (IAH) in Houston, Texas and at Newark Liberty International 

Airport (EWR) in Newark, New Jersey. 137 

In the NextGen, Honeywell has developed a Non-Federal CAT-1 GLS which 

received System Design Approval (SDA) from the FAA in September 2009. 138 Current 

proposed installations include the following; airports in Newark (New Jersey), Atlantic 

City (New Jersey), and Olathe (Kansas). The FAA and other States are in the process of 

validating proposed ICAO GAST-D (Category II precision ILS minima) standards to 

support CAT-III precision approach operations. In the area of aircraft operators, many 

airlines have operational approval to fly GLS in the NextGen: “United Airlines, Delta 

Airlines, British Airways, Emirates Airlines, Lufthansa, and Cathay Pacific. Additional 

airlines fly GLS internationally, including Qantas, Tulfly, Swiss Air, Air Berlin and 

various Russian airlines.” 139 

GBAS has the potential to reduce cost with respect to the other alternatives, the 

classical Instrument Landing System (ILS) and the Microwave Landing System (MLS). 

                                                 

134 Administration, “TSO-C145d, Airborne Navigation Sensors Using the Global Positioning 

System (GPS) Augmented by the Satellite-Based Augmentation System (SBAS).” 

135 Administration, “FAA, TSO-C146d, Stand-Alone Airborne Navigation Equipment Using the 

Global Positioning System (GPS) Augmented by the Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS).” 

136 Administration, “TSO-C161a, Ground Based Augmentation System Positioning and Navigation 

Equipment.” 

137 Federal Aviation Administration, “SatNav News, Winter / Spring 2015.” 

138 Ibid 

139 Aviation, “GBAS – Frequently Asked Questions.” 
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Each has its own strengths and weaknesses, but GBAS is especially mentioned as a target 

for implementation in SESAR, NextGen and the ICAO navigation objectives. 

To sum up, GBAS yields the extremely high accuracy, availability, and integrity 

necessary for Category I, and eventually Category II, and III precision approaches. GBAS 

demonstrated accuracy is less than one meter in both the horizontal and vertical axis. 140 

Consequently, future final approaches will be more dedicated to the GBAS concept than 

that one of the traditional ILS.   

 

Figure 20. GBAS; components and signals 

 

2.5.2. ADS-B 

In the military area, tactical data link (TDL) systems have been in used since the 

beginning of the eighties and are a key system to conduct military and civilian air 

operations. 141 TDL provide a means to disseminate information processed from Radar, 

                                                 

140 Felux, Dautermann, and Becker, “GBAS Landing System - Precision Approach Guidance after 

ILS.” 

141 RTCA, “RTCA/DO-260B, Minimum Operational Performance Standards for 1090 MHz 

Extended Squitter Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) and Traffic Information 

Services-Broadcast (TIS-B). Northrop Grumman, Understanding Voice and Data Ling Networking, S.” 

GPS satellites

GBAS ground
facility

VHF data broadcast
(VDB) transmitter
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GBAS correction
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Sonar, Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) and from other aircraft. 142 Each TDL uses a 

data link standard protocol in order to provide important data and communications via 

radio waves or data cables, enabling different military players (Pilots, Controllers, 

Ground troops…etc.) to interoperate improving situation awareness and enhancing 

effectiveness. 143 The concept of the TDL was transferred to civilian operations and the 

Automatic Dependent Surveillance -Broadcast (ADS-B) started to flourish. 

“The ADS-B is an environmentally friendly technology that enhances safety and 

efficiency, and directly benefits pilots, controllers, airports, airlines, and the public.”144 It 

is a “key element of the foundation for NextGen by moving from ground radar and 

navigational aids to precise tracking using satellite signals.” 145 The ADS-B system is a 

surveillance system which relies on onboard aircraft navigation avionics to obtain the 

aircraft position and, most importantly, to broadcast it via datalink. The ADS-B system 

consists of many elements (see next figure), including onboard navigation and 

communication systems, as well as other system elements on the ground or onboard other 

aircraft. 146 147 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

142 Ibid 

143 Administration, “AC 20-165A, Airworthiness Approval of Automatic Dependent Surveillance -

Broadcast (ADS-B) Out Equipment for Operation in the National Airspace System (NAS).” 

144 Eurocontrol, “Guidance for the Provision of Air Traffic Services Using ADS-B in Radar Airspace 

(ADS-B-RAD).” 

145 Federal Aviation Administration, “Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Implementation and 

Usage.” 

146 RTCA, “RTCA/DO-260B, Minimum Operational Performance Standards for 1090 MHz 

Extended Squitter Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) and Traffic Information 

Services-Broadcast (TIS-B). Northrop Grumman, Understanding Voice and Data Ling Networking, S.” 

147 RTCA, “RTCA/DO-282B, Minimum Operational Performance Standards for Universal Access 

Transceiver (UAT) Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B).” 
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Figure 21. Figure: ADS-B 

 

The ADS-B ground system provides Traffic Information Services-Broadcast and 

Flight Information Service-Broadcast for use on appropriately equipped aircraft, 148 

enhancing the user’s situational awareness of all players and improving the overall safety 

of airport areas. 149 “ADS-B broadcasts on two datalinks — 1090 MHz and 978 MHz. In 

the case of NextGen airspace, all aircraft operating above FL180 (18,000 feet) or 

internationally, must be equipped with a Mode S-transponder-based ADS-B transmitter.” 

150 Aircraft operating below 18,000 feet and within ADS-B rule airspace, must be 

equipped with either Mode S transponder-based (1090 MHz) ADS-B equipment or 

Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) equipment. UAT equipment provides the ability to 

receive traffic and weather data provided by the FAA ADS-B network. 

                                                 

148 Ali et al., “A Safety Assessment Framework for the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast 

(ADS-B) System.” 

149 Federal Aviation Administration, “TSO-C145c, Airborne Navigation Sensors Using the Global 

Positioning System Augmented by the Satellite Based Augmentation System.” 

150 Ibid 
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“Onboard avionics determine the position of the aircraft, by using the Global 

Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)” and transmitting position and additional 

information about the aircraft to ground stations for use by ATC, by ADS-B-equipped 

aircraft, and to other aviation service providers. 151 ADS-B provides a higher update rate 

and enhanced accuracy of surveillance information over the current radar-based 

surveillance systems. It has been implemented by EASA and the FAA. 152 153 In the 

European arena, Eurocontrol has implemented Preliminary Safety Cases (PSC) for the 

ADS-B system in radar 154 and non-radar airspace under the CASCADE programme, 155 

concluding that “ADS-B surveillance in non-radar areas to provide air traffic services is 

acceptably safe on the basis that the quality of service of ADS-B surveillance is similar 

to Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) if an appropriate radio air-ground communication 

coverage is available.” 156 

ICAO and EUROCONTROL have also published several documents as a guidance 

for safely implement the ADS-B system on airports and areas. 157 158  In order to ensure 

that the implementations of mixed- mode (radar and ADS-B) and sole operations of ADS-

B in non- radar airspace are operationally safe, numerous safety assessment methods have 

                                                 

151 Federal Aviation Administration, “AC No: 90-114A, Automatic Dependent Surveillance-

Broadcast Operations.” 

152 Euricontrol, “Ground-Based Augmentation System (GBAS).” 

153 EUROCONTROL, “Preliminary Safety Case for Enhanced Air Traffic Services in Non-Radar 

Area Using ADS-B Surveillance. European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation.” 

154 EUROCONTROL, “2010a. Preliminary Safety Case for Air Traffic Control Service in Radar 

Areas Using ADS-B Surveillance, 2.0 Ed.” 

155 Wandels, “European Air Traffic Management (EATM).” 

156 Ibid 

157 ICAO, “ADS-B Implementation and Operations Guidance Document, Edition 7.” 

158 Eurocontrol, “Guidance for the Provision of Air Traffic Services Using ADS-B in Radar Airspace 

(ADS-B-RAD).” 
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been put in place by air navigation service providers and researchers. 159 160 161 162  163 164 

165 166 Furthermore, some procedures have been published on different AIP around the 

world, giving more feasibility to the system for present and future applications on 

navigation. 167  168 169, 

Inside the ADS-B concept it is relevant to differentiate two of them: the ADS-B in 

and the ADS-B out. The transmission of ADS-B information from aircraft is known as 

ADS-B out while the reception of ADS-B information by an aircraft is known as ADS-B 

in. Most ADS-B In systems will have as a requisite a flight deck traffic display that 

presents the relative position and related information of ADS-B-equipped aircraft on a 

plan view. Thus, the aircrew can monitor and be aware of all traffics around its own 

position, enhancing pilot´s situation awareness. This display is commonly known as a 

Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI). The CDTI will display nearby ADS-B 

Out traffic information. Additionally, “The CDTI may have functionality to allow the 

                                                 

159 B.Ali, W.Ochieng, W. Schuster, “A Safety Assessment Framework for the Automatic Dependent 

Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) System, Safety Science,.” 

160 R.Butcher, “Initial Comparative Assessment Between En Route Radar Services and Proposal for 

Development of En Route ADS-B Services Using a 5nm Separation Minima, Presented at the Second 

Meeting of Working Group of the Whole – Separation and Airspace Safety Panel, SAS.” 

161 European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation, “Preliminary Safety Case for Enhanced 

Air Traffic Services in Non-Radar Areas Using ADS-B Surveillance, PSC ADS-B-NRA, Edition 1.1.” 

162 “European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation, Preliminary Safety Case for Air Traffic 

Control Service in Radar Areas Using ADS-B Surveillance, PSC ADS-B-RAD, Edition 2.0.” 

163 ICAO, “Assessment of ADS-B to Support Air Traffic Services and Guidelines for 

Implementation, First Edition, Circular 311, AN/177,.” 

164 “L. Vismari and J. Camargo, An Absolute-Relative Risk Assessment Methodology Approach to 

Current Safety Critical Systems and Its Application to the ADS-B Based Air Traffic Control System, 

Proceedings of the IEEE Symposium of Reliable Distributed Syst.” 

165 “L. Vismari and J. Camargo, A Safety Assessment Methodology Applied to the CNS/ATM-

Based Air Traffic Control System, Reliability.” 

166 Administration, “AIP Supplement (AIP SUP) 08/14, Revision to Automatic Dependent 

Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) Out Operation Within Taipei FIR.” 

167 Vietnam, “AIC 03/13, Implementation of Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-

B) within Ho Chi Minh FIR.” 

168 AIRAC, “AIP SUP 08/15, Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) 

Implementation in Indonesia for ATS Surveillance Separation (Tier – 1).” 

169 Canada, “Canada, AIP Canada, Part 2—En Route (ENR), Section 1.6.3, Automatic Dependent 

Surveillance-Broadcast.” 
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pilot to select a target to obtain additional information that might not be automatically 

displayed, such as distance from own-ship and groundspeed.” 170  The system will also 

deliver range selection and declutter functionality. 

The ADS-B system can be also a tool for safety improvement and awareness. For 

traffic situation awareness, pilots may incorporate the CDTI as a standard procedure to 

track other aircraft when flying in visual conditions and to check the traffic flow and 

amount of nearby traffic in case of in instrument conditions. The CDTI may allow aircraft 

to adjust their flight path to avoid other aircraft or airspace separation infringement; it is 

a tool to increase the aircrew situation awareness regarding other aircraft on the traffic 

area.  

However, it is key to realize that the CDTI is not intended to be used for self-

separation or to deviate from an ATC clearance. The ATC clearances are always 

mandatory unless a safety incident may occur. In case of a potential conflict with a close 

traffic while on an instrument flight rules (IFR) clearance, the pilot must always query 

ATC and follow instructions. Another safety risk is that pilots may pay too much attention 

to the CDTI and deviate attention from the primary task of flying the aircraft. 

Furthermore, pilots are cautioned against unnecessarily communicating on the ATC 

frequency about traffic observed on the CDTI. 

As an example of implementation, in NextGen, which is the most demanding 

airspace regarding ADS-B, “the final rule dictates that effective January 1, 2020, aircraft 

operating in airspace defined in 91.225 are required to have an Automatic Dependent 

Surveillance – Broadcast (ADS-B) system that includes a certified position source 

capable of meeting requirements defined in 91.227.” 171 

 

                                                 

170 Administration, “Advisory Circular Advisory Circular, AC-90, July 2016.” 

171 Administration, “AC 20-165A, Airworthiness Approval of Automatic Dependent Surveillance -

Broadcast (ADS-B) Out Equipment for Operation in the National Airspace System (NAS).” 
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2.5.3. CONTROLLER PILOT DATA LINK COMMUNICATIONS 

(CPDLC) 

Controller–pilot data link communication (CPDLC) is a means of communication 

between controller and pilot, using data link to perform air traffic communication. 172 The 

CPDLC application provides air-ground data communication for the ATC service and the 

aircrew. This includes a set of clearance/information/request message which correspond 

to standard aeronautical phraseology and is in used in many worldwide airspace areas. 173 

174 Data Communication implementation feasibility has been studied by the FAA since 

the nineties, proving, through human-in-the-loop (HITL) simulations, the benefits for 

controllers’ workload. 175 

“Data link services, such as CPDLC and ADS-C, provide communications that are 

intended to support safer and more efficient air traffic management and increase airspace 

capacity.”176  In the ADS-C, the data provided by an aircraft is generated in response to a 

request within the terms of the ADS contract held by the ground system. “This contract 

identifies the types of information and the conditions under which reports are to be sent 

by the aircraft. Some types of information are included in every report, while other types 

are provided only if specified in an ADS contract request. The aircraft can also send 

unsolicited ADS-C emergency reports to any ATSU that has an ADS contract with the 

aircraft.” 177 In the contract, there may be time of overfly on different navigation points. 

That particular contract enhances notably the ATM.  

 

                                                 

172 Eurocontrol, “Controller-Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC).” 

173 Hungarian Air Navigation Services Aeronautical Information Service, “AIC: A 002/2015; 

Introduction of Controller-Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC) within the Budapest FIR.” 

174 Asia Pacific Authorities, “Asia Pacific Operational Authorization Information Package Data Link 

Communications Controller/Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC) Automatic Dependent Surveillance 

Contract (ADS-C).” 

175 ICAO, “Doc 10037 AN/509The Global Operational Data Link (GOLD) Manual (Doc 10037), 

First Edition, 2016.” 

176 Ibid 

177 Skybrary, “Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Contract (ADS-C).” 
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The aircrew may contact any Air Traffic Service Unit (ATSU) which is suitable for 

its navigation. Then the ATSU emits a respond to acknowledge the initial contact. Later, 

the aircrew may contact a specific ATSU in order to join any airspace or Terminal Area 

(TMA). In the figure below, it is summarized the CPDL working method with the 

inquiring messages and the messages once the aircraft and the ATSU are logged together 

in a specific airspace.  

 

 

Figure 22. CPDLC working method.178 

 

The CPDLC provides exchange of communication management and information 

messages which correspond to voice phraseology employed by air traffic controllers. Data 

link services also provide communications that are intended to support more efficient air 

traffic management and, therefore, increase airspace capacity. In addition, in airspace 

where procedural separation is being applied (there is no radar or RNP navigation), “the 

data link services improve communications, surveillance and route monitoring to support 

                                                 

178 Eurocontrol, “ATC DATA LINK OPERATIONAL GUIDANCE in Support of DLS Regulation 

No 29/2009.” 
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operational capabilities that allow to reduce separations, dynamic airborne re-route 

procedure (DARP, this capability is used in chapter 5); and deviation management in case 

of bad weather on the route.179 

 CPDLC is also a key tool to reduce communications between aircrew and 

controllers and solve some problems of communications’ and misunderstanding of 

clearances since in a worldwide scenario there are different accents and so different 

interpretations of same aeronautical orders. To solve it, CPDLC offers a new way of 

communicating avoiding failures of understanding, noise on the radio, radio malfunction, 

etc., which drives the flight much safer, especially on phases when it is key to have a good 

communication between air controllers and pilots. 180   

Currently, and according to ICAO, the services depicted in the figure are provided 

worldwide: 

                                                 

179 European Commission, “COMMISSION REGULATION (EC) No 29/2009 of 16 January 2009, 

‘Laying down Requirements on Data Link Services for the Single European Sky’.” 

180 Chiuhsiang Joe Lin, Po-Hung Lin, Hung-Jen Chen, Min-Chih Hsieh, Hui-Chi Yu, Eric Min-Yang 

Wangd, “Effects of Controller-Pilot Communication Medium, Flight Phase and the Role in the Cockpit on 

Pilots’ Workload and Situation Awareness.” 
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Figure 23. Data Link Services available. 181 

 

In standard conditions if a pilot communicates via CPDLC, the response should be 

via CPDLC. On the other hand, if the controller or pilot communicates via voice, the 

response should be via voice. Despite all, there are some circumstances when the air 

ground communications should revert to voice. In following figure, it is summarized the 

cases: 

 

                                                 

181 ICAO, “Doc 10037 AN/509The Global Operational Data Link (GOLD) Manual (Doc 10037), 

First Edition, 2016.” 
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Figure 24; Change to voice communications from CPDLC. 182 

Arguably, the term “Data link” is a generic one that encompasses different types of 

data link systems and subnetworks. Figure below provides a general overview of a data 

link systems and subnetworks. The next ICAO paragraph portraits the variety of link 

systems worldwide; “while all data link capable aircraft have access to VHF data link, 

not all aircraft have access to additional satellite, and/or HF data link capability. Similarly, 

not all communication service providers (CSPs) have HF data link capability. Some 

ANSPs do not operationally require, nor allow use of, some of the subnetworks (for 

example, SATCOM).” 183 

                                                 

182 Ibid 

183 Ibid 
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Figure 25. DL system. 184 

Next figure shows different ATS unit ground systems and aircraft systems that are 

interoperable considering different CPDLC systems and areas. It also provides a brief 

description for each designator and identifies the applicable industry interoperability 

standards. Note that the Future Air Navigation System (FANS) is an avionics system that 

provides direct data link communication between the pilot and the air traffic controller 

which is been implemented in many Airbus aircraft. It is worthy mention that in dense air 

traffic areas, the CPDLC will be required as an ACARS ATS in which there is a two way 

of communication: addressing and reporting. These two ways of communicating is 

mandatory for safety considerations. 

                                                 

184 Ibid 
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Figure 26. FANS Future air navigation system.185 

The data link communication system is a new way of communicating and reporting 

in the ATM arena. Arguably, future communication between air controllers and pilots 

will be mainly based on CPDLC. As much literature and research shows, Chiuhsiang Joe 

                                                 

185 ICAO, Global Operational Data Link (GOLD) Manual. Doc 10037, AN/509 

 FANS 1/A: Future air navigation system - initial, as defined by RTCA, DO-258A/EUROCAE ED-
100A, or previous standards that defined the FANS 1/A capability, ATSU: ATS unit, ACARS Aircraft 
communications addressing and reporting system, ATN Aeronautical  telecommunication network (ICAO), 
CADS Centralized ADS-C system, ADS Automatic dependent surveillance, CSP Communication service 
provider, FANS 1/A generally means that the data link system on an aircraft, the ATS unit ground system, 
and communication service provision comply with the standard. In certain cases, specific reference is made 
to a particular type of FANS 1/A aircraft as follows: 

a) FANS 1/A+ means that the aircraft completely complies with Revision A of the standard, 

which includes message latency monitor; and 

b) FANS 1/A ADS-C means that the aircraft complies with AFN and ADS-C applications, but 

does not include the CPDLC application. 
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Lin et all stated that datalink positively changed the intra-cockpit communication 

behavior.  186 In addition, some studies indicated that the copilots became more active 

when using datalink communications than voice communications because they were 

responsible for detecting critical signals. 187 In sum, CPDLC may be in the medium and 

long run the future in pilot and controller’s communication and reporting. 

2.6. CONCLUSIONS  

As formerly described, traditional navigation systems like VOR, LORAN and 

TACAN are close to the operational end since new more sophisticated and advance 

systems are currently being used in some international airports and they will be a key 

milestone of coming requirements for NextGen and SESAR.  Navigation based on better 

defined routes, more environmentally friendly and more precise will be the coming future 

to fly in most air space, specifically in those areas where there is a lot of traffic and safer 

procedures and coordination is needed.  

In order to fulfil the management of congested air space, PBN is the bottom line to 

mitigate risk in this air space. Besides, GBAS, ADS-B and CPDLC systems are the tool 

to accomplish the mission by using last generation systems. The rhythm and period of 

implementation of all these systems could be a showstopper to those companies which 

are behind the timeline designed by the FAA and European authorities. Thus, all flight 

operators will have to speed up to be on time and to fly in accordance with new 

fundamentals based on RNP. Without any doubt, PBN and RNP will be the dominant 

concept of operations in NextGen and SESAR design and those criteria will enhance 

navigation performance, safety and management.  

                                                 

186 Chiuhsiang Joe Lin, Po-Hung Lin, Hung-Jen Chen, Min-Chih Hsieh, Hui-Chi Yu, Eric Min-Yang 

Wangd, “Effects of Controller-Pilot Communication Medium, Flight Phase and the Role in the Cockpit on 

Pilots’ Workload and Situation Awareness.” 

187 Müller, T., Giesa, “Effects of Airborne Data Link Communication on Demands, Workload and 

Situation Awareness. .” 
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3. CHAPTER 3 

 

3.1. INTRODUCTION  

In Chapters 4 and 5 one of the most relevant items is the doctrine, technique and 

standard operational procedures to enhance safety and risk management in coming 

commercial navigation scenarios. Accordingly, it is highly recommendable to define and 

describe these both concepts: safety and risk management. These both concepts are key 

in every successful air activity and therefore, they are capital on bird strikes management 

and missed approach management proposals. 

In the beginnings of aviation, in the 20th century, operational safety was a very little 

regulated and studied activity; probably due to the fact that, in most cases, effort during 

investigation was more focused on the discovery of a new domain and to achieve feats of 

international echo, which in most cases were very novel and of great journalistic 

repercussion. In the 50s, due to the technological evolution of the industry, aviation began 

to be considered as a regular activity, in which technical failures began to decrease 

exponentially. During this time, exhaustive compliance with the rules and standards was 

particularly important. Nevertheless, it was also impossible to control all possible aviation 

scenarios; due to the complexity and novelty of them. 

The search for technological failures was the first approach to air accident 

investigations, and if none were found, it was the human factor the main cause to be 

considered. Once the guilty element was discovered, and especially in case of a human 

failure, the pilot or controller was punished according to the seriousness of the occurrence. 

The investigation was focused on the primary cause of the accident, leaving totally aside 

the factors that catalyzed the process or that framed it. 

From World War 2 to the 70's, operational safety was focused on the environment 

of the technical era, in which the failures came mainly from technical components. The 

lessons learnt process was superficial starting mostly after air accidents had occurred; it 
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was a clearly reactive doctrine. In the early 70's there were great technological advances 

such as the introduction of jet engines, autopilot, radar, flight directors, etc. This led to 

the birth of the human era, boosting human resources as the Cockpit Risk Management 

(CRM). Between the middle of the 70s and the 90s began the period known as the golden 

age; the investment in human factors had started. 

At the beginning of the 1990s, theories started to consider that aircrew do not act 

alone but in a complex operational environment. Thus, experts began to understand 

operational safety from a system perspective; covering organizational, technical and 

human factors. Because of this type of approach, theories of accident prediction and 

investigation were consequently developed, such as: The J. Reason model, the operational 

risk management (ORM) model and the 5 Ms model (Man, Machine, media, mission and 

management). In the nineties, in order to enhance the culture of safety, States were forced 

to develop an aviation safety policy in which minimum levels of operational safety were 

mandatory and audits were conducted to overview aeronautical organizations. It changed 

the way of acting considering previous times; the new safety doctrine no longer looked 

for a unique element of the accident equation. 

Conversely, in this new approach the main point was to create a culture of accident 

prevention in which the guilty is never investigated to be punished; what is really pursued 

is to support operational personnel to report any event. Thus, far from punishing, it is 

capital to reward the attitudes of error recognition and reporting. These reports are 

considered by experts inside a lesson learnt process that pursues to avoid similar and 

repetitive accidents. Due to the success of this type of culture, large statistics of accidents 

/ incidents and all types of air events, strategies and prevention programs started to 

flourish. In most cases, they focused on the human factor and the environment or media 

as the main cause of air accidents. 

The growth that the aviation industry that has been experienced in the last two 

decades would have been impossible if it had not existed current technology to support 

the growing demand for services. Considering the intensive production industries such as 
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modern aviation, technology is essential to satisfy the requirements related to the 

provision of services. This is a fundamental point that is often left aside in safety analysis.  

The introduction of technology is not primarily aimed at improving safety; 

regretfully, the introduction of technology is mainly aimed at satisfying the demand for 

bigger service provision while maintaining the existing safety margins. Thus, the 

technology is inserted with the prime aim of satisfying the demand of production. One 

result of this massive introduction of technology is that human-machine interaction is left 

aside or not always considered as desired. As a result, technology that is not sufficiently 

developed can be introduced prematurely, which leads to unforeseen failures that, if not 

corrected, can cause future accidents. The typical case of this paradigm is the Chapter 5 

example, in which the missed approach remains the same as it was in the 90´s. 

All aviation organizations, regardless of their origin, have a business component in 

a bigger or lesser degree. Thus, all of them can be considered as companies. It is then 

necessary to ask a simple question to shed light on the veracity or otherwise of the 

stereotype of operational safety: what is the fundamental objective of a business 

organization? The answer to this question is obvious: provide the service for which the 

organization was created which is to achieve production objectives and finally produce 

dividends for shareholders. This point is clear since most of the companies that do not 

reach objectives enter in periods of financial difficulties, which together with political 

and economic factors end up falling or being absorbed by more powerful ones, 

independently of the safety management level. In other words, the first goal of a company 

is production and benefits, rather than protection. 

The acceptance in both industry and aeronautical organizations about the concept 

of organizational accident was possible thanks to a simple but powerful model, developed 

by Professor James Reason. He provided an answer to understand how aviation walks 

towards success or is dangerously headed to failure. According to this model, accidents 

occur when a certain number of factors allow them to occur; each of them being necessary 

but not enough in itself to break the defenses of the system. Because complex systems 

such as aviation are extremely well defended by layers of deep defenses, failures in a 
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specific occasion rarely have fatal consequences on the complex aeronautical system. 

Equipment failures or operational errors are never the cause of the failure of the safety 

defenses, but the activating elements. 188 

The failures of safety defenses are a delayed consequence of decisions made at the 

highest levels of the system, which remain latent until their harmful effects or possibilities 

are activated by numerous elements of operational circumstances. In such specific 

circumstances, human failures or active failures at the operational level act as triggers for 

the latent conditions that lead to the breakdown of the safety defenses inherent in the 

system. 189 In the concept presented by the Reason model, all accidents comprise a 

combination of active and latent conditions. Both Chapters 4 and 5 are examples of latent 

conditions of the system: birds protection policies in all areas and also in the vicinity of 

airports and old-fashioned missed approach procedures despite technology revolution. 

An organization applies safety by ensuring that, throughout its safety management 

process, risks, hazards and dangerous activities are controlled as low as reasonably 

practicable. This is known as safety risk management, a generic term that encompasses 

different activities: hazard identification, assessment and mitigation of risks. 190 The 

mitigation of risks is the process that makes any company to avoid dangerous levels of 

operation to reach and maintain tolerable levels of operation. It is logical to think that the 

less time at non-tolerable or dangerous levels of action, the less likely an accident may 

occur. To stay the maximum possible time in tolerable levels, organizations must follow 

safety models; ORM model, Reason model, etc. 

3.2. REASON´S MODEL 

Prior to the appearance of the "Reason" model, the traditional approach to accidents 

was based on the exclusive study of the individual. In the case of aviation, this approach 

                                                 

188 ICAO, Risk Management MAnual. 

189 Skybrary, “James Reason HF Model.” 

190 “AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION, AFI 90-802, ORM.” 
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fell almost entirely in the pilot and in some cases in the air traffic controller. This 

mentality did not allow to draw valid conclusions from the different accidents that 

occurred in the eighties and the beginning of the nineties. Thus, the human factor began 

to take an excessively high prominence in the accident investigations of this period of 

time; in none of the cases new lines of action to control or reduce the human factor were 

ever established. 

In accordance with modern doctrine, accidents occur when a certain number of 

factors allow them to happen, each of them is necessary, but by itself it is not enough to 

break the defenses of the system and provoke the event. 191 In this scenario a single culprit 

is no longer the main cause. On the other hand, a series of events, that will be part of a 

chain of events, are the main causes. In this reasoning, the "Reason" model has become 

the common language to explain how complex accidents may be understood. This 

powerful and prestigious model, also known as the "Swiss Cheese Model", is perfectly 

applicable to numerous fields in which organizational accidents occur. In this research, 

the reason model is fully applicable to bird strikes and missed approach accidents.  

In relation to the "Reason" model, complex aviation systems are well defended by 

layers of deep defenses. Then, a specific error in a certain layer rarely have an effect on 

the overall aeronautical area. One of the fundamental principles of this model is that 

equipment failures, or operational errors are never the cause of the breakdown of safety 

defenses, but rather the activating elements. Going a little further in this reasoning, it can 

be said that air accidents are a consequence and not a cause. Therefore, every time that a 

fatal outcome occurs, the aeronautical organizations must initiate a thorough study at all 

levels of operation: levels of decision and sometimes at political or strategic levels. 

In most of the occasions in which an air accident occurs, the breaks in the defenses 

of the operational safety are a delayed consequence of decisions made at the highest levels 

of the organization, which are activated by sets of operational situations that they occur 

simultaneously. In these circumstances, human failures or active faults at the operational 

                                                 

191 Skybrary, “James Reason HF Model.” 
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level act as triggers for the latent conditions that facilitate the disrupt of the own defenses 

of the system. 192 

In the "Reason" model, all accidents comprise a combination of active and latent 

conditions. An explanatory example of this model are instrumental approaches in low 

visibility conditions, especially in foggy summer periods. Some airlines, with the sole 

purpose of saving costs, do not have the fleet of aircraft equipped with the instruments 

required to perform low visibility approaches. That fact may be identified as a latent 

condition. In a IFR approach with low visibility, pilots perform the approach despite the 

lack of instruments. In case of not reaching visual on the decision point, the normally 

continue without performing the published missed procedure. On numerous occasions, 

there is a controlled flight into terrain (CFIT), which is identified as an active fault. This 

combination of a latent condition with an active failure, in addition to other factors such 

as the pressure of the company to meet schedules, the stressful situation of the moment, 

the little training in instrumental conditions of the pilots, etc., are part of the links or 

connections that trigger the chain of events that causes an accident. 

A clear example of this type of accident, in which several elements are part of the 

chain, was the fatal accident that occurred in April 2010 in the vicinity of the airport of 

Smolensk, Russia. The list of passengers was filled by the president of the Polish 

government along with the presidential cabinet. The plane, a Tupolev TU-154 did not 

have on board the necessary equipment to perform precision approach (insurmountable 

requirement to realize a precision approach). During the flight, due to the conditions of 

the airport of destination, the crew was offered the possibility of landing at the Minsk 

airport, Belarus. Surprisingly, the suggestion was rejected because if accepted it would 

have canceled the official act that was to be held in Russia. After four failed attempts to 

land, the plane crashed in the vicinity of the airport causing the destruction of the plane 

and the death of the 97 persons on board. 193 The accident could have been avoided if 

                                                 

192 Ibid 

193 MacDowall, “Pilots in Smolensk Crash That Killed Polish President Pressured to Land in Fog.” 
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aircrew would have performed a missed approach after reaching the missed approach 

point. Arguably, this fatal event may be cataloged as an organizational accident. 

This model of organizational accident can be understood through a study or 

approach of the basic elements comprised in five levels or blocks (see Figure below). 

 

Figure 27. The organization accident 

 

One of the five blocks of figure is the one referring to the organization processes. 

The reason why it is the first to be considered is due to its high complexity and because 

it is usually related to the highest levels of aeronautical organizations that, in most cases, 

do not have direct contact with the development of air operations. It is considered that 

decisions related to the allocation of resources, management decisions, company policies, 

personnel selection methods, personnel training, etc. are included in this block. Wrong 

decisions in these levels may create latent conditions that trigger the chain of errors in an 

accident. 
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3.2.1. The latent conditions 

Perhaps one of the greatest enemies of operational safety is the latent conditions. 

Their prolonged permanence over time, and the inability of the aeronautical organizations 

to identify them, make them a powerful threat for air accidents. These latent conditions 

occur in cases such as bird strikes accidents. In these cases, due to the policies of wildlife 

or avian overprotection of regulatory entities (latent conditions), such as the European 

Union, an accident may happen at any time. In this case, the only way out is to implement 

a protocol of operational risk management as a last resort (later described and discussed 

as Emergency ORM). 

Another clear example of latent conditions is when the exception becomes the rule, 

scenario that usually occurs when there is a large deficiency in the allocation of resources 

and the only way to achieve the goal is to take shortcuts, continuously deviating from the 

canons of operational safety. In these cases, it is common to hear phrases such as: "This 

has always been done and nothing has ever happened", "This is the only way to do it", 

"Surely nothing will happen", "Everyone does it and nothing happens ", etc. In these 

cases, the road to failure is inevitable. An unsafe situation prolonged too much in time, in 

most cases, can only be solved by the expertise of the pilot, who is finally facing a 

situation caused from the levels that are not in contact with operations, that is, the level 

of organizational decision. 

To solve the problems derived from the latent conditions, three groups of defenses 

must be established, which are: training, regulation and technology. 194 

3.2.2. Training. 

The training of all operational personnel is the basic pillar of any flight organization. 

Its correct application and empowerment will pay off due to the prevention of accidents; 

it is abundantly demonstrated that the organizations that allocate most resources to 

training of flight personnel are the most prestigious from the point of view of operational 

                                                 

194 ICAO, Risk Management MAnual. 
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safety and also the ones chosen by most air travelers. The National Transport Safety 

Board (NTSB) defines the relevance of training as follows: “But the best aircraft in the 

world will not prevent a crash if the pilot is not appropriately trained and prepared for 

dangerous conditions.” 195 For many organizations and pilots training is the golden pillar 

of aviation safety to avoid accidents. 196  

As an example of the relevance of training was the introduction of Cockpit 

Resource Management (CRM). The CRM is the doctrine whose aim is to prepare air 

personnel to act as a team and not as individuals. The CRM is a response to new insights 

into the causes of aircraft accidents where the main cause was the lack of aircrew 

performance as a team; “inadequate communications between the aircrew and other 

actors (air controllers, maintenance personnel, etc.) could lead to a loss of situational 

awareness, a breakdown in teamwork in the aircraft, and, ultimately, to a wrong decision 

or series of decisions which result in a serious incident or a fatal accident.”197  

For some safety analysts, “Los Rodeos accident”, that occurred on March 27th, 

1977, when to two Boeing 747 aircraft collided at the airport of Los Rodeos (dying 583 

people) was the initial moment of the introduction of CRM. This fatal accident had a 

lasting influence on the industry; highlighting the vital importance of the use of 

standardized phraseology in radio communications and teamwork inside the cockpit. The 

revision of the cockpit procedures contributed to the establishment of CRM as an essential 

part of the training of airline pilots. Arguably, that milestone about aircrew training has 

avoided thousands of accidents and has maintained aviation in the tolerable region of 

safety.   

Questionably, the lack of training was one of the key points in de Boeing 737 Max 

aircraft accident that happened in Ethiopia, March the 10th, when an airplane carrying at 

least 150 people crashed in Ethiopia, killing all person onboard. It was the second time in 

                                                 

195 NTSB, “NTSB: General Aviation Safety.” 

196 LEarmount, “Pilot Training Is the Key to Preventing Serious Accidents.” 

197 Skybrary, “Crew Resource Management (CRM).” 
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less than six months that this particular plane model was involved in a catastrophic 

accident. 198  

The plane, a Boeing 737 Max 8, was the same model that crashed in Indonesia in 

October, killing 189 people. In both cases, brand-new planes faltered minutes after takeoff 

and plunged into a deadly descent, leaving no survivors. One of the controversial issues 

was that the co-pilot had only 200 hours of flight experience. That event raised the 

question about his proficiency and expertise in flying this type of aircraft. the Multi-crew 

Pilot License issued by the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) standards 

“can be earned with as little as 200 flight hours.”199 That figure seems to fall short when 

considering all technology and equipment that new aircraft carry. In other words, there is 

a clear necessity of more training in coming high-tech aircraft.   

According to some preliminary reports, in both accidents, the failure to disengage 

the automatic flight after take-off was the main factor. This failure is, arguably, due to the 

lack of training of the aircrew. 200 If the main cause of this accident is demonstrated to be 

the lack of training, it will bring a lot of controversy worldwide. In fact, there has been 

some statements supporting this thesis made by some experts: “Some nations hire pilots 

basically off the street without a degree and send them to 18 months of training, then put 

them in the co-pilot seat of a 737,’’ ; “You can pretty much say the co-pilots at our major 

airlines in the U.S. have probably 10 times the amount of experience that some countries’ 

co-pilots have.” 201 Any deficiency on training is the first step or a latent condition that 

could derail an accident.  

                                                 

198 New York Times, “Are There Problems With the Boeing 737 Max? A Second Deadly Crash 

Raises New Questions.” 

199 Ortiz, “Are Pilots Outside the U.S. Getting the Training Needed to Fly Jets, Including Boeing 

737 Max 8.” 

200 Today, “Are Pilots Outside the U.S. Getting the Training Needed to Fly Jets, Including Boeing 

737 Max 8?” 

201 Ibid. 
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In a similar reasoning about training in technology, some experts state that “MCAS 

202 is the new software system blamed for the deadly Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines 

crashes. Arguably, the failure in both crashes was the result of Boeing and the Federal 

Aviation Administration’s reluctance to properly inform pilots of its existence or to 

regulate it for safety.”203 If that statement is true (maybe is not) that means that there is a 

lack of training in a capital area as it is safety. That lack of training is a deficiency that, 

over time, becomes a latent condition that could derail a regrettable accident that could 

have been avoided.  

Deficiencies in the training of the operational personnel may derive at any moment 

in dangerous situations and in a continuous increase of air incidents, which in numerous 

occasions are not reported; an unequivocal sign of the “hall” of the plane crash. In this 

sense, the lack of reports related to "missed approach" is alarming because a missed 

approach procedure must be reported every time it happens. A late missed approach is 

one of the main elements in case of a controlled flight into terrain (CFIT) which is the 

second leading cause in accidents in aviation (see next figure). 

                                                 

202 According to Boeing: The Maneuvering Characteristics Augmentation System (MCAS) flight 

control law was designed and certified for the 737 MAX to enhance the pitch stability of the airplane 

– so that it feels and flies like other 737s 

203 Darryl Campbell, “The Many Human Errors That Brought down B-737 MAX.” 
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ARC Abnormal Runway Contact, CFIT Controlled Flight Into or Toward Terrain, F-NI Fire/Smoke 

(Non-Impact), FUEL Fuel, LOC-I Loss of Control—In Flight MAC Midair/Near-Midair Collision, OTHR 

Other, RAMP Ground Handling. RE Runway Excursion (Takeoff or Landing) USOS 

Undershoot/Overshoot. RI-VAP Runway Incursion—Vehicle, Aircraft, or Person. SCF-PP 

System/Component Failure or Malfunction (Powerplant). UNK Unknown or Undetermined.  

Figure 28: Fatalities by CICTT Aviation Occurrence Categories/ Fatal Accidents | Worldwide 

Commercial Jet Fleet | 2008 through 2017 

3.2.3. Technology 

Technology is one of the keys to the success of the aeronautical environment in the 

field of aviation safety. The evolution and its application in the aeronautical arena have 

allowed that only one accident occurs out of half a million production cycles; a figure that 

makes it the safest means of transportation. 204 Despite the relevance and decisive point 

of technology during last years, it should be noted that technology itself does not 

automatically imply enhancement of safety records.  

One of the most important milestones in the technological development was the 

appearance of the ILS (Instrumental Landing System); the aircraft began to have enough 

                                                 

204 Boeing, “Boeing Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide 

Operations | 1959 – 2017.” 
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precision to make landings in airports with less than one kilometer of visibility, and in 

some cases the aircraft flying a ILS is able to land even with zero visibility. After the ILS 

it came the laser inertial and the GPS. The Inertial / GPS are also the enablers to automatic 

systems to give instructions to execute the instrumental flight with high precision. 

Therefore, if technological development facilitates flight in bad weather conditions, it will 

always be desirable for most aircraft to have the latest technological equipment and as up 

to date as possible. Trying to save resources in this field may mean that minimum levels 

of safety are exceeded. That situation in some cases end in fatal accidents. 

The most characteristic components or technological systems that provide or have 

provided an invaluable assistance to the pilot are the following: PBN, Data link, VOR / 

DME, ILS / GLS, Inertial navigation, GPS/ GBAS, FMS, ADS-B out and in, etc. These 

systems of advanced technological capacity provide a high situational awareness to the 

pilot, in such a way that it is difficult to not have situation awareness or lack adequate 

information. That statement arguably means that the human factor will continue to be the 

leading role of air accidents in the immediate future. 

3.2.4. Regulation 

Regulation is also one of the basic pillars of any organization. Depending on 

flexibility and degree of compliance, regulation can be qualified as competent and 

competitive or simply defective; in the latter case doomed to failure. A bad approach in 

regulation may imply a latent condition and, consequently, the possibility of an accident. 

Although regulation is not thoroughly studied in this research, due to its relevance, it 

deserves some study. 

The principles that must be maintained by any organization regarding its regulation 

in matters of aviation safety are the following: 

•  Be updated, flexible and supportive of current legislation. All those regulations 

that conflict with a higher level not only have no legal value but also produce 

discomfort and negatively affect the work environment. 
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• Regulate always having as a starting point the prevention policies according to 

the international culture and always looking for solutions and not guilty. 

Reward attitudes of reporting of risk events and do not try to excuse the 

dangerous actions that brings fragrant danger to the operational safety. 

• Establish flexible and easy procedures for reporting risk situations and 

communicate the results of the assessments to all parties 

• Establish operational procedures that are easy to interpret by operational 

personnel. 

• Update technology in accordance with international criteria and specifications 

to accomplish with navigating requirements. 

The success of the company or organization in matters of safety will depend on the 

degree of compliance with these points and, therefore, it will be reflected in the statistics 

of repetitive failures, both technical and human. 

In regulation there is also a part which is related to high level regulatory bodies: 

European Union Commission, FAA, Eurocontrol, etc. One of the weakness in all of them 

is bureaucracy and the lengthy procedures that they normally state for certification, 

regulation, etc. In some case, they also regulate without considering the aeronautic point 

of view. For example, regarding wildlife the regulatory bodies tend to overprotect; giving 

few chances to the aeronautical organization to implement safety procedures against 

wildlife on airports. As an explanatory example, the European Parliament approved in 

February 2016 the strategy on wildlife, 205 which protect wildlife in almost all areas, 

airports included, and gives little margin of movement to civilian safety organizations to 

maintain wildlife out of airport areas. Next figure shows the barriers of the organizational 

model to avoid accidents. 

                                                 

205 European Union Parliamnet, “EU’s Biodiversity Strategy.” 
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Figure 29: Swiss cheese model
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3.3. OPERATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT 

Operational Risk Management (ORM) is one of the most important safety models 

in the United States Airforce and Navy. It was implemented in the eighties and still is 

considered a reference frame for operational safety in a worldwide scale. As the main 

reference, operational risk management should be considered as a closed cycle; a process 

of analysis, identification and evaluation of the risk level associated with possible lines 

of action. These lines of action are contemplated in the processes of planning and 

execution of operations to achieve the mission with a known and assumed risk level. At 

each step of the cycle, some characteristics and the responsibilities of its supervision and 

evaluation must be clearly defined. The six steps that define the operational risk 

management cycle are the following: identification of air risks, assessment of air risks, 

analysis of risk control measures, implementation of control decisions, implementation 

of risk control, supervision and review. 206 For the shake of clarity and understanding, 

there are next some specific definitions which are key to understand flight safety models 

and literature.  

3.3.1. Specific definitions 

3.3.1.1. Risk 

Contingency or proximity of damage. 

 In the case of aviation, the risk is an evaluation of a certain hazard, taking into 

account its severity and the probability that it will occur. Then, to assess a risk to 

parameters are necessary: severity and probability. 

3.3.1.2. Danger 

Circumstance in which it is possible that some event may happen. 

                                                 

206 “AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION, AFI 90-802, ORM.” 
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A danger is everything that can produce a situation of risk, an incident or an 

accident. It is not a quantification or assessment, but an abstract concept. 

In general, hazards are identified, and risks are managed. 

3.3.2. Definition of ORM 

Operational Risk Management" (ORM) is defined as the process of analysis, 

identification and evaluation of the risk level associated with the possible lines of action, 

which are contemplated in the processes of planning and execution of air operations to 

achieve the mission or operation with a level of known and assumed risk. 207 

If the ORM is intrinsically applied in the decision processes of an organization, it 

becomes a methodology that allows the decision-making process to aeronautical 

organizations, aircrew and maintenance personnel to maximize operational capability 

while reducing all the dimensions of the associated risk. This is achieved through the 

application of a systematic process, simple and adapted to each level of decision making. 

3.3.3. ORM principles 

The most relevant principles that govern the Operational Risk Management are the 

following: 208 

1. Do not accept unnecessary risks.  

Unnecessary risks are considered those whose assumption does not benefit the 

operation; in this case the flight. Given that air operations always entail risk, the most 

logical way to fly is to carry out the mission and to meet all the requirements while at the 

same time exposing personnel and material to the lowest acceptable risk level. As an 

example, an unnecessary risk is to continue below the minimum of an instrumental 

approach without making the consequent missed approach. With a similar reasoning, 

                                                 

207 “AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION, AFI 90-802, ORM.” 

208 USAF, “ORM: Operational Risk Management. AFI 902.” 
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making a final approach in an airport where there is a great amount of birds is as well a 

risky activity. In case of necessity, those flights may be cleared by the corresponding 

authority level. Then the risk associated is assumed by the corresponding authority.  

2. Make decisions at the appropriate level.  

Decision-making at the appropriate level guarantees the delimitation of 

responsibilities. Therefore, those who are responsible for fulfilling a mission must be part 

of the risk management process; each one at their level of action and responsibility. 

Regretfully, in most accident cases where the safety process has failed, the last barrier is 

the pilot; that barrier will be described later as the emergency ORM level. In many 

occasions, aircrew take decisions above their level to fulfil the mission.  

3. Accept the risks when the benefit of the mission compensates the risk level and 

possible losses.  

Once the level of risk has been reduced to the lowest possible level (the residual 

level), through the application of concrete measures (training, change of aircrew, etc.) the 

benefits should be compared with the potential risks. Operations that involve a very high 

level of risk may be done, provided there are well-founded on grounds that the benefit of 

carrying out the operation exceeds the sum of the possible losses.  

4. Integrate the ORM in the planning and execution of all air operations and actions 

at all levels.  

The ORM should not be applied as an isolated process. Conversely, it should be an 

integral part of the planning and execution of air operations. Risks are assessed and 

managed more easily in the planning phase. Accordingly, most safety occurrence may be 

previously briefed to not surprise the aircrew. 

5. Implement a quality system in which as many operational personnel as possible 

are involved.  

Any quality may not be an isolated tool of little knowledge and difficult application. 

Its main goal is to involve as many operational elements as possible. Furthermore, all 
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levels of the organization must be involved, including the highest level of the 

organization. 

3.3.4. ORM process and phases 

The ORM process is a tool to provide criteria for decision making. The ORM model 

acts according to a cyclical, continuous and systematic model. The model consists of six 

sequential phases, each one being the basis of the next. 

A Risk Management System must be based on several specific steps that will form 

a closed cycle being under continuous review for improvement. At each step of the cycle, 

its characteristics and the responsibilities of supervision and evaluation must be clearly 

defined. The six steps that define the ORM cycle are the following:  Identification of air 

risks; assessment of air risks; analysis of risk control measures; implementation of control 

decisions; implementation of risk control and supervision and revision. 209 

 

Figure 30. ORM Cycle, USAF, Air Force Pamphlet 90-802 

                                                 

209 Ibid. 
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Probably one of the most important points of the cycle is the supervision and 

revision; once all the points are implemented and are fully defined and finished, in most 

cases, no matter how detailed the process has been, some detail or potential risk will come 

out. These oversights are those that, in the theory of operational safety, are called latent 

errors or conditions. These latent errors, if not properly engaged, will end up being one 

of the main causes that produce or trigger an accident. Due to this, the flight safety 

personnel should focus enough attention on the supervision and the continuous review of 

the "ORM" cycle; the success of its actions will depend on whether the latent errors 

continue over time or are successfully stopped. 

3.3.4.1. Hazards Identification  

Hazard is “a condition with the potential to cause injury, illness or death of 

personnel, damage to or loss of equipment or property, or mission degradation.”210 

Hazards are integral components of aeronautical operational contexts. In aviation, failures 

and operational errors will occur, despite the best and most successful efforts to avoid 

them. No human activity or artificial system can be guaranteed as absolutely free from 

hazards and operational errors. Thus, aviation cannot be possible set totally free of 

hazards. 

The identification of hazards is the first step of the operational risk management 

process, which involves several activities:  collecting, registering, adopting measures and 

generating feedback on hazards and safety risks in operations. The hazards are analyzed 

in the context of the operational system. Then, their potentially harmful consequences are 

identified, and these consequences are evaluated in terms of safety risks. 211 In a well-

structured and defined system, only those hazards that, at a given moment, could provoke 

a dangerous safety occurrence are evaluated. Accordingly, those hazards that clearly will 

not affect safety will be discarded from the beginning. In case of not doing so, an 

oversaturated and oversized system could be created, which may not focus on the most 

                                                 

210 “AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION, AFI 90-802, ORM.” 
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potentially harmful problems or hazards. As an example, it can be said that raising the 

landing gear should not be identified as a hazard, since it is a normal aviation operation 

that involves a thorough identification and certification process; the risk of that operation 

is already controlled. On the other hand, if two fighter pilots raise the landing gear in 

close formation, that is a riskier procedure, since the act itself requires some skill and 

specific training. Therefore, in this second case, the pilots must perform the maneuver in 

the best possible conditions, which could be; in straight and level flight, out of IFR 

conditions (if possible), etc., to try to mitigate the risk. 

The identification of hazards is a continuous, permanent and daily activity. It never 

stops or rests and, in normal operating conditions, follows a pattern with a certain rhythm 

that must be enough to maintain operational safety at an adequate level of safety. Despite 

this, there are specific conditions in which special attention to the identification of hazards 

is acceptable.  

Hazards can be grouped into four different groups; natural hazards, technical 

hazards, economic dangers and the dangers of human factors. 

Natural hazards are a consequence of the habitat or environment in which 

operations aimed at providing services are carried out. Examples of natural hazards 

include: weather conditions or violent weather events (hurricanes, winter storms, 

droughts, tornadoes, thunderstorms, lightning and lightning and wind shear); adverse 

weather conditions (icing, freezing precipitation, heavy rain, snow, winds and visibility 

restrictions);  Geophysical events (earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, floods and 

landslides); Geographical conditions (adverse terrain or large bodies of water); 

Environmental events (fires, wildlife activities (bird strikes) and infestation by insects or 

pests); Avian activity in the surroundings of the field and migration periods; Public health 

events (epidemics of flu or other diseases). 

The technical dangers have their origin in energy sources (electricity, fuel, 

hydraulic pressure, pneumatic pressure and so on) or critical functions of operational 

safety (possibility of hardware failure, software malfunction, adhesions and so on) 
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necessary for operations related to the provision of services. Examples of technical 

hazards include deficiencies like the following: Aircraft and components, systems, 

subsystems and related aircraft equipment.; Facilities, tools and related equipment of the 

organization; Installation of systems, subsystems and related equipment external to the 

organization; Supply of components; Storage of critical components and quality control 

management. 

The economic dangers are a consequence of the socio-political environment in 

which operations are carried out. Examples of economic danger include the following:  

recession; lack of liquidity, economic depression, cost of materials and equipment, etc. 

The dangers related to human factors are a consequence of the human performance 

itself, which in some occasions can be unpredictable. The human factor, depending on 

the source, is between 70-80 % the main cause of an accident. 212 Examples of the danger 

of human factors include the following: complacency, stress, demotivation, labor 

pressure, optical illusions, spatial disorientation, fatigue, quality of sleep, communication. 

The safety management activities aimed at controlling safety risks will mainly, but 

not necessarily exclusively, deal with the technical, natural and human factors hazards. 

Hazards can be identified after actual safety events (accidents or incidents), or they can 

be identified through proactive and predictive processes aimed at identifying hazards 

before a safety events occurs.  

3.3.4.2. Assessment of air risks. 

Risk, in its general and broader sense, has been the subject of many comments and 

interpretations; literature on the subject is abundant. There is a possibility of confusion 

that is partly due to the general use of the term, which is too frequent, broad and generally 

diffuse. The first measure to deal with confusion is to define the use of the generic term 

"risk" to the very specific term "safety risk". Safety risks are not tangible or visible 

components of any physical or natural environment. Hazards and consequences are 

                                                 

212 ICAO, “Human Factors Guidelines for Air Traffic Management ( Atm ) Systems.” 
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physical components of the natural world, while safety risks do not really exist in the 

natural world. The safety risk is a product of the human mind aimed at measuring 

seriousness or "assigning a number" in the consequences of hazards. 213 Next figure 

graphically explains the difference between safety and risk.  

 

Figure 31. explanatory figure of differences between risk and hazards.  

 

The safety risk is defined as the evaluation, expressed in terms of predicted 

probability and severity, of the consequences of a hazard, taking as reference the worst 

                                                 

213 ICAO, Safety Management Manual (SMM), Third Edition (Doc 9859 AN/474),. 
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foreseeable situation. 214 Normally, safety risks are designated by a numerical figure 

resulting from the estimation of the probability and severity of the evaluation of a given 

hazard. 

The assessment of air risks is the second point of the operational risk management 

cycle, and begins after the identification of the hazards, since, as is logical, it is not 

possible to assess what has not been previously identified. Thus, it follows that a good 

application of point 1 of the cycle (hazard identification) will be vital the rest of the cycle; 

the foundations of the operational risk system starts at that point. A peculiarity of risk 

management systems is the wrong nomenclature when dealing with risks and hazards, 

since many rules, regulations, directives, etc., talk of identification of risks, which is 

completely impossible, because the risks are not identified but they are assessed, those 

which are identified are exclusively the hazards. 

The management of safety risks is a generic term that encompasses the assessment 

and the mitigation of safety risks. The main objective of safety risk management is to 

provide a guide or a tool for a balanced allocation of resources among all the safety risks 

evaluated and those for which control and mitigation are feasible. It can be said that the 

management of safety risks helps to resolve the eternal confrontation between production 

and protection. The management of safety risks is, therefore, a fundamental component 

of the safety management process. If management is a fundamental aspect, not less will 

be the evaluation of risks. The correct assessment of risks will bring a good prioritization 

of work and resources to be employed to maintain the level of operational safety at an 

acceptable level.  

The assessed safety risks that are inside the intolerable region are unacceptable in 

all cases. The probability or seriousness of the consequences of the hazards are of such 

severity, and the harmful potential of the hazard poses such a threat to the viability or 

survival of the organization, that urgent and effective mitigation measures are required. 

In general terms, the organization has two alternatives to bring operational safety risks to 
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tolerable or acceptable regions:  allocate resources to reduce exposure to the harmful 

potential of the hazard’s consequences or magnitude; or if mitigation is not possible, 

cancel the operation. The accidents inside the intolerable region are normally the 

following: excessive workload for air crews; bad instrumentation in the cabin; incomplete 

training under IFR conditions; latent conditions not managed for a long time, etc. Next 

figure explains the tolerable and intolerable safety regions and the acceptance of risks.  

Figure 32. Safety regions. Source: ICAO SMS manual 

3.3.5. Probability and severity of safety risks. 

 

3.3.5.1. Probability 

The probability of safety risks is defined as the likelihood that an unsafe event or 

condition may occur. Following considerations are examples to assign the probability that 

any event will occur: a certain event has been repeated frequently; in case of high-risk 
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events; How often do these events occur? is it an isolated event or are there some similar 

ones? 

The evaluation criteria according to the probability most used in safety 

organizations is the following: 215 

PROBABILITY 

HRI CONCEPT ESTIMATION DESCRIPTION 

1 
EXTREMELLY 

IMPROBABLE 

EVENT<0,00001  

HOURS ---1 EN 10.000-

100.000. 

ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO HAPPEN. 

2 IMPROBABLE 

0,00001< EVENT <0,001 

HOURS----1 IN 1.000-

10.000 

MAY OCCUR BUT IN VERY SPECIFIC 

CIRCUSTANCES. 

3 REMOTE 
0.001< EVENT <0,005 

HOURS ----1 EN 100-1.000. 

MAY OCCURR AT SOME POINT IN 

THE FUTURE. 

4 OCASIONAL 
0.005< EVENT <0.5  

HOURS ----1 EN 10-100. 

MAY OCCURR: IT HAS HAPPENED 

SOMETIMES 

5 FREQUENT 
EVENT >O.5   

 HOURS ---->1 EN 10. 
MAY HAPPEN MANY TIMES 

Table 5. Probability levels.  

3.3.5.2. The severity 

The second stage of the process is the evaluation of the seriousness of the hazard 

consequences during operations. The severity of the safety risks is defined as the possible 

consequence of an unsafe event or condition, taking as reference the worst possible 

situation. Once the possible consequences of operational hazards have been taken into 

account, as was done with the previous chart, five groups of severity levels may be 

established, which will be: insignificant, minor, higher, dangerous and catastrophic 
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Next chart represents the levels of severity; from 1 to 5, with a brief description of 

the consequences. 216 

 

SEVERITY 

HRI CONCEPT DESCRIPTION 

1 INSIGNIFICANT — minor consecuences 

2 

MINOR 

— Interference 

— operational limitation 

— Emergency procedures 

— Minor incidents 

3 HIGH 

— Significant reduction of safety levels 

— grave incident 

— injuries to persons 

4 DANGEROUS 
— Grave reduction of safety levels — grave injuries 

— Damage to equiptment 

5 
CATASTROPHIC 

— Equiptment destroyed 

— Multiple deaths 

Table 6. Severity levels. 

 

In any safety management system, it is necessary to obtain a general assessment of 

the risks. This is achieved by combining the probability table of safety risks and the 

severity of safety risks. That combination results in a safety risk assessment matrix (an 

example is shown in next chart). For example, the probability of safety risks has been 

assessed as occasional (4). The severity of safety risks has been assessed as dangerous 

(4). The union of probability and severity (16) constitutes the safety risk whose 

consequences of the hazard are considered to be within the unacceptable red zone. 

Expanding the analysis of previous point, it can be seen, considering previous example, 
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that a safety risk is only a number or an alphanumeric combination and not a visible or 

tangible component of the natural world.  

Next figure represents the HRI which are the numbers in the cells, from 1 to 25. 

The intolerable area goes from   HRI 25 to 15 and it is the zone where most fatal accidents 

happen.  The tolerable area goes from 12 to 8 HRI and it is   the one where small accident 

s and mayor incidents happen. Finally, the area from 6 to 1 HRI is the acceptable area and 

it is the recommended to operate as a regular basis. 
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Table 7. Risk assessment matrix 
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3.3.6. Analysis of risk control measures. 

Once the assessment of the air risks has been finished, it will be necessary to analyze 

whether the control measures, which are currently part of the air operations, are enough 

or there is a need for further reinforcement, or if, on the other hand, it is necessary a new 

implementation of additional measures. For a better evaluation of the control measures, 

risks should be assessed and checked. Normally, these risks are under control if they are 

mitigated or contemplated in the operational procedures, emergency procedures, training 

plans, etc. In Chapters 4 and 5, both scenarios involve the presentation of risk control 

measures; one for an imminent bird strike and the other for a missed approach procedure. 

3.3.7. Implementation of control decisions. 

Once having evaluated the mission risk, who should authorize it if the risk is low? 

If, on the contrary, the risk is high, who will authorize the mission then? In a situation of 

high potential risk, in which for whatever the reason it has to be carried out (training 

objectives, maximum priority to the company, etc.) and the competent authority has been 

informed of all the factors so that the mission is assigned that high risk, the mission must 

be authorized by the mentioned authority. If, on the other hand, the risk is medium, the 

authorization step will be lowered one step or level, so it should no longer be authorized 

by the highest authority. Last, if the level is low it can be authorized by the lowest level 

of responsibility. 

By defining the control decisions at their appropriate decision level, it will be 

ensured that the competent authority is aware of any mission that is being carried out in 

conditions of high potential risk. Then, this authority may authorize or cancel such 

missions. In the case of not establishing adequate control measures, it could result that 

the habit becomes the norm. Consequently, latent conditions may be inserted in the 

system that, over time, are the main triggers of air accidents. This example is very 

characteristic of the missed approach procedure. In order to avoid it, aircrew go beyond 

operational levels and, as a logical consequence, some risk levels barriers are breached. 
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Since many times the occurrence ends successfully, this behavior becomes the norm. 

Then, a latent condition appears that could trigger any accident at any moment. 

3.3.8. Mitigation. 

 This mitigation itself accepts the safety risks but adjusts the system to mitigate 

those risks by reducing them to an acceptable or tolerable level. For example; imposing 

more restrictive conditions of use; eliminating parts of the mission that increase the risk; 

increasing mission preparation time; not allowing unfavorable conditions during the 

development of the mission, etc. 

3.3.9. Supervision and revision. 

Once the risk management system is implemented, it is very likely that it will not be 

perfect. Consequently, it will have some weak points that must be improved. For this 

reason, the entire cycle of operational risk management must be continuously reviewed 

for improvement and to be adaptable to the different risks that appear in air operations; 

since in most cases they are very dynamic, and they quickly change with time. 

The revision of a risk management system is one of the keys to correct dangerous 

trends, latent conditions or practical drifts. However, this is one of the most difficult 

points to implement due to its complexity. 

3.4. THE LEVELS OF ORM: STRATEGIC ORM, OPERATIONAL ORM, 

EMERGENCY ORM 

In all large organizations there are different levels of decision-making control; the 

highest level is the executive level, followed by the organizational level and finally the 

level of operational personnel. Making a similarity with the doctrine of operational safety, 

the executive level is related to the strategic level; the organizational level corresponds to 

the different sections of the organization (managers, analysts) and the operational level 

(pilots, aircrew, maintenance personnel) would correspond to the emergency level. The 

three levels have associated risks of very different nature but the same possibilities to 
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trigger an accident.217 Normally, mistakes made at the strategic level have consequences 

in the other levels, making it more difficult to solve, since the senior management level 

is also characterized by its difficult access and by being in little contact with daily 

operations. 

3.4.1. Strategic ORM 

The strategic level is the level that affects all the activities of an organization and 

that is also characterized by its difficult access. Decisions are taken at a very high level, 

and due to its long permanence over time, they become latent conditions of the system. 

This is the main level to study if searching for latent conditions. This level includes 

decisions related to the purchase of aircraft for a specific service, assignment of routes 

for a certain type of aircraft, budget for safety training, policy regarding the crew rest, 

number of operational personnel on staff, etc. In the case of Chapter 4 (bird strikes) the 

strategic level is related to European authorities which regulate the safety protection 

birds’ policies regardless of safety implications to aviation. 

3.4.2. Operational ORM 

The operational level is the level that affects all the operational activities of an 

organization. It is easier to manage than the strategic level, since the decision-making 

staff is more open to the changes in general; the decisions they take have less publicity 

and repercussion. This level comprises a wide variety of decisions and activities: the 

management of flight plans; the allocation of flight hours; the personnel distribution 

criteria between the different types of aircraft; routes; missions, operational procedures 

(missed approach), etc. 

Although this level may seem less important than the strategic one, this level is a 

fundamental piece for the balance between the strategic and the emergency level. One of 
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its main characteristics is that it is mainly made up of managers; the strategic one being 

formed by executives and the emergency level by operators. 

The most outstanding points of the operational level are the following: It is a level 

in which the management of assigned resources prevails, and it must inform the next level 

of the suitability of the assignment; In this level stay the personnel dedicated to safety; 

Prepares Operational Safety Plans;  Manage schedules and work plans (flight plans, shifts, 

guards ... etc.); Manage the training of operational personnel; Manage resources dedicated 

to safety; Promotes safety activities (seminars, conferences, conferences ... etc.); Is 

responsible for safety meetings; It informs the strategic level of the safety situation and 

is responsible for operational risk management (ORM). 

3.4.3. Emergency ORM 

This is the level that comprises the operational personnel of the aeronautical 

organizations. This level is the last step in the outcome of accidents. For this reason, it is 

the one that is most blamed for the responsibility of events from a traditional point of 

view; since almost 70% of accidents have a component of the human factor that is almost 

decisive. The emergency ORM level is the basis for the study and research of this thesis. 

Both Chapters 4 and 5 scenarios are based on Emergency ORM cases in which last 

maneuvers and procedures are simply key and they are performed by the aircrew.  

This level includes all the circumstances that are not foreseen that can have a 

determining role in the development of air operations, such as; the rapid change of 

weather conditions, airplane changes due to land aborts, delays due to technical reasons, 

equipment failure at the departure or arrival airport, etc. As an example, let´s consider a 

flight in which the crew is in full faculties, which has had enough time to prepare the 

mission; it seems to be under total control. However, during the flight the aircrew receive 

the weather conditions of the airport od destination and it turns out that there are puddles 

of water on the runway. In addition, the ILS (Instrumental Landing System) is out of 

service. The crew is not aware of the risk and continues the flight without further action. 

When arriving at the vicinity they realize that there is low visibility and that the ILS does 
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not work, so they decide to continue with a less accurate approach (VOR). As they are 

less trained on VOR approaches, they do not manage to arrive in optimal conditions for 

the landing; they perform an unstable approach. They make a hard landing and, due to 

aqua planning, they depart the runway. Analyzing the aircrew performance, it is 

concluded that the crew ignored the dangers that popped up once the mission had already 

started. This is a clear case that should be addressed by the operational personnel, in this 

case the flight crew (Emergency level). The measures that should have been taken in 

analyzing the dangers are the following: ILS out of service and possible aqua-planning; 

review the approaches to the airport without ILS; review the missed approach and in case 

of doubt perform it; consider the nearest alternative airports; review the aqua-planning 

procedures and consider the option of waiting in flight until the aqua-planning conditions 

disappear or decrease. 

The emergency ORM is the management of unexpected changing situations in 

small periods of time, which if being managed as a regular situation could produce an 

accident. Therefore, in these situations the mission should be considered as one of greater 

risk. Consequently, aircrew and controllers should establish actions to prevent them from 

producing a situation of high risk in which the development of the action is not under 

control. At this level of ORM, operators are responsible for making decisions that, in most 

cases, must be taken in short periods of time and, if not done correctly, there is a high 

probability of breaking all the barriers of the system and, consequently, the accident 

occurs. 

Another typical example of emergency ORM is when there are delays in airline 

flights. Instinctively, and with the aim of recovering the wasted time, the flight crew tries 

to accelerate when carrying out cabin procedures and checks. Arguably, they can 

defectively do so or even omit them, which leads to, as example, to enter the runway 

without authorization, to forget to set the flaps for takeoff, failure in communications with 

the controller, departure without authorization, not performing a missed approach, etc. 
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3.5. THE FIVE Ms MODEL 

The model of the "five Ms" takes its name from the English expression of its 

elements: Man, Machine, Media, Management and Mission (see next figure). This model 

is one of the frames of reference to analyze accidents or incidents and, in addition, a 

powerful tool to measure the risk of air operations and how to mitigate them. 218 Its main 

characteristic is based on dividing air operations into the 5 elements mentioned, so that 

the analysis of these parameters can be studied and therefore obtained conclusions. 219 

 

Figure 33. ORM process. Source: USAF, AFI-902 

In all air operations, these five elements intervene to a greater or lesser extent. In 

some operations the environment (media) is the dominant factor while in many others it 

is usually the human factor or man (Man). Although at the beginning of aviation the 

machine element used to have a leading role in the development of accidents, little by 
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little, and especially since the 80s, the human factor or man has been gaining more and 

more prominence, until becoming the main element in air accidents. However, the human 

factor is not always the only factor of the plane crash, but rather a lethal combination of 

the 5Ms which causes a series of circumstances that inevitably lead to the failure of the 

mission. A clear example of this is the typical accident that occurs when an airplane enters 

instrumental conditions, and the aircrew, in order to land at the destination airport, 

continue the flight and perform the instrumental approach despite not being trained for it, 

producing what is called controlled flight into terrain (CFIT). 

The man, the machine, the media and the mission, interact to produce a success or 

a failure of a certain operation. Sometimes air operations are performed in environments 

where a certain parameter can be the trigger of the plane crash, as it could be a very dense 

fog (environment) or an operational failure (man). In these high-risk environments, active 

failures of operational personnel occur more frequently. These mistakes with other less 

risky factors, but also influencing, produce the failure of the operation. 

Arguably, the most important element in the 5 Ms model is the management of air 

operations. Good management rarely, or rather never, leads to an air accident. Conversely, 

proficient management leads to the success of the mission. But how to perform good 

management of an air operation? In order to successfully carry out the air operations, the 

four MS (Man, Media, Mission, Machine) must be analyzed and then managed, that is, 

analyze how pilots fly, with what type of plane they are going to fly, in which 

environment the mission will be developed (meteorology, runways ... etc.) and what type 

of flight will be carried out.  

Once analyzed, the next step is the management of the different risk factors that 

appear in the equation of the air operation. An example of this type of management is the 

typical case in which the environment, or weather, is complicated by excessive fog or low 

visibility. In this example the situation should be managed in such a way that the risk is 

reduced to an acceptable level. More specifically, it would be more reasonable to conserve 

enough fuel to be able to perform an approach to the airport of destination and, in case of 
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not being able to land due to weather conditions, deviate to the alternate after having tried 

a missed approach.  

For the shake of brevity this research is focused on the man and machine since both 

Chapters 4 and 5 are mainly related to these points. 

3.5.1. The Man (MAN) 

Human factors are, and will continue to be, the most important factor in the safety 

of any aeronautical organization. 220 Human performance is unpredictable, especially in 

situations of high stress where pilots are in the position of having to make decisions in a 

short time. Arguably, in future aviation, technological development should take a back 

seat in the field of operational safety, and virtually all actions should be focused on the 

human factor. 

At the beginning of aviation, the technical factor was the most representative in air 

accidents. However, in the current era, the main character in air accidents has become the 

human factor; more specifically the pilot. International organizations consider that at least 

80% of accidents have their main cause in a human failure, and that other factors, such as 

meteorology or aircraft type, do nothing but complete the other 20% of the event statistics. 

221 

3.5.2. The machine 

The progress of the machine (aviation technology) in the last thirty years has been 

quite spectacular. However, there are still occasions in which potential dangers are found 

in the design, assembly and maintenance of the aircraft. The modern designs of the current 

aeronautics seek to minimize to the maximum any type of error. The aircraft of the 

eighties era already began to be designed with redundant systems in the essential circuits 

of operation, such as the hydraulic or the electrical systems. Today, few aircraft do not 

                                                 

220 ICAO, Risk Management MAnual. 

221 IATA, “FACT SHEET : Industry Statistics.” 
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have a GPS system installed in the navigation aircraft systems or hybridized with an 

inertial laser. In this sense, the aircraft's instrument systems combined with good 

equipment at the destination aerodrome, can even allow the plane to land at zero visibility, 

such as at Heathrow Airport in London. In these types of aircraft, in which you can fly 

almost 100% of the flight with automatic systems, the pilot's performance is reduced to 

almost the minimum expression, and only in those occasions in which the machine fails, 

then the pilot really takes total control of the aircraft.  

However, although it may seem that an aircraft is very safe if having many 

automatic systems, from the point of view of many aeronautical organizations, such as 

Boeing, it is not. If the pilot, because the automation, rarely takes the controls of the plane 

is logically less trained. Thus, if the automation of the aircraft fails has a transcendent 

fault, it could be the case in whicht the pilot himself does not know how to fly the plane 

with enough skill to face a difficult situation. Like every activity automation has 

advantages and disadvantages, as depicted in the following figure: 

Figure 34: Advantages and disadvantages of automation. 
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The level of safety of an airplane is initially established by the aeronautical 

certificates that must be solved to obtain the airworthiness certificate. Both in Europe and 

in the United States these certificates are very demanding, and the planes are developed 

with more than enough standards. In these processes of modernization or updating, it is 

vital that rigorous certification procedures are carried out, in which even the smallest 

detail must be taken into consideration. The most common processes in which different 

components are modified are the following: software update, instrumentation change, 

change of engine components and changes of the aircraft cell. 

Normally most of the major breakdowns of almost all airplanes occurs in the last 

stage of life of the aircraft, also known as the wear stage, translated from the English word 

"wear-out". In this period most of the incidents/accidents related to the technical 

component occur, which normally means 20% of the total. 

Another of the main safety problems is the design of aircraft cabins, since within 

the same type of aircraft, may also have some differences of cockpit design. This is a 

latent condition coming from the strategic level. Consequently, there must be a case in 

which experienced pilots commit operational failures due to the difficulty of managing 

cabin resources that leads to risky situations. Revisiting the swiss cheese model, the 

simulating training goes into the training barrier to avoid accidents with these kinds of 

latent conditions. Nevertheless, it is commonly known that there are emergency ORM 

situations, such as a missed approach, that are rarely trained.  

The main objective of flight simulators is to provide aircraft operators with 

operating environments that are as close as possible to real situations. The success or 

failure of managing high-risky situations often depends on the training completed in these 

scenarios by the pilot. If the company has a fleet with cabins of different instrumentation, 

a simulator adaptable to the different cabins would be a useful tool from the point of view 

of operational risk management.  

The lack of proper instrumentation in some types of aircraft has been one of the 

main responsible for accidents such as "controlled flight against into terrain (CFIT). In 
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these unfortunate events the aircrew are not at any time aware of the dangerousness of 

the maneuver that they are performing, and what at first seemed like a simple instrumental 

maneuver, ends up in an unnoticed impact with the terrain. The typical situations of this 

type of accident are those in which the pilots, normally subjected to strong pressures from 

the company to complete the mission, make an approach to an airport in conditions of 

low visibility without the appropriate instrumentation. 

Despite the effort by the aviation industry to produce and develop aircraft as safe 

as possible, some of them have been more reliable than others. The two large aviation 

industries, Boeing and Airbus, have a very favorable statistic from the point of view of 

safety. Despite being two companies of enormous international prestige, their approach 

to the management of the flight itself is totally different. While the Boeing relies more on 

the pilot as the last emergency management barrier, and therefore is always one level 

above the aircraft software, Airbus, on the other hand, puts technology before human 

action. Thus, the man passes to a second level, and it is the aircraft's own software that 

manages almost the entire flight of the aircraft. The answer of which of the two lines of 

business is the safest can only be solved over many years of studies, and although the 

pilots are more inclined to the doctrine of Boeing, most aeronautical engineers prefer that 

one of Airbus. 

3.5.3. The media 

The media or environment is everything that surrounds any activity related to 

safety. According to this definition, any element could be included in this field. However, 

in order not to lose resources out of operational safety, traditionally, the following fields 

are considered in the media:  The wildlife activity,  the work environment, working 

conditions, the status of the flight tracks, the radio aids and light system available at the 

airport and the meteorology in all phases of flight. 
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3.5.3.1. The wildlife activity 

The increase, both in air traffic and in wildlife populations, contributes to increase 

the probability of impacts with wildlife that may produce big damage to an aircraft. The 

high speed, silence and vulnerability of modern aircraft are the basis of the problem of 

wildlife impact that airport managers face today, which also have a growing concern 

about the airport's responsibility in these impacts. 

Airports are part of ecosystems where wildlife inhabits. The animals look for food, 

water and shelter; many times, find it in the vicinity of the airport. This causes that the 

coexistence of fauna and aircraft within the same space generates high probabilities of 

collisions between birds and airplanes (motors, windshields, etc.) causing incidents and / 

or accidents, mainly in phases of takeoff and landing. 

Due to the increase in environmental protection policies and the sensitivity of 

society to these issues, more and more birds are nesting or living near an airport. That 

fact takes the operational safety to the tolerable level and, in occasions, to the intolerable 

level. In most occasions flocks of birds cross near the approach area provoking maneuvers 

of evasion in the best case. In Annex C there is an extent number of figures that confirm 

the tendency on birds influence on safety and the increasing tendency in reporting and 

number of bird strikes. 222 

The collisions of aircraft with wildlife, commonly called impacts with wildlife, cost 

US civil aviation close to $ 500 million annually, considering the direct damage and 

associated costs and approximately 500,000 hours out of use of the aircraft. 223 Another 

significant data, according to ICAO, during the years 2001 to 2007 wildlife reported to 

ICAO was 42 508. During the period 2008 to 2015, the number of wildlife strikes reported 

to ICAO has increased significantly to 97 751. That means that the number of reports has 

                                                 

222 In annex C there is a lot of figures and chart of data from the FAA and ICAO regarding bird 

strikes occurrences.  

223 US Department of Transportation, “Wildlife Strikes to Civil Aircraft 1990-2017.” 
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doubled in less than ten years. 224 That is a significant increase that, arguably, could be 

the trend for following years. Furthermore, the fact that most bird strikes happen in the 

approach and take-off makes safety concerns regarding the media even more relevant. 225 

Next figure shows the impact reported by year basis. 

 

 

 

3.5.3.2. The work environment 

A very important element to consider regarding the motivation of the staff is the 

work environment in their organization. In those in which there is a tense environment 

and extreme competition tend to have worse safety statistics; because the worker feels 

like a tool to achieve a goal that is very distant from their priorities. In these cases, the 

                                                 

224 ICAO, “ELECTRONIC BULLETIN, 12 May 2017; 2008 - 2015 WILDLIFE STRIKE 

ANALYSES (IBIS).” 

225 Ibid. 

Table 8. Bird Impacts 1990-2010. 
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performance is only achieved with punishing policies, losing an almost vital element for 

operational safety; teamwork. To overcome this, organizations with more resources of 

human factors try to get the staff involved beyond strictly working life, getting the 

personnel to enjoy social business options, such as group meals, part vacations subsidized 

by the company, etc. In general, the lines of action to develop a good work environment 

should be drawn from the highest management positions (Strategic ORM level), and 

always focusing the objectives as a triumph of all and not only of the company. In this 

sense, the performance is much greater if the personnel take the business objective as 

their own. If that happens, the operational safety benefits significantly. 

3.5.3.3. Working conditions 

In today's society, which is governed by overload work and difficulty in reconciling 

family and work, companies have a difficult challenge when trying to offer opportunities 

to employees to lead an orderly life that allows them to make professional activity 

compatible with daily personal issues. Regarding commercial aviation, the case is even 

more extreme; flight crews usually spend more than half of the days away from home on 

average. This can generate family tensions that may produce couple divorces, arguments, 

fights, etc. These conditions may generate lack of concentration in the work, lack of 

motivation and stress. To face these problems, organizations must focus on the following; 

the flexibility of schedules; the reinforcements of personnel during periods of high 

activity; the geographical movement of their personnel, with the family group as the main 

element of decision; the effective rest of their crews and the motivation of operational 

personnel, etc. 

3.5.3.4. The status of the flight tracks 

On the technical side of the operational environment are the conditions of the flight 

tracks in which the aircraft operate. These not only refer to the quality of the asphalt, but 

also to less concrete elements that may have a very high potential danger, among them: 

the FOD (Foreign Object Damage), the ability to drain water in case of rain, obstacles 

near the track (construction sites, roads, personnel outside the airport, buildings, the sea 
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... etc.). Any defect of the flight track must be considered and analyzed to specify its risk 

level, normally the strategic level, and establish how to mitigate it through the different 

mitigation techniques. 

3.5.3.5. The radio-aids and lighting system available at the airport 

The radio-aid system that has an airport can be vital at certain times of bad weather 

and reduced visibility. Commercial aviation, being a lucrative activity, goes to the limit 

of legality to not abort operations; these can bring a millionaire loss and a mismatch of 

the operational plan. 

The most technologically advanced airports in the world have systems that allow 

the aircraft to take off and land with zero visibility, which means that the level of safety 

is strongly reinforced, as at the London airport, Heathrow. However, there are many 

others that do not stand out for the quality of their radio-aids, so they have a higher degree 

of accident rate, especially in seasons of reduced visibility. This is also a contributing 

factor to be considered when analyzing missed approach procedures.  

The combination of good radio-aids with a good light system, which allows the 

pilot to perceive the track even inside clouds, is one of the safest systems to avoid CFIT. 

3.5.3.6. The meteorology in all phases of flight 

Numerous accidents occur in low visibility weather conditions (fog, storms, snow, 

fog ... etc.). Excessive cloudiness in the area of operation makes it difficult to carry out 

the mission because the workload is increased. For example, the excessive temperature 

on the track makes landing even more difficult due to the ground effect; the wind can 

cause excessive spending on the route or a bad landing, etc. The accumulation of these 

effects means that air operations may end in a fatal outcome, since most of the accidents 

of the modern era are as a result of low visibility or bad weather.  

Any air mission is more dangerous, from the point of view of safety, with poor 

visibility conditions than full visibility or "CAVOK" conditions. In days of adverse 

weather there is less air space to perform the different missions (due to the separation 
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required in IFR flight), there is no clear horizon to perform the different flight maneuvers, 

navigation is more complicated due to increased air traffic congestion, the pilots are not 

willing to perform missed approach maneuvers, etc. 

On 9th May 2019, the pilots of a Sukhoi RRJ-95B (Superjet) heard several times the 

following message “terrain ahead, pull up” from terrain awareness and warning system 

(TAWS). The aircrew was on a demonstration flight that had just left Halim Perdana 

Kusuma International Airport in Jakarta, Indonesia. Six more messages “avoid terrain” 

warnings followed. “The aircrew apparently looked out and saw only clouds. They were 

not aware of any mountainous terrain and so turned off the TAWS. Minutes later, the 

airplane crashed into Mount Salak at 6,000 ft. All 45 people on board were killed.” 226 

Fog and low visibility are one of the key factors or main causes of a CFIT. There 

are many accidents that confirm that statement. According to the Flight Safety 

Foundation, “weather is a factor in many CFITs. Reductions in visibility are common. 

Heavy rain, snow, fog and low clouds all are factors. Most CFIT accidents occur during 

the approach or landing phase of a flight. The risk is compounded when relatively high 

terrain is in close vicinity to the destination airport.”227 These examples bellow are 

accidents due to low visibility in which the aircrew decided to continue the approach 

instead of performing a missed approach procedure: 

• In 14th April 2015, in Hiroshima (Japan), a A320 continued below minima without 

the prescribed visual reference and subsequently touched down 325 metres before the 

threshold. The aircraft hit some ground installation, then slid onto the runway before 

veering off and stopping. The emergency evacuation followed with 28 of the 81 

occupants sustaining minor injuries. 228 

                                                 

226 Foundation, “What You Don’t See; Weather Conditions Especially Fog and Low Clouds That 

Reduce Visibility Are Common Factors in CFIT Crashes.” 

227 Ibid 

228 Skybrary, “Accidents and Serious Incidents Reports: WX.” 
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• On 5th January 2014, an A320 in Jaipur (India) was unable to land at Delhi due to 

visibility below crew minima. During later diversion to Jaipur; the visibility there 

began to deteriorate quickly. A Cat I ILS approach was performed flying below 

minima without visual reference. The landing which followed was made in almost 

zero visibility below the weather minima trained by the aircrew. Therefore, the 

aircraft sustained substantial damage after touching down to the left of the runway. 

229 

• On 29th March 2015 in Halifax NS (Canada), an Airbus A320 crew mismanaged the 

descent during a night non-precision approach at Halifax. Instead of performing a 

missed approach the aircrew continued below MDA without the mandatory autopilot 

disconnection until the aircraft impacted terrain and obstacles 225 metres short of the 

runway. The aircraft was destroyed and hopefully there were no fatalities. 230 

• On July 28th, 2010, the aircrew of Air-blue Flight 202, an Airbus A321, was 

determined to land the aircraft at Benazir Bhutto International Airport in Islamabad, 

Pakistan. The ATC controllers had reported poor visibility in heavy rain and dense 

fog. After 21 alerts from the Enhanced Ground Proximity Warning System (EPGWS) 

the aircrew attempted to reject the landing. Regretfully it was too late to avoid the 

terrain. The aircraft crashed into the Margalla Hills, killing all 157 passengers and 

crew. 231 

• On June 20th, 2011, RusAir Flight 9605, a Tupolev 134, crashed while attempting to 

land in Petrozavodsk, Russia. Due to dense fog and lowered visibility below minimum 

standards, the ATC controller had called for a go-around to the pilots. The flight crew 

unnoticed the risk and did not pay attention to the ATC instruction and continued the 

approach despite the weather minima. The crew continued the descent without visual 

contact with the runway, and the airplane hit a tree and crashed short of the runway. 

As a result, 47 of the 52 people on board died. Only a year before, the crash of a 

                                                 

229 Ibid 

230 Ibid 

231 Ibid 
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Tupolev 154M on April 10, 2010, in Smolensk, Russia, killed the president of Poland 

and 95 more people onboard; that crash occurred when the crew attempted to land in 

thick fog. 232 

All previous accidents could have been avoided if the mandatory missed approach 

had been flown by the aircrew. Regretfully in these cases and many others, aircrew 

decided to continue the approach despite the risk involved in the decision and possible 

harmful consequences. That examples also confirm one of the conclusions adopted by the 

Go-Around Seminar that stated “The lack of go-around decision is the leading risk factor 

in approach and landing accidents and is the primary cause of runway excursions during 

landing. Yet, less than 5% of unstabilized approaches lead to a go-around.”233 In sum, 

low visibility is a trigger factor for accidents since pilots tend to continue the approach 

despite the weather minima. That fact reinforces the necessity to revisit missed approach 

procedures and implement new procedures to make it more willing and easier to perform.  

3.5.3.7. The military traffic 

Military traffic is not itself an objective of this study. Nevertheless, the influence that 

military flight operations have in commercial air traffic deserves some attention. Military 

operations are different in nature compare to civilian ones. While civil traffic is more 

focused on production, fuel and time saving and safety, military ones focus on security, 

effectiveness and training. 234 That different in the concept of operations involves diverse 

necessities of airspace. Therefore, avionics may, arguably, be also different in designed, 

certification process and requisites. That fact may imply that military requisite of airspace 

will differ from those of the civilian side. 235  Because of that, high level authorities will 

have to engage that issue and regulate accordingly to ICAO principle if a full integration 

                                                 

232 Ibid 

233 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 

234 Pereira, “Interoperability of Civil and Military in SESAR.” 

235 Eurocontrol, “Roadmap on Enhanced Civil-Military CNS Interoperability and Technology 

Convergence.” 
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of aircraft is desired. Otherwise military operations may decrease the safety level of 

civilian flights and vice versa.  

3.5.4. The management 

Operational risk management is one of the critical activities that demonstrates the 

level of operational safety in an organization. It is logical to think that it will be useless 

to have the hazards perfectly identified and subsequently evaluated if there is not going 

to carry out any management of them. The first step in management in any operational 

system is to establish commitments and responsibilities on the operational personnel; for 

this, every organization must have as reference the following principles: 236 

• The commitment of senior management to the management of safety. The 

management of operational safety, like any other management activity, requires the 

allocation of personal, material and financial resources. In plain language, without money 

there is no operational safety. 

• Effective safety notification. It is a golden rule that "you cannot manage what 

cannot be measured". To manage safety, organizations must acquire safety data on 

hazards that allow measures to be implemented. Most of such data will be acquired 

through voluntary actions and self-notification procedures of operational personnel. If the 

reported data is prosecuted or penalized, the organization will fall into a vicious circle in 

which the level of operational safety is ultimately destroyed. 

• Continuous and constant supervision by systems that collect safety data on hazards 

during normal operations. The collection of safety data is only the first step. Beyond the 

collection, organizations must exploit the safety information reported to obtain 

conclusions to establish mitigation strategies, lines of action, etc.  

                                                 

236 “AIR FORCE INSTRUCTION, AFI 90-802, ORM.” 
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• Investigation of safety events with the aim of identifying deficiencies or poor 

safety practices of the system, taking into account that there is no point in looking for the 

guilty but to learn "why it happened". 

• Share and publicize lessons learned from safety and best practices through the 

active exchange of safety information. Anyone acts in a more effective way when he has 

learned or received a little information about something that when he is at his first time. 

• Effective implementation of standard operating procedures (SOP), and checklists, 

whether in the cockpit, in an air traffic control room, in a maintenance workshop or on 

the platform of an aerodrome. SOPs and checklists are among the most effective safety 

mechanisms available to operational staff in meeting successfully their daily 

responsibilities. These documents must be continuously reviewed, and their 

control/verification points must be ordered according to their operational importance. For 

example, in a runway enter procedure, the flap checkpoint should appear in first position, 

since it is a vital element in the development of the next action, which is takeoff. 

3.6. CONCLUSIONS 

The evolution of safety doctrine and all the related procedures, mitigation programs, 

strategies, etc., have led to a remarkable increase in the safety level of the commercial 

aviation. Models like the Reason model, the ORM or the 5 Ms has evolved from a doctrine 

based on the pilot to an approach based on different elements that interact in a specific 

way that breaks the barriers of the system. That interaction is considered in all current 

doctrines as the main cause of the accidents in aviation. Although air operations always 

entail risk, due to virtuous safety policies air operations in most commercial airliners 

expose the personnel and material to the lowest acceptable level of risk. 

Due to the evolution of safety doctrine, experts began to understand operational 

safety from a system perspective; covering organizational, technical and human factors. 

Then, aircrew and air controllers are not the only ones responsible in safety investigations 

and, as a logical consequence, the lesson learnt are equally distributed to all personnel 

involved in an accident.  Therefore, those who are responsible for fulfilling a mission are 
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as well part of the risk management process, each one at their level of action. This 

approach has led to the flourish of powerful theories like the ORM and the 5 Ms. Then, 

other elements like training or technology have also been studied to mitigate the risk in 

air operations. Due to that, the level of risk in air aviation has been established in a 

tolerable region in the last decade; leading the air aviation as one of the safest means of 

transport.    

The risk management has been integrated in the planning and execution of all air 

operations and actions at all levels. This integration has been done in all phases of flight, 

mainly in the take-off and landing ones. Logically, future implementation of technology 

and training will be the key elements of risk management to maintain aviation in the peak 

of the safety level. 

Next, this work enters on Chapters 4 and 5, which are the main research of the 

thesis. Previously described current technology and safety management doctrine is key to 

better understand the frame and the deficiencies that aviation faces. Both chapters are 

considered an emergency ORM level since both proposals occur in the final phases of an 

approach. Considering the 5 Ms doctrine, media, machine and management are the main 

points to consider in avoiding or mitigating the chances of an accident in the coming 

chapters. Machine is relevant because the technology onboard is key in the scenarios and 

solutions proposed; media is considered as the bird activity and management is located 

in the emergency level which is key in both chapters.  
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4. CHAPTER 4 

 

4.1. ABSTRACT 

Wildlife hazard is related to the media in the 5Ms model. According to previous 

discussion, the media can affect potentially to safety, mainly in airports areas (final 

approach).  Wildlife hazard assessment (WHA) is a compulsory safety procedure on every 

significant international airport. With the appearance and integration of avian radar 

systems, the estimation of future bird tracks is possible, therefore the probability and 

severity of a bird strike can be assessed several minutes before that occurrence happens. 

Taking that into account, some mitigation procedures and actions could be implemented 

on airports in order to reduce the risk of the hazard; management in the 5Ms. This chapter 

proposes a methodology for real-time evaluation of the risk assessment based on avian 

radar and aircraft data. Since is a real time evaluation is inside the emergency ORM level.  

The risk evaluation can trigger actions or procedures, within enough time, to 

significantly reduce the risk of a bird strike during critical flight phases. The risk 

estimation model combines the track of a bird and an aircraft (based on speed, altitude 

and heading), the proximity of the future crossing paths, the bird speed and mass, and the 

angle of impact. Simulation scenarios have been established to confirm if the mitigation 

actions could be implemented considering time of reaction, aircraft capabilities, and avian 

radar coverage. The proposed Risk Assessment method and mitigation actions to reduce 

the probability of a bird strike on aircraft are a systematic and scientific approach to 

enhance flight safety on airports. This approach could be the basis for future mitigation 

protocols using more sophisticated actions in accordance with present and future 

technology.  
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4.2. AVIAN RADAR DESCRIPTION 

Radars are part of the machine in the 5Ms model. Consequently, they play a relevant 

role regarding flight safety.  Radars have been in used for many years in many airports; 

mainly for approach radar control. Nevertheless, the requirements that are a requisite for 

small-area bird detection, at a scale and operating mode being suitable for airport hazard 

identification, assessment and management, has been a relatively recent development. 

State-of-the-art radars have been currently developed to operate in multiple 

scenarios as different as: maritime areas, mountainous areas, airport areas and wildlife 

strike avoidance, etc. Thus, new technology advances further beyond to the ninety and 

eighty decades where the most important parameter was aircraft detection. These new 

radars have several characteristics in common which can be summarized as: 

programmable operating modes (number of pulses, pulse coding; "Burn through" power 

concentration); next-generation signal processor reconfigurable and programmable with 

soft degradation architecture; advanced processing techniques signal; Extraordinary 

management of agility in frequency, ground tracking capability, etc. 237 

Lately, some inexpensive X-band and S-band marine radar have been developed 

specifically to track birds. Furthermore, considering radar scanning rates typically of 24 

rpm - once every 2.5 seconds the scenario changes. Because of this scanning, it is now 

possible to get data on significant bird activity. Accordingly, it is also possible to plan 

and design a strategic management for the long run but also for the real-time tactical 

monitoring of such activity (management). Although avian radars are still expensive, this 

technology of radar detection provides an option which should be seriously considered. 

Significant numbers of system deployments have worldwide been implemented, although 

they are still mainly in the USA. Installations include civil applications at New York/John 

                                                 

237 Indra, “FAMILIA RADAR LANZA 3D DEFENSA Y SEGURIDAD Vigilancia En Cinco 

Continentes.” 
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F Kennedy International Airport, Chicago/O'Hare International Airport and Seattle-

Tacoma.238  

In August 2007, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport became the world's first 

airport to use avian radar technology to detect potentially hazardous bird activity on and 

near an airport. The radar technology has been of great benefit in monitoring wildlife that 

could affect the traffic on final phases near the airport. Currently, avian radar is a key 

player to mitigate risks due to a bird strike. Detection technologies such as radar allow 

airport operators to respond to wildlife activity and implement procedures, wildlife 

strategies and specific protocols. According to the FAA, “the percent of wildlife strikes 

which are damaging has fallen tremendously, from 18% of annual U.S. strikes per 

100,000 movements when wildlife strike tracking began in 1990, to just 5% in recent 

years.” 239  

MERLIN company designed an Aircraft Bird strike Avoidance Radar system which 

is widely used for bird-aircraft strike hazard (BASH) management and for “real-time 

detection, tracking and alerting of hazardous bird activity at commercial airports, military 

airfields, and military training and bombing ranges.” 240 This radar is implemented in 

several airports worldwide and, most importantly, can produce the following data: 

Operational, production-model technology, precise, tactical, automated bird-aircraft 

strike risk alerts to controllers & pilots, detects birds from ground level to above aircraft 

operational altitudes, Full 3D airspace coverage and data. In this chapter all characteristic 

listed above are used to implement the risk management and bird strike avoidance 

protocols and procedures. 

                                                 

238 Federal Aviation Administration, “NextGen by the Numbers.” 

239 Administration, “FAA, Wildlife Strike Risk Mitigation.” 

240 Merlin company, “MERLIN, Radar Bird Detection.” 
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4.3. FLIGHT SAFETY AND BIRD STRIKES 

A bird strike is defined as a collision between a bird and an aircraft which is in flight or 

on a takeoff phase or landing roll. 241 The bird strike term is often extended to fulfill other 

wildlife strikes; bats or dogs, cats, etc. Regretfully for safe aviation, bird strike is a 

common event and can be a significant threat that could derail in a significant accident.  

Bird strikes usually occurs below 1.500 feet which is the altitude where the aircraft 

commences the final approach. 242 The data of more than 500 reports of bird strike with 

damage is also significant (see table below, more statistics supporting previous data in 

Annex C). 

 

Table 9. wildlife Strike altitude. Source FAA, retrieved at: 

https://www.airporttech.tc.faa.gov/Airport-Safety/Wildlife-Hazard-Abatement/Wildlife-Strike-

Risk-Mitigation 

 

 

                                                 

241 Skybrary, “Bird Strikes.” 

242 US Department of Transportation, “Wildlife Strikes to Civil Aircraft 1990-2017.” 

https://www.airporttech.tc.faa.gov/Airport-Safety/Wildlife-Hazard-Abatement/Wildlife-Strike-Risk-Mitigation
https://www.airporttech.tc.faa.gov/Airport-Safety/Wildlife-Hazard-Abatement/Wildlife-Strike-Risk-Mitigation
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Table 10: Reported strikes with damaged 243 

 

Although bird strikes may occur during any phase of flight, the most likely phase 

is during the take-off, initial climb, approach and landing phases. That is a consequence 

of greater numbers of birds that fly at lower levels. Since most birds fly mainly during 

the day, most bird strikes occur in daylight hours as well (see Annex C).244 

Flight safety is a big concern on every flight operation around the world. Doctrine 

and international organizations like International Civil Air Organization (ICAO), Flight 

Safe Foundation (FSO), etc. focus and continuously work on safety improvements in 

order to create a safer scenario in air operations. For all organizations listed, the bird 

strikes occurrence is also a hazard to be deeply consider.  

                                                 

243 Number of reported wildlife strikes causing damage to civil aircraft, USA, 1990–2017. The 

15,506 damaging strikes involved birds (14,374), terrestrial mammals (1,115), bats (14), and reptiles (3). 

An additional 377 damage strikes were reported for U.S.-registered aircraft in foreign countries 

244 Skybrary, “Bird Strikes.” 
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Considering the Chapter 3 (the 5Ms model) bird strikes gets directly into the media; 

the natural environment in this case. Regarding the ORM phase (Strategic, operational, 

emergency) bird strikes comprises all the ORM phases. Nevertheless, in this chapter is 

the ORM emergency that sets the stage. As explained in this chapter, the proposal of risk 

assessment happens when the aircraft is close to a bird strike. Thus, the only way to 

mitigate that occurrence is to stablish an ORM emergency procedure. 

As latest safety polls and reports demonstrate, bird strikes are becoming a major 

problem to aviation safety. During last years, there have been several big accidents whose 

main cause was a bird strike. 245 According to statistics, the United States Air Force 

estimates a 33 million dollar cost due to bird strikes. 246 Next chart illustrates that 91 per 

cent of the strikes for which location data was furnished occurred on or near the 

aerodrome. Furthermore, “31 per cent of these occurred during the take-off phase while 

59 per cent occurred during the approach and landing phase.” 247  

                                                 

245 Boeing, “Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide Operations | 

1959–2016.” 

246 Transport Safety Bureau of Canada, “Rwy Excursion Northern Thunder Bird Air Inc, Beechcraft 

1900 C, C-GCMZ Blue River, British Columbia,.” 

247 ICAO, “ELECTRONIC BULLETIN, 12 May 2017; 2008 - 2015 WILDLIFE STRIKE 

ANALYSES (IBIS).” 
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Figure 35. 2008 - 2015 WILDLIFE STRIKE ANALYSES  2008-2015, Source: ICAO  

 

Some contributing factors regarding the concentration of wildlife in urban areas are: 

several species have adapted to living in urban environments, there is a lot of increase on 

air traffic, and commercial aircraft have replaced their older three or four-engine aircraft 

fleets with quieter two-engine aircraft. These factors notably increase the probability of a 

bird strike and, as described in Chapter 3, the risk of a bird strike.  

Wildlife control close to large aircraft activity areas, like airports or air working 

areas, will be a challenge in next decades due to the fact that governments and 

international organizations tend to promote policies and to approve laws very protective 

and permissive to animals and birds, which have consequences on specific areas like 

aviation. 248 Accordingly, the media (5 Ms) is becoming more and more dangerous around 

airports.  When the aircraft is on airports operation phases, several operational factors 

contribute to the possibility of an accident; low speed on final approach, pilot attention 

                                                 

248 Australian Safety Transport Board, “Investigation: 200501819 - Airbus A340, ZS-SLA, Airbus 

Industry A340-212 Landed Short of Rwy.” 
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focused on runway and landing procedures, time pressure, maximum engine throttle on 

initial climb, etc. According to official investigations analyzing accident phases and bird 

strike accidents, birds could cause a fatal accident if the occurrence happens close to a 

final approach or during takeoff phase. That is why these two phases are considered very 

critical to flight safety. 

According to Boeing statistics, bird and other wildlife strikes killed more than 258 

people and destroyed over 245 aircraft from 1987 to 2017. 249 The percentage of accidents 

reported on phases of takeoff, initial climb, final approach and landing is more than 60% 

of the total number, of which final approach and landing get 48% in total. That implies 

that more focus on safety policies and procedures must be implemented on those phases.  

In accordance with the “Wildlife Strikes to Civilian Aircraft in the United States” 

reports, 250 from 1990 to 2014 about 37% of the bird strikes within general aviation 

aircraft occurred when the aircraft was at 0 ft AGL (above ground level), 73% occurred 

at 500 ft or less AGL, and 97% occurred at or below 3,500 ft AGL. 251 That means that 

most of the bird strikes occurred bellow 500 ft AGL, which is the last part of the ILS 

(Instrument Landing System) or VOR (Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range) 

standard approaches, which are the most used approaches on general and commercial 

aviation. In addition to that, bird strikes have a significant effect in the overall result of 

the flight; close to half of them caused a precautionary landing252 (see chart below about 

bird strikes in flight phases and the effects).  

 

                                                 

249 Boeing, “Boeing Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide 

Operations | 1959 – 2017.” 

250 Administration, “FAA, Wildlife Strike Risk Mitigation.” 

251 In this work, we use feet (ft) instead of meters (m) as aircraft altitude unit. In the International 

System of Units (SI), one ft is equal to 0.3048 m. 

252 ICAO, “ELECTRONIC BULLETIN, 12 May 2017; 2008 - 2015 WILDLIFE STRIKE 

ANALYSES (IBIS).” 
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Figure 36. 2008 - 2015 WILDLIFE STRIKE ANALYSES. Source: ICAO. 

 

In similar terms to the previously data, the number of strikes annually reported to 

the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) has increased considerably from 1,851 in 1990 to a 

record 13,668 in 2014.253 The 2014 total had an increase of 2,267 strikes (20%) compared 

to the 11,401 strikes reported in 2013.  

On January 15, 2009, the US Airways Flight 1549 had an accident due to a bird 

strike which caused the shutdown of both aircraft engines. On the final report, made by 

the National Transport Safety Board, one of the recommendations was a requirement to 

all 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 139-certificated airports to conduct wildlife 

hazard assessments (WHA) to proactively assess the likelihood of wildlife strikes. 254 

Additionally, the U.S. Department of Agriculture encouraged to develop and implement 

                                                 

253 U.S. Department of transportation federal aviation administration and U. S. Department of 

agriculture animal and plant health inspection service wildlife services, “Wildlife Strikes to Civilian 

Aircrafts in the United States 1990-2014.” 

254 National Transport Safety Board, “US Airways Flight 1549.” 
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innovative technologies that can be installed on aircraft that would reduce the likelihood 

of a bird strike. 

These figures suggest a need to a comprehensive and operational approach to the 

problem in order to mitigate the risk of a fatal accident, which normally occurs at the 

landing or departure phases. New technology and risk mitigation tools to avoid bird 

strikes will be capital to maintain safety levels to standards in the near and future term. 

Considering technology improvements and the development of avian radar systems, 

in this work a method of permanent risk assessment evaluation on airport operations is 

proposed. The following elements are key on the process: 

• Avian radar for hazard identification. 

• Continuously risk assessment system. 

• Mitigation actions to reduce the risk, which could be immediately triggered if they 

are needed to avoid an imminent accident. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In 4.4 it is provided some 

background and collects related works on bird strike risk assessment. Then, in 4.5 and 4.6 

it is presented the proposed risk evaluation method, detailing the way in which the hazard 

is identified, how the corresponding risk level is determined, and the mitigation actions 

associated to each risk level. After that, in 4.7 this chapter provides a complete 

performance evaluation of the risk assessment methodology proposed, carried out by 

simulating its behavior on different realistic scenarios. Finally, some conclusions and 

future work are provided in the last point. 

4.4. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

Risk management is an essential element of aviation doctrine and practice. A zero-

risk operation is an unreachable concept since uncertainty and risk are part of all flying 
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operations. 255 A careful analysis and evaluation of the hazards related to bird strikes can 

lead to a safety environment at the proximity of airports, where high risk operations, as 

takeoff and landing, are carried out by flight operators. Linnel et al. 256 showed that pilots’ 

reports only cover 25% of all bird strikes, which add difficulty to mitigation strategies for 

long periods, since there is a lot of bird strikes which are not reported. This means that 

quick reaction procedures and long-term policies are almost impossible to implement. 

This is one of the reasons why avian radars may be considered as a key tool on safety 

improvements. 

4.5. AVIAN RADAR FOR HAZARD IDENTIFICATION 

As discussed in Chapter 3, hazard identification (HI) is the first step of an 

operational risk management system, and it is a key point to establish imminent actions 

for risk mitigation or future long-term measures. Pilots’ reports and visual identification 

have demonstrated to be a poor technique of risk assessment due to the lack of reporting 

and the difficult to provide precise data, like altitude, speed, number of birds, etc. That 

means that few procedures or safety protocols should be implemented based on data 

received from reliable sources. 

Due to the evolution of radar systems in the last decade and taking into account 

their increasing availability and reducing cost, avian radar can be considered as a 

promising solution to improve airport safety management systems (SMS). Avian radars 

can provide tracking coverage in distance and altitude, meaning that hazard identification 

can be greatly achieved. From 2009 to 2015 the Center of Excellence for Airport 

Technology performed an assessment program (DOT/FAA/TC-15/53) for commercially 

available avian radars, operating 15 radar units for periods ranging from several months 

to more than 6 years. 257 After the study, they concluded that avian radar could provide 

support for airport wildlife hazard and give important information on bird movement and 

                                                 

255 ICAO, “Safety Management Manual - First Edition - Doc 9859.” 

256 M. A. Linnell, “Biases in Bird Strike Statistics Based on Pilot Reports.” 

257 Technology, “Assessment Program (DOT/FAA/TC-15/53).” 
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dynamics to airport wildlife management concepts of operation. That final report suggests 

that birds can be identified by avian radar systems, providing position, track, and speed 

of any flock flying inside the radar acquisition range. This data combined with the radar 

approach data from an aircraft on final or departing phases can be the key point for a real 

time calculation of future crossroad of both flying paths. That calculation can identify a 

potential hazard depending on the proximity of the two elements, the aircraft and the bird. 

Several recent works have proposed the use of the information provided by avian 

radar systems for handling bird strike hazards at airports. In258, risk assessment is 

performed by using avian radar and visual data collected during a month. The United 

States Avian Hazard Advisory System (AHAS) employs weather radar information for 

reducing bird strike risk. 259 An experimental avian radar developed at the University of 

Beihang is detailed in 260and 261. Some commercial systems have also been developed, 

such as the GeoMarine MARS, the DeTect MERLIN, and the Accipiter avian radars. 262 

The authors of 263 describe a system using real-time avian data for evaluating bird 

strike risks. This proposal is similar to ours, although there are several differences. First, 

the system continuously analyzes the current trajectory of both bird and aircraft and 

predicts the minimum distance between them, as well as the aircraft altitude and time to 

land when this distance is reached. In 264 this prediction is not carried out. Instead, these 

authors make use of the probability of a bird flying into a predefined runway based on the 

                                                 

258 J. Wang and E. E. Herricks, “‘Bird-Aircraft Strike Threat Assessment Using Avian Radar 

Information,.’” 

259 T. A. Kelly, R. Merritt, A. Smith, “The Avian Hazard Advisory System (AHAS): Operational 

Use of Weather Radar for Reducing Bird Strike Risk in North America," in Bird Strike Committee 

Proceedings,.” 

260 “W. Chen, H. Ning and J. Li, ‘Flying Bird Detection and Hazard Assessment for Avian Radar 

System,.’” 

261 H. Ning, W. Chen, “‘Bird-Aircraft Srike Avoidance Radar,.’” 

262 U.S. Department of Transportation, “‘Research on Bird-Detecting Radar (DOT/FAA/TC-

13/3),.’” 

263 H. Ning and W. Chen, “"Bird Strike Risk Evaluation at Airports,.” 

264 Ibid. 
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distance to the runway, the angle between the runway and the line from this to the bird, 

and the bird’s specie. Additionally, the exact position of the aircraft is not considered. 

Alternatively, in the same study authors consider different phases in the landing or takeoff 

period when they compute bird strike probability, assigning arbitrary weights to each 

phase. Moreover, severity computation is supported by expert knowledge making use of 

a combination of the Delphi method and the analytic hierarchy process (called DAHP), 

while it is proposed to employ the information provided by the prediction system, as it 

will detail later. Finally, authors in 265 propose three final risk levels and suggest certain 

responses for each risk level. This proposal includes a complete mitigation protocol for 

each of the considered four risk levels. 

4.6. REAL TIME RISK ASSESSMENT SYSTEMS 

As international doctrine shows and described in Chapter 3, risk assessment is the 

process that associates “hazards” with “risks”, in order to evaluate the possibility of an 

imminent accident. By reviewing literature, it is found out that realistic bird strike 

assessment models using typical aviation risk matrix have been slightly investigated or 

implemented. 266 267 As a result, in this paper a risk bird impact model on flight operations 

at airports is introduced, and several mitigation actions are proposed. This chapter 

proposed a scenario related to the emergency ORM level. 

Focusing on risk assessment doctrine, there are two main aspects of risk that are 

probability and severity (see 3.3.5). By reviewing literature in order to establish the levels 

of probability, it is found out that some authors propose a method based on seven levels. 

268 Nevertheless, on the risk evaluation on international doctrine five levels are proposed. 

                                                 

265 Ibid. 

266 “W. Chen, H. Ning and J. Li, ‘Flying Bird Detection and Hazard Assessment for Avian Radar 

System,.’” 

267 J. R. Allan, “‘A Protocol for Bird Strike Risk Assessment at Airports,’ in International Bird Strike 

Committee, Amsterdam (The Netherlands), 2000.” 

268 P.C. Cacciabue, M. Cassani, V. Licata, I. Oddone, “A Practical Approach to Assess Risk in 

Aviation Domains for Safety Management Systems.” 
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269 Similarly, in order to organize the severity, a number of levels of severity need to be 

defined. The previous methodology considers 5 levels of severity, corresponding to 

catastrophic, hazardous, major, minor and negligible. Regarding the risk level assessed 

by combination of probability and severity, ICAO only proposes three of them. On this 

work four levels of risk are introduced which are: extreme, high, medium, and low, as 

depicted on270. Additionally, the use of a different number of levels can be easily 

implemented with the methodology explained in Section 3.2. 

As described in chapter 3, ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.0 

shows a typical state-of-the-art matrix for risk analysis combining five levels of 

probability with five levels of severity. An integer value from 1 to 5 is assigned to each 

level of probability and severity. The resulting products, obviously ranging from 1 to 25, 

are shown in the table cells. These numbers are called Hazard Risk Index (HRI) and they 

are the main reference to assess the risk level. Then, it is clustered arbitrarily these 

products, obtaining, for example, the four risk levels highlighted with different colors in 

the table. 

 SEVERITY 

 NUISANCE MINOR MAJOR HAZARDOUS CATASTROPHIC  

P
R

O
B

A
B

IL
IT

Y
 

FREQUENT 5 10 15 20 25 

OCCASIONAL 4 8 12 16 20 

REMOTE 3 6 9 12 15 

IMPROBABLE  2 4 6 8 10 

EXT. 

IMPROBABLE  
1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 37. Risk assessment matrix 

                                                 

269 ICAO, Safety Management Manual (SMM), Third Edition (Doc 9859 AN/474),. 

270 Ibid. 
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In271, a generic framework for the assessment of risks in modern and complex 

aviation organizations is presented. This framework is based on the use of a risk matrix 

combining seven probability levels and six severity levels. In 272 the matrix risk combines 

four probability levels with six severity levels. The risk assessment protocol presented in 

273 is focused on bird strike events and considers the same number of probability and 

severity levels. In the present work instead of using a discrete number of levels for the 

probability and severity, a continuous approach for these variables is used which allows 

a smoother transition between the previous mentioned risk levels. 

To the knowledge of the authors, for the estimative of the probability of damage, 

no standardized method exists, for example, makes use of reported bird strikes to calculate 

this parameter in order to assess bird strike risk at design phases of new airports. 274 

Authors in 275 propose, using historical data, a risk assessment matrix combining 

different probability and severity categories. Probability is obtained from the data 

collected in an airport for a period of five years. Severity is computed starting from 

national data obtained during a longer period of time. The work also suggests certain 

management actions for each final risk level. The main drawback of this risk assessment 

technique is that it mainly relies on historical data, instead of employing real-time 

information provided by avian or approach radars. Similarly, the United States Bird 

Avoidance Model (USBAM) 276 is based on historical data, in this case collected for the 

last 30 years. 

                                                 

271 P. C. Cacciabue, M. Cassani, V. Licata, “A Practical Approach to Assess Risk in Aviation 

Domains for Safety Management Systems.” 

272 D. C. Paton, “"Bird Risk Assessment Model for Airports and Aerodromes,.” 

273 J. R. Allan, “‘A Protocol for Bird Strike Risk Assessment at Airports,’ in International Bird Strike 

Committee, Amsterdam (The Netherlands), 2000.” 

274 J. Bell, N. Burton, R. Walls, “A Model for Assessing Bird Strike Risk at Proposed New Airports," 

5th Joint Annual Meeting, Toronto.” 

275 Allan, “A Heuristic Risk Assessment Technique for Birdstrike Management at Airports," Risk 

Analysis,.” 

276 Ruhe, “Bird Avoidance Models vs. Realtime Birdstrike Warning Systems - A Comparison," in 

International Bird Strike Committee.” 
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4.7. METHODOLOGY 

Considering the ORM cycle (Chapter 3), the hazard of a bird strike is identified 

since almost the start of commercial aviation. Despite the long influence in aviation is 

still a hazard that must be analyzed using the ORM cycle. The first step in the ORM 

hazard is to identify the hazard and, in this case, it is not other than a bird strike. Then, it 

comes to assess the risk. Considering all statistics and the abundant literature, the 

assessment is high risk; a bird strike in final approach or take-off is probable and could 

imply fatal consequences with deaths. The control measures (as discussed in Chapter 3) 

are weak since most aeronautical organizations and airport managers are tied because of 

restrictive policies about wildlife. Revising the control decisions, due to the implications 

of protective policies, these control decisions are mainly on the aircrew´s side which is 

the last barrier to avoid an accident. Thus, the control decisions depend on the emergency 

level. As discussed, the risk control actions are below the standards in aviation since the 

operations in a wildlife environment are in the intolerable region. Thus, the control actions 

are those proposed in this chapter; a risk assessment method that alerts the aircrew in case 

of a possible imminent bird strike. Once the aircrew is alerted about the risk, they can 

perform evasion maneuvers to avoid a bird strike or a missed approach. The last point of 

the ORM process is to supervise and review the hazard. Once the proposed control 

measure has been implemented, the procedure must be supervised and reviewed to obtain 

lessons learnt and possible future improvements. 

The proposed method on this work is based on international safety doctrine 

enhanced by state-of-the-art technology like avian radars. In accordance to risk 

management principles previously referenced and described in Chapter 3, there are three 

stages or phases, which are key to analyze and reduce the risk. These phases are: 

Identify the imminent hazard. Avian and approach radars can give bird and aircraft 

data like 3D position, speed, and attitude over time. Starting from this information, this 

proposal anticipates and analyzes both tracks to be flown by them. 
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Assess the risk. Once the hazard has been identified, the process to label a risk 

evaluation on the hazard takes place. For this process, several data are processed on the 

method: statistics, distance of future tracks of the bird and aircraft, bird speed, etc. On 

this work, the risk is considered as the combination of probability and severity, as the 

standard international safety doctrine remarks. 

Mitigation phase. Once the risk is assessed, some mitigation procedures or policies 

should be implemented to reduce the risk to the minimum needed to operate. On this work 

some quick reaction procedures are proposed, and some long-term actions are also 

sketched. As discussed in chapter 3, the phase on missed approach correspond to the 

emergency ORM in which the pilot is the key element to mitigate the possible bird impact 

(see 3.3).  

Next figure shows a sketch of the different phases of the proposed method. A 

Continuously Computed Hazard Identification (CCHI) subsystem is introduced to handle 

non-processed data coming from the radars (speed, altitude, etc.). On next phase a 

Continuously Computed Risk Assessment (CCRA) element produces the predicted risk 

level, by processing the data from the CCHI and a previously established criterion of risk 

assessment. On the last phase, mitigation, some actions are triggered depending on the 

risk assessed. 

Figure 38 shows the overall model implementing the proposed risk management 

method in the emergency ORM level. The main CCHI and CCRA subsystems are detailed 

in the next subsections. The supporting aircraft and bird models will be described later. 
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Figure 38. Hazard, assessment and mitigation. Phases in the proposed bird strike method 

(CCHI: Continuously Computed Hazard Identification; CCRA: Continuously Computed Risk 

Assessment). 

4.7.1. Hazard Identification Phase. The CCHI Subsystem 

As shown in next figure, starting from the 3D position and velocity vectors of both 

flying objects (aircraft and bird), the CCHI subsystem computes the path followed by 

them. In the case of the aircraft, its behavior is relatively easy to predict. On the other 

hand, bird’s flight can exhibit unexpected changes of bearing. This issue is solved by 

applying a well-known Kalman filter 277 to the information provided by the avian radar.  

Once these paths have been obtained, the CCHI jointly analyzes them to determine 

the minimum distance 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 at which both objects are going to be in the near future, the 

                                                 

277 Kalman, “A New Approach to Linear Filtering and Prediction Problems.” 
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aircraft altitude ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 at which 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 is reached, and the kinetic energy 𝐸𝑘 of the 

hypothetical impact. The way in which these outputs are computed is detailed next. 

Figure 39. Simulating system bird assessment 

 

Previous figure; High-level system architecture. Boxes are Simulink blocks 

modeling the behavior of several system components. Arrows among boxes represent 

input/output signals. The vertical bar multiplexes several signals into a single one. Boxes 

on the right (containing a rectangle) are scopes for data visualization purposes. 

4.7.1.1. Aircraft path estimation 

Let 𝐚 = [𝑎𝑥 𝑎𝑦 𝑎𝑧]
𝑇
and �̇� = [�̇�𝑥 �̇�𝑦 �̇�𝑧]

𝑇
denote the position and velocity vectors of 

the aircraft at a given time in a local horizon frame (where the “z” coordinate denotes the 

local vertical). Trajectory estimation for the aircraft is computed by employing the Euler 
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forward integration method. 278 It consists of an iterative process which computes 𝐚(𝑡) 

and �̇�(𝑡) from the current time 𝑡 = 0 up to a certain 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥, with a resolution step of 𝜏 

seconds. Assuming as initial values 𝐚(0) = 𝐚 and �̇�(0) = �̇�, the iterative process is ∀𝑡 ∈

[0, 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜏], 𝐚(𝑡 + 𝜏) = 𝐚(𝑡) + 𝜏�̇�(𝑡). To model the taxi phase, it is added the condition 

𝑎𝑧(𝑡) < ℎ0 → �̇� = �̇�[𝑐 𝑐 0], 𝑐 ∈ (0, 1). This condition means that once the aircraft is 

below a threshold altitude ℎ0, it is assumed that it has landed. From this moment, its 

vertical velocity is null and its horizontal velocity is continuously reduced by a 𝑐 factor. 

The final results will show that this simplified behavior is good enough to correctly 

evaluate the risks. 

4.7.1.2. Bird path estimation 

Let 𝐛𝑡 = [ 𝑏𝑥
𝑡 𝑏𝑦

𝑡 𝑏𝑧
𝑡 ]

𝑇
 and �̇�𝑡 = [ �̇�𝑥

𝑡 �̇�𝑦
𝑡 �̇�𝑧

𝑡 ]
𝑇
 denote the 3D position and 

velocity vectors of the bird, provided by the avian radar at a given time 𝑡. As the bird’s 

flight is highly erratic, this information should be smoothed before being managed by the 

CCHI subsystem.  

As it can be seen, only a subset of the avian radar information not including the 

vertical component of the bird’s flight 𝐲𝑡 = [ 𝑏𝑥
𝑡 𝑏𝑦

𝑡 ]
𝑇
 (denoted as 𝑝𝑜𝑠2𝐷 in the figure) 

is supplied to the filter. Internally, the filter has its own state estimation 𝛍𝑡 =

[ 𝑘𝑥
𝑡 �̇�𝑥

𝑡 𝑘𝑦
𝑡 �̇�𝑦

𝑡 ]
𝑇
, initially assigned to 𝛍0 = [ 𝑏𝑥

0 �̇�𝑥
0 𝑏𝑦

0 �̇�𝑦
0 ]

𝑇
. This state is 

provided to the output (denoted in the figure as 𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑡). The generic definition of the state 

transition in a Kalman filter (without input) is 𝛍𝑡 = 𝐀 𝛍𝑡−1 . In this case the filter is 

defined by Equation 1. 

                                                 

278 W.H. Press, B.P. Flannery, S.A. Teukolsky, “Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN: The Art of 

Scientific Computing, 2nd Edition, Cambridge Univers.” 
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[
 
 
 
 
𝑘𝑥
𝑡

�̇�𝑥
𝑡

𝑘𝑦
𝑡

�̇�𝑦
𝑡

]
 
 
 
 

= [

1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1

]

[
 
 
 
 

𝑘𝑥
𝑡−1

�̇�𝑥
𝑡−1

𝑘𝑦
𝑡−1

�̇�𝑦
𝑡−1

]
 
 
 
 

 (1) 

The generic definition of the output in a Kalman filter is 𝐲𝑡 = 𝐂 𝛍𝑡 . In this case it 

is defined by Equation 2. 

[
𝑘𝑥
𝑡

𝑘𝑦
𝑡 ] = [

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]

[
 
 
 
 
𝑘𝑥
𝑡

�̇�𝑥
𝑡

𝑘𝑦
𝑡

�̇�𝑦
𝑡

]
 
 
 
 

(2) 

Iteratively, the filter evolves the state estimation, following its well-known 

implementation reproduced in Algorithm 1. In the prediction step, the filter obtains 

temporary values (denoted by overlined letters) for the state estimate �̅�𝑡 , and the estimate 

covariance �̅�𝑡 . After that, the filter corrects these values applying the process and 

measurement noise covariance matrices 𝐐 and 𝐑, respectively. 𝐊𝑡  is called the Kalman 

gain, and it contains temporary common values to optimize the computation of the final 

values 𝛍𝑡  and 𝚺𝑡 . 

 

Algorithm 1. Kalman filter implementation. 

◼ Prediction step 
�̅�𝑡 = 𝐀 𝛍𝑡−1  

�̅�𝑡 = 𝐀 𝚺𝑡−1  𝐀⊺ + 𝐐 

◼ Correction step 

𝐊𝑡 = �̅�𝑡  𝐂⊺(𝐂 �̅�𝑡  𝐂⊺ + 𝐑)−1 

𝛍𝑡 = �̅�𝑡 + 𝐊𝑡 ( 𝐲𝑡 − 𝐂 �̅�𝑡 ) 

𝚺𝑡 = (𝐈 − 𝐊𝑡  𝐂) �̅�𝑡  
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To guarantee the replication of the experiments, let us empirically state 𝐐 =

[

0.01 0 0 0
0 0.01 0 0
0 0 0.01 0
0 0 0 0.01

] and 𝐑 = [
1000 0
0 1000

]. 

After that, the filtered state is decomposed again into its position 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝐾 =

[ 𝑘𝑥
𝑡 𝑘𝑦

𝑡 𝑏𝑧
𝑡 ]

𝑇
and velocity 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝐾 = [ �̇�𝑥

𝑡 �̇�𝑦
𝑡 �̇�𝑧

𝑡 ]
𝑇
 vectors, to which the original 

vertical components have been concatenated. In this way, the final result is ready to be 

sent to the CCHI subsystem. 

Figure 40: CCHI system results 

  

Previous Figure:  Kalman filter implementation. The box denoted as “Kalman 

Filter” implements the steps of Algorithm 1. Other objects are:  switches to 

enable/disable the action of the filter;  converses analog signals to discrete;  selects 

certain components of a vector;  concatenates several vectors;  constant value;  

addition;  product;  square root;  and   are scopes for data visualization purposes. 
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Next figure shows how the erratic flight of the bird is smoothed by the filter. On the 

left, it cannot be appreciated significant differences in bird position. On the other hand, 

on the right it can be observed aggressive quick changes in bird velocity correctly 

smoothed by the filter. If the original data were delivered to the CCHI subsystem, it would 

not be able to estimate the risk correctly. 

Figure 41: Example of Kalman filter behavior 

 

4.7.1.3. Computation of CCHI outputs 

Starting from the aircraft and bird estimated paths, and using the Euclidean distance 

as distance metric, the CCHI determines the minimum predicted distance 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 between 

both objects in the considered period of time, and the corresponding aircraft altitude 

ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛.  
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Figure 42, Algorithm 2. Computation of the d_min and h_dmin parameters. 

 

One of the main parameters affecting the severity of an impact is the kinetic energy. 

Since there is just interest in the damage produced on the aircraft structure, the mass 

assumed for the bird (𝑚𝑏) is considered to compute the kinetic energy. Authors in 279 

establish the following levels of severity in function of the bird mass: 𝑚𝑏 < 1 kg, low or 

very low; 𝑚𝑏 ∈ [1, 2.5] kg, medium; 𝑚𝑏 ∈ [2.5, 5] kg, high; 𝑚𝑏 > 5 kg, very high. 

Instead of using discrete levels, it is directly computed the kinetic energy. Additionally, 

impact energy depends on the relative velocity of both moving objects (bird and aircraft). 

280 To our knowledge, previous works do not consider bird velocity or, at least, bird 

velocity as a vector. However, in this proposal, the Kalman filter provides bird position 

and velocity vectors. Therefore, it is defined the relative vector velocity as 𝐯 = �̇� − �̇�. 

Finally, kinetic energy is computed by means of the expression 𝐸𝑘 =
1

2
𝑚𝑏|𝐯|

2. 

 

                                                 

279 H. Ning and W. Chen, “"Bird Strike Risk Evaluation at Airports,.” 

280 R. Hedayati, “A New Bird Model and the Effect of Bird Geometry in Impacts from Various 

Orientations 2.” 

𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = ∞ 

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡 = 1 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑑𝑜 

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑡

= √( 𝑎𝑥
𝑡 − 𝑘𝑥

𝑡 )
𝟐
+ ( 𝑎𝑦

𝑡 − 𝑘𝑦
𝑡 )

𝟐
+ ( 𝑎𝑧

𝑡 − 𝑏𝑧
𝑡 )

𝟐
  

𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑡 <  𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛  

𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑑𝑡   

ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑎𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡 

𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓 

𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 
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4.7.2. Risk Assessment Phase. The CCRA Subsystem 

 

4.7.2.1. Computation of Probability, Severity and Risk 

Next, it is detailed the way in which the CCRA subsystem continuously calculates 

impact probability (𝒫) and severity (𝒮) from the CCHI data and determines a final risk 

value (ℛ) to be reported to the aircrew. In order to assess values in terms of probability 

and severity, expertise and high experienced pilots were consulted regarding the altitude 

of the aircraft when the cross occurs, the proximity between the aircraft and the bird, and 

the mass of the bird. Reviewing literature,281 most of the strikes causing a severe accident 

or a big damage were caused by Canada goose, duck or goose, which are birds with a 

range of weight from 2 to 6 kilograms, meaning that kinetic energy is a key factor in order 

to assess severity as previously stated. 282 A remarkable accident which points out the 

importance of kinetic energy is the one that happened January 15th, 2009, after an airbus 

A320-214 departing from la Guardia Airport, New York City, suffered some bird strikes 

from a flock of geese on initial climb, which ended up with an emergency landing on the 

Hudson River. 283 As formerly mentioned, the following CCHI output parameters have 

been considered: minimum distance 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 between the aircraft and the bird, aircraft 

altitude ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 at which 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 is reached, and kinetic energy 𝐸𝑘 of the impact. 

On one side, Equation 3 has been proposed by the expert panel for estimating 

impact probability as a function of 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

                                                 

281 U.S. Department of transportation federal aviation administration and U. S. Department of 

agriculture animal and plant health inspection service wildlife services, “Wildlife Strikes to Civilian 

Aircrafts in the United States 1990-2014.” 

282 H. Ning and W. Chen, “"Bird Strike Risk Evaluation at Airports,.” 

283 National Transportation Safety Board, “Accident Report NTSB/AAR-10/03 PB2010-910403 

Notation 8082A.” 
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𝒫(𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛) = {𝑒
𝛼(1−

𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑑0

)
, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 > 𝑑0
1, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 (3) 

The 𝑑0 parameter in Equation 3 is the distance threshold from which the maximum 

impact probability is obtained. The 𝛼 parameter is the desired curvature for the 

exponential function. According to the expert’s panel, these values have been set to 𝑑0 =

400 ft and 𝛼 = 0.46, so that 𝒫(400) = 1 and 𝒫(1000) ≈ 0.5.  On the other side, the 

effect of the aircraft altitude (ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛) and the impact kinetic energy (𝐸𝑘) are considered 

multiplicative for calculating severity. Thus, final impact severity is 𝒮 = 𝒮ℎ · 𝒮𝑒. For each 

of the multiplicative terms, Equation 4 and Equation 5 have been proposed by the senior 

pilot’s panel. 

𝒮ℎ(ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛) = 𝑒
− 

ℎ𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝛽  (4) 

𝒮𝑒(𝐸𝑘) = {
𝛾𝐸𝑘, 𝛾𝐸𝑘 < 1
1, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 (5) 

The values for the 𝛽 and 𝛾 parameters in Equation 4 and Equation 5 are set to 𝛽 =

900 and 𝛾 = 0.7 · 10−4.  

Equation 4 considers that those incidents very close to land were assessed as highly 

severe while those happening at the starting point of the approach were considered lightly 

severe. This is due to the time available to the pilot for maneuvering and correcting the 

aircraft path before a ground impact after an unexpected situation.284 Equation 5 takes 

that it is not the same the impact of a pigeon to a vulture one. A vulture, a goose, and 

other birds weighing more than 4 kg were considered much more damaging than pigeons, 

bats, etc. The linear behavior between the kinetic energy and the severity can be justified 

based on the results of mechanical studies as the one in285, where the deformation and 

                                                 

284 No J. Fields, E. Boland, “Are Pilots in Control? How Do Pilots React to Unexpected Situations?, 

AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference.” 

285 Zhang et al., “Macroscopic Model and Simulation Analysis of Air Traffic Flow in Airport 

Terminal Area.” 
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fracture of typical aeronautical materials under bird impacts (varying their velocity and 

consequently their kinetic energy) are characterized. 

After determining the impact probability and severity from the CCHI data, the final 

risk value can be estimated as ℛ = 𝒫 · 𝒮. 
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   Figure 43. computation of impact probability and severity 

In previous figure, curves used for the computation of impact probability and 

severity as a function of CCHI data (case study: the aircraft is an Airbus A320 and the 
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bird is a goose). (a) Probability as a function of the predicted minimum distance between 

bird and aircraft. (b) Severity as a function of the aircraft altitude at minimum distance. 

(c) Severity as a function of the kinetic energy of the impact. 

4.7.3. Risk Assessment Matrix and Risk Levels 

As described, this proposal continuously obtains the estimated risk value ℛ by 

multiplying two real values (𝒫 and 𝒮) in the range [0,1] shows the resulting risk areas, 

assuming that it is defined four risk levels with exactly the same length over ℛ. Then, this 

is the first proposal defining the risk as a continuous function, avoiding the limitations 

inherently associated to discrete approaches. 

Figure 44: Risk level in bird strike simulation 

 

These risk levels are defined as follows: 

• Level ‘‘A” (0.75 ≤ ℛ ≤ 1, extreme risk, in red) requires immediate mitigation 

actions. Next situations which are likely to occur many times or to occur 

sometimes are considered on level A: 
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o A large reduction in safety margins 

o Deaths or serious injuries or major equipment damage or equipment 

destroyed 

• Level ‘‘B’’ (0.5 ≤ ℛ < 0.75, high risk, in orange) requires short-term 

improvement and quick mitigation actions. Examples: 

o A significant reduction in safety margins 

o Serious incident or injury to people 

• Level ‘‘C’’ (0.25 ≤ ℛ < 0.5, medium risk, in yellow) is considered as acceptable 

risk, but some actions must be implemented for long term improvement, for 

example: 

o Nuisance 

o Operating limitations 

o Use of emergency procedures 

o Minor incident 

• Level ‘‘D’’ (0 ≤ ℛ < 0.25, low risk, in green) requires monitoring by the safety 

personnel and data storage for future analysis. The occurrences imply few 

consequences.  

4.7.4. Risk Mitigation Phase 

On air operations mitigation is a key tool to reduce risk. In the proposed method, 

mitigation is the process to implement procedures, actions and responses to reduce the 

risk level to the minimum possible in accordance to the assessed risk. According to that 

principle and depending on the assessed level, the actions detailed in the last column of 

Table 11 are proposed to enhance safety on air operations once the risk is determined. 

The particular implementation of these mitigation actions will be the focus of a future 

work. 
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Table 11. Risk levels and proposed mitigation actions. 

RISK 

LEVEL 

RISK 

MITIGATION 
ACTIONS 

A – Extreme 
Immediate 

action required 

Monitor birds and aircraft tracks, aircrew to 

be reported by air traffic controllers of possible 

bird strike and position of birds, emergency 

services to be alerted, aircraft on danger to 

perform low approach and climb above birds 

altitude, bird incident investigation to be 

conducted and conclusions published. 

B – High 

Short term 

improvement 

required 

Monitoring on aircraft flying areas, 

imminent analysis of stored tracks, incident 

investigation to be conducted, all aircraft on the 

control area to be informed of bird activity, all 

aircraft to full stop and pilots to be informed of 

situation. 

C – Medium 

Long term 

improvement 

desired 

Monitoring on specific sensitive areas, 

tracks studied for short term analysis and use of 

short term mitigation measures like repellents, 

falconry, etc. 

D – Low Monitor 

Monitoring, tracks stored for future 

analysis, long-term mitigation procedures, no 

immediate action required and data collection. 

Figure 45. Risk mitigation actions according to risk level 

4.7.5. Performance Evaluation 

A simulation procedure has been followed to reproduce situations of bird 

approximations during the aircraft landing phase. This allows the assessment of the 
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derived risk by the mechanism proposed in the present work, and an estimation of the 

time available once the hazard has been identified. After describing the simulation 

environment, it is presented the outputs provided by the system for several realistic 

scenarios. 

4.7.6. Simulation Environment 

The simulation environment has been fully developed in Matlab/Simulink 2016a286. 

In the previous section, the global model was presented and the specific implementation 

of the Kalman filter applied to the output of the avian radar was detailed. Next, the 

description of the aircraft and bird movement models is presented. 

4.7.7. Aircraft model 

It is assumed a landing scenario with an aircraft approaching from East to West. 

shows the simplified dynamic model for the aircraft. An integrator (on the right) evolves 

the position of the aircraft starting from an initial value of (𝑥, 0, 𝑧). A second integrator 

(in the middle) evolves the velocity. Initially, the aircraft speed is (−𝑣𝑥, 0,0). Then, it 

gradually evolves to (−𝑣𝑥, 0, −𝑣𝑧). Finally, when the aircraft is close to land, the velocity 

gradually evolves to (0, 0, 0). The result is a smooth landing approach shown in the next 

subsection. 

                                                 

286 The MatWorks, “MATLAB, [Online].” 
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Figure 46. Aircraft model. Simulink blocks:  conditional switch;  signal demultiplexer;  

constant value;  addition;  constant gain;  signal integrator;  signal terminator;  

module output;  scope for data visualization purposes. 

4.7.8. Bird model 

This point¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. shows the 

simplified dynamic model for the bird. Starting from an initial position 𝑏𝑖𝑟𝑑_𝑃0, the bird 

tries to achieve a specific 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. To do that, the model computes the 
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𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 vector, extracts the 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 from it, and adds an 

erratic variation to obtain the final 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔. After that, a second order 

actuator smoothly evolves the 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 of the bird. Later, the 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 

vector of the bird is recomposed and applied to the variation of its position. Additionally, 

as the target position is implemented with a step block, it may suddenly change. The result 

is a realistic fly of a bird with customized changes of direction. 

 

 

Figure 47. Bird modelSimulink blocks:  implements a step data source that allows the bird 

to sudenly change target position during the simulation;  signal multiplexer and demultiplexer,  

constant value,  addition or substraction,  signal integrator,  signal terminator,  module 

output,  scope for data visualization purposes. 

4.8. CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS 

In order to simulate the most realistic scenarios, the following data were considered 

as standard in all cases: 

• Bird’s speed is 20 m/s, as depicted on.287 

• Bird’s mass is 4 kg, taking the weight of a goose as a reference. 

                                                 

287 T. L. DeVault, J. L. Belant, “Interspecific Variation in Wildlife Hazards to Aircraft: Implications 

for Airport Wildlife Management," in 2011 Bird Strike North America Conference,.” 
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• Bird’s altitude is maintained during all the simulation. 

• Aircraft speed is 135 kt288 on final and 200 kt before reaching final approach 

point (FAP), which are the common speeds of an Airbus A320. 

• ILS approach parameters are set as follows: glide path of 3°, FAP at 

approximately 1,500 ft.289 

• Runway: length 9,000 ft, width 197 ft, FAP at 19 km from threshold. 

 

 

Figure 48. Considered landing path (ILS normalized glideslope). 

 

Regarding the dimensions and shape of the birds, as suggested by the international 

Bird Strike Research Group, 290 an ellipsoid geometry is a well-accepted choice. It has 

been used, for example, by Guan et al..291 Nevertheless, since the bird size compared to 

a commercial aircraft is very small, the birds have been considered as points in the 

simulation process. 

                                                 

288 We use knots (kt) instead of meters/second (m/s) as aircraft airspeed unit. In the International 

System of Units (SI), one kt is equal to 0.514444 m/s. 

289 ICA0, “Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Doc 8168 OPS/611," 2006.International Civil 

Aviation Organization, "Procedures for Air Navigation Services. Doc 8168 OPS/611,.” 

290 R. Budgey, “The Development of a Substitute Artificial Bird by the International Bird Strike 

Research Group for Use in Aircraft Component Testing," in International Bird Strike Committee. 

ISBC25/WP-IE3, Amsterdam, 2000.” 

291 “Y.-P. Guan, W. Chen and Z.-Y. Huang, ‘Sliced Model for Bird Impacting Blades,’ , No. 6, Pp. 

784-786, 2004.” 
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Multiple scenarios were simulated in order to confirm that risk assessment was 

performed as described on previous points. In all the executions the simulator calculated 

the risk as required by experts. As an example, three scenarios are illustrated and 

explained next.  

4.8.1. Scenario number 1 (risk level A – Extreme): 

In this scenario a bird moves from South to North at an altitude of 100 m. It flies 

as close as 15 m from the aircraft. The aircraft altitude at this minimum distance is 100 ft. 

From the plots it may be concluded that the flight of the bird is very stable. For this 

reason, simulation results show that the system accurately anticipates the extreme risk 

(ℛ ≅ 0.8) with almost two minutes before the impact (enough time to trigger mitigations 

actions from Table 11). At time 𝑡 ≅ 105 s, both objects begin to move away, and the 

probability of impact dramatically decreases and, consequently, the associated risk. 

Finally, at time 𝑡 ≅ 125 s, the aircraft takes land and brakes, reducing the kinetic energy 

of a hypothetical impact. This drop leads to a similar reduction in the severity that does 

not affect the final risk because it was previously minimized.  
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Figure 49. Scenario 1 

  

(black and blue lines represent, respectively, the simulated aircraft and bird 

trajectories; the elongated rectangle on the left represent the runway). 
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Figure 50. Scenario 1 outputs. Continuous series show the system outputs. In the top-left plot, 

as reference, the dashed “current” series shows the real distance between the aircraft and the bird at 

each time 

  

4.8.2. Scenario number 2 (risk level B – High): 

In this case a bird moves from Southeast to Northwest at a constant altitude of 

250 m. At a given moment, it flies as close as 160 m from the aircraft, when its altitude 

is 200 ft. 

Simulation results in next figure show that, again, there is an early prediction of a 

high level risk (ℛ ≅ 0.6), allowing one more time the deployment of the mitigation 

actions indicated in Table 11.   
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Figure 51. Scenario 2. 
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Figure 52. Scenario 2 outputs. 

4.8.3. Scenario number 3 (risk level C – Medium): 

In this case, a bird flying at an altitude of 100 m is initially moving from the West 

to the East. Suddenly, at time 𝑡 ≅ 50 s, it turns South, approaching the aircraft as close 

as 350 m. The aircraft altitude at the minimum distance between them is 35 ft.  

The simulation results show that initially there is a null impact probability. Once 

the bird turns towards the aircraft, this probability gradually increases, as the Kalman 

filter assimilates this event. In this case, the system has predicted the medium risk (ℛ ≅

0.35) about a minute before the closest point between the bird and the aircraft. Again, it 

is considered enough time to trigger mitigations actions from Table 11. 
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Figure 53. Scenario 3. 
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  Figure 54. Scenario 3 outputs. 

 The simulation results were enough accurate to implement mitigation actions and 

protocols for operational risk management. As illustrated above, three examples have 

been deeply explained which confirm the accuracy of the system and the value for risk 

assessment prediction on real time. Besides, more scenarios were challenged with similar 

results and in accordance to requisites from expert pilots.   

4.9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper a challenging work has been done using technology, statistics and 

doctrine to predict collisions and to assess risk on airports due to wildlife. Following the 

5 Ms doctrine, several mitigation measures were introduced to enhance flight safety and 

to reduce probability of an accident due to bird strike. As the results show, the 

implementation of a continuously computed hazard identification and evaluation system 

is an excellent tool for risk mitigation which seems to be a compulsory near term 

procedure in order to reduce accidents and incidents on airports. Due to radar technology 

(machine), especially on birds tracking, a future collision or near collision can be 

predicted. Considering formerly mentioned radar technology and safety doctrine on risk 
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assessment and mitigation, a system that detects hazards, assess risk, and automatically 

implements mitigation procedures was tested on different wildlife scenarios with 

promising results that could be the main reference to future works and policies on this 

area. 

As future work, in planning to improve the proposal to support both single birds 

and flocks of them. This is not a trivial issue, because it should analyzed the information 

provided by commercial avian radars to conclude if it is better (and possible) to detect 

separately each bird inside the flock, or if it is needed to model the flock as a whole object, 

evolving in the 3D space adding the mass of all the birds.  

On the other hand, an automatic response system to avoid hazardous situations 

could be proposed. This system could trigger alerts to key personnel involved on aircraft 

emergencies (controllers, fire fighters, etc.) about a possible accident due to bird strike. 

Additionally, warning messages could give bearing, range, and altitude of the bird on 

pilots’ navigation screen to gain situation awareness on aircraft cockpit. Even, the system 

may propose a flying vector that would be the better trajectory to be followed by the 

aircraft to avoid collision. 
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5. CHAPTER 5 

 

5.1. ABSTRACT 

As discussed in the introduction of this research, one of the most important issues 

facing the European Air Traffic Management (ATM) will be to provide enough capacity 

to meet increasing air traffic demand, while maintaining a high level of safety. As stated 

in chapter 3, “the identification of hazards is the first phase of the operational risk 

management process, which involves several activities:  collecting, registering, adopting 

measures and generating feedback on hazards and safety risks in operations. The hazards 

are analyzed in the context of the operational system”.  In this Chapter the hazard 

identified is to perform a missed approach according to current published procedures in 

a congested scenario. The risk is assessed as high or very high and, consequently, some 

control decisions and most important mitigation actions are inserted to address the risk 

level to the tolerable region.  

The congested scenario proposed in this chapter is a reality considering future 

demand of air commercial services. Technology has evolved to provide enough safety 

margins to manage all traffic in that congested scenarios. Nevertheless, despite all the 

advances in technology described in Chapter 2, the missed approach procedure remains 

an old-fashioned procedure compare to those on phases such as final approach or 

departure.  

Considering the development of PBN navigation described in Chapter 2, all 

procedures and mainly approach template must have corresponding IFR procedures for 

final approach. With a similar reasoning, implementation regarding missed approach 

procedures will also have to be revisited to enhance the safety level in all phases of 

navigation. It is not consistent to have implemented an up-to-date final approach layout 

and a missed approach related to the technology of the eighties. If the missed approach 

procedure is not reviewed, aviation faces the risk of a latent condition in final approach. 
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That latent condition may trigger some accidents with fatal consequences as thoroughly 

discussed.  

Despite the up-to-date implementation of technology described in Chapter 1, 

current missed approach procedures consist of standard lengthy routing flights which are 

mainly based on VOR and TACAN aids. In other words, they are not revisited 

considering standing technology. In this Chapter, it is proposed a new missed approach 

procedure based on standing navigation procedures (PBN, RPN, GBAS, etc.) and 

technology that may be a milestone and example for future missed approach procedure 

designed.  

The missed approach procedure proposed in this chapter and the automatic 

reinjection system (ARS) will reduce the use of active runways, with the corresponding 

positive impact in environment, noise and pollution. Airports like Barajas, Atlanta or 

Dallas which have several runways to deal with the traffic will arguably reduce the 

necessity of so many active runways. Furthermore, and more importantly, the proposal in 

this chapter will enhance the safety level when the aircrew perform an unstable approach 

on final, since aircrew will be more willing and trained to perform an up-to-date procedure 

rather than an old-fashioned one. Then, one of the main objectives of this chapter is to 

reach the tolerable region when an unstable final approach is conducted by using 

automatic procedures to reinject the aircraft in a safe and in a standard phase. 

5.2. INTRODUCTION 

According ICAO’s preliminary compilation of annual global statistics, the total 

number of passengers carried on scheduled services rose to 3.5 billion in 2015; 6.8 per 

cent higher than the previous year. 292 The IATA estimates the annual growth of 

passengers in aviation of more than 5% since 2010. 293  Europe, with 27% of world traffic 

and a growth of 5.8%, is one of the densest areas on air traffic. North America, which 

                                                 

292 ICAO, “Annual Report of the Council: The World of Air Transport in 2015.” 

293 IATA, “Fact Sheets: Industry Statistics.” 
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accounts for 25% of world traffic, grew at 5.1%. Because of previous figures and to 

enhance safety levels, a global air navigation plan is being worldwide implemented as a 

high-level policy document on air navigation capacity and efficiency which focuses on 

performance-based navigation (PBN) procedures: to improve cost-effectiveness, 

environmental impact and airport accessibility. 294  

Former air navigation systems were supported by ground-based navigation aids, 

such as VOR (VHF Omnidirectional Range), DME (Distance Measurement Equipment), 

and TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation System), combined with onboard avionics (air data 

and INS, Inertial Navigation System). 295 Then, as described in Chapter 2, the appearance 

of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), capable of providing the aircraft with an 

accurate a reliable position, made possible the transition to Area Navigation (RNAV) 

systems, in which the aircraft could move to its destination in a much more flexible way.  

During last years, RNAV has been the dominant navigation system. Nevertheless, 

with the arrival of the PBN concept, 296 297 the navigation has highly improved. As 

described in Chapter 2, PBN uses satellites and onboard equipment for navigation 

procedures that are more precise and accurate than standard avionics and ground-based 

navigation aids. With the arrival of the PBN and all the operations that it entitled, new 

concepts of operations emerged, like the Required Performance Navigation (RPN). 298 

As described in Chapter 2, a key system for present and future navigation is the 

Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS); 299 already working on several airports. 

The GBAS accuracy could provide the opportunity to increase the traffic to less than one-

minute separation while controlling several aircraft. That possibility that provides the 

                                                 

294 FAA, “Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Navigation Strategy 2016.” 

295 Helfrick, “The Centennial of Avionics: Our 100-Year Trek to Performance-Based Navigation.” 

296 FAA, “Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Navigation Strategy 2016.” 

297 ICAO, “Performance-Based Navigation (PBN) Manual.” 

298 ICAO, “ICAO, Doc. 9613/AN 937, Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual, Third 

Edition.” 

299 ICAO, “Annex 10 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation - Vol. I - Radio Navigation 

Aids.” 
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GBAS could also provoke several safety concerns when a non-standard situation arises. 

In other words, that improvement may increase the efficiency of airports but may also 

reduce safety margins when a safety occurrence happens; for instance, a missed approach 

or a go-around. The GBAS, is the key navigation system in this chapter since it provides 

high precision to all aircraft performing the approach. Revisiting the swiss cheese model 

of Chapter 3, technology in this case is a relevant barrier of defense to mitigate and maybe 

avoid a possible accident. Furthermore, in Chapter 3 there is much discussion about the 

relevant of the machine and media to mitigate a possible air safety occurrence. Machine 

in this chapter stands for onboard avionics (GBAS, CPDL, ADS-B, etc.) and environment 

represents all the infrastructure which is required in the surroundings of an airport (mainly 

in final approach).   

According to Boeing statistics, 49% of the accidents occur when aircraft are on the 

final approach phases (see next figure). 300 In the same report, in 2017 there were three 

important accidents of commercial aircraft when performing missed approach, one of 

them with several fatalities. According to experts, “robust data monitoring programs 

indicate an unacceptable number of unstabilized approaches are being continued to 

landings.” 301 That continuation is a latent condition that comes to play due to the 

“unwillingness by the aircrew to perform a go-around” and the old-fashion procedure. 302 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

300 Boeing, “Boeing Statistical Summary of Commercial Jet Airplane Accidents Worldwide 

Operations | 1959 – 2017.” 

301 Robert L. Sumwalt, “Approach and Go-around Safety: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. National 

Transportation Safety Board.” 

302 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 
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Figure 55: Distribution of fatal accidents and onboard fatalities (Boeing) 

 

 Evidence indicates that despite being aware that some approaches are unstable, yet 

some pilots continue the approach instead of executing a go-around. 303 Therefore, a high 

number of fatal accidents that have occurred could have been avoided. In a scenario of 

high dense air traffic, pilots could face even more difficult procedures to perform a missed 

approach; in most airports a missed approach entitles a lengthy route. Therefore, an 

aircraft performing a missed approach may find it challenging to reroute again to final 

approach, since the high dense areas may avert the aircraft from rejoining the traffic 

pattern. Consequently, an aircraft on missed approach could have just one way out: divert 

to the alternate. That deficiency is a direct consequence of high dense traffic areas and a 

lack of missed approach procedures according to new technology. If prolonged during 

time, that deficiency may end in a latent condition of the system and, consequently 

generate multiple accidents. 

                                                 

303 Ibid 
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As an example of the previous paragraph, there are some accidents that confirms 

the difficulties in performing an unknown procedure as missed approach. On the 10th 

February 2010, the flight Fairchild SA 227-BC Metro III had tried unsuccessfully three 

times to land at the Cork Airport in Ireland; visibility was reported as 450 m (about 0.25 

mi) with a broken ceiling at 100 ft (which was a weather minimum below aircrew 

qualification). At the third time the airplane crashed, killing both pilots and four 

passengers. Two previous attempts to land ended in go-arounds due to poor visibility. 

The airplane had descended to 100 ft above ground level when the third go-around was 

initiated. When the pilot increased power for the go-around, the airplane rolled right and 

the right wing tip hit the ground. It a was a consequence of a delay of the missed approach 

procedure. A similar situation occurred on 7th May 2011, when the crew of Merpati Flight 

MZ8968, a Xian MA-60, was attempting to land at the Kaimana Airport in Indonesia. 

The aircraft descended on a visual approach through rain and fog, and suddenly the 

visibility decreased to 2.0 km (1.2 NM). The aircraft had reached 376 ft when the pilots 

decided to do a go-around. As they increased power, the airplane rolled left, and control 

was lost. Consequently, the aircraft crashed, killing all 25 people aboard. 

On 12th May 2010, an Afriqiyah Airways Airbus A330-209 crashed while 

attempting a go-around at Tripoli International Airport in Libya. The aircraft descended 

below the minimum altitude for the approach, and the flight crew could not see the 

runway environment because of fog. At 228 ft above ground level, the TAWS generated 

the standard warning. The second pilot, who was flying the aircraft applied power and 

pulled up. Apparently experiencing spatial disorientation, he then made a nose-down 

sidestick input, and his action caused an abrupt descent. The captain took the controls, he 

moved his sidestick forward, and the airplane struck the ground since he was also 

disoriented; there were 103 fatalities and one survivor. 304 

According to the Flight Safety Foundation, “one factor noted in several weather-

related CFIT accident reports was spatial disorientation and loss of situational awareness 

                                                 

304 Foundation, “What You Don’t See; Weather Conditions Especially Fog and Low Clouds That 

Reduce Visibility Are Common Factors in CFIT Crashes.” 
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close to ground. When visual cues were absent due to fog, clouds or precipitation and 

pilots did not maintain their instrument scan, they incorrectly gauged attitude, altitude 

and/or airspeed.”305 That issue has been engaged by numerous entities by launching 

seminars, recommendations and safety journals. Despite that, regarding missed approach 

there is still the same procedure in airports as it was in the eighties.  

In order to prevent accident in missed approach procedures and prevent accident 

trends, The Go-around Safety Forum (GaSF) was launched to implementation actions for 

the European Action Plan for the Prevention of Runway Excursions (EAPPRE). This 

Forum obtained some principles and specially lessons learned that are also the basis for 

this research. According to the forum, “several independent studies, as well as multi-year 

statistics, confirm what aviation experts have known for many years - the lack of go-

arounds is the leading risk factor in approach and landing accidents and is the primary 

cause of landing runway excursions.”306 One of the main goals of that forum of experts 

is to reduce the number of inappropriate decisions to not go-around by 50% in 5 years.” 

307   

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

305 Ibid 

306 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 
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Some of the most relevant conclusions of this forum can be summarize in the next 

figure: 308 

Figure 56; GaSF conclusions on missed approach 

 

The main conclusions of the GaSF and the FSF are in harmony with the criteria 

about missed approach procedures and proposals of this research. That similarity in 

criteria gives to that thesis more quality and enhances feasibility regarding the proposed 

solution for future scenarios. Nevertheless, this research goes a step further since it 

proposes a reinjection procedure for the missed approach procedure, which is a need 

regarding the GaSF criteria, but it is not proposed by them. As it is discussed in Chapter 

2 and proposed in this chapter, the current technology is a pillar in the development of a 

solution to the latent condition of missed approach (In the 5Ms: machine and media).   

Despite new technology, missed approach procedures have not been properly 

designed neither implemented to reroute traffic to final approach or intermediate 

segments. In the case of Málaga airport, an aircraft on missed approach could take more 

                                                 

308 Ibid 
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than 40 minutes to land again. 309 That situation is like main airports such as Barajas, 

Atlanta, Munich, etc. As discussed by the GaSF in310, this situation could lead to a fuel 

endurance safety incident to the aircraft performing the current missed approach 

procedures.  Thus, a deficiency exits when considering the missed approach in highly 

dense traffic areas: terminal areas, final approach phases, etc. In most cases, when an 

aircraft performs a missed approach, it takes close to 30 minutes to join again traffic 

pattern, which brings safety concern to the aircrew, the air controllers and other aircraft 

311. That represents a risk to traffic management and safety. This deficiency epitomizes a 

latent condition (see Chapter 3) that most probably will end up in a safety occurrence or 

in worst case a CFIT. 312  

Considering the previous, this chapter gives a solution to side this deficiency. The 

aim of this chapter is to propose a procedure to avoid safety concerns and speed up traffic 

on missed approach. The methodology used in the proposal to reinject traffic on missed 

approach relies on a combination of currently available navigation technology (machine), 

which is being currently used by several fleets worldwide: the mentioned GBAS, 

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B), and Controller-Pilot Data Link 

(CPDL). All these systems have been thoroughly discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, 

these systems enhance the operational safety as part of the machine and media describe 

respectively in 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. 

As a solution to this deficiency on missed approach, an automatic Reinjection 

system (ARS) is inserted to assists aircrew and air controllers to reinject the aircraft in 

the final approach when a missed approach is ongoing. This approach to the identified 

hazard is a control measure (step three of the ORM process) that mitigates the risk of an 

accident due to the old-fashioned standing procedures.  Doing that, it is partially solved 

                                                 

309 ICAO, “Malaga GBAS Z Approach Rwy 13.” 

310 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 

311 NTSB, “Safety Recommendation; Reply for A-13-024, July 1, 2013.” 

312 ICAO, “Safety Management Manual - First Edition - Doc 9859.” 
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some of the hazards identified by the GASF in313 regarding missed approach procedures. 

To validate the system, a scenario has been created considering international requirements 

and procedures from ICAO. Málaga GBAS chart is proposed as the studied scenario, 

since it comprehends several valuable criteria: the approach IFR chart is a GBAS 

approach, it has a high density of traffic during seasonal time, the missed approach is not 

designed considering new technology, and the geography is challenging to reroute traffic 

on missed approach.  

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. First, in “Background and related 

works” safety concerns are identified on the maneuver and it is provided some 

background and related works on precision approaches and the missed approach 

procedure. Then, next section describes in detail the behavior of the proposed procedure 

to reroute an aircraft to the final phase on missed approach. After that, in “airspace/air 

traffic/ATM modelling and simulation” it is analyzed by simulation the viability and the 

performance of the proposed automatic guidance system, by considering some possible 

scenarios on a real approach template. Finally, some conclusions and future works are 

detailed. 

5.3. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 

Several studies and implementations have been done to improve the air traffic 

management (ATM) due to the continuous increase of highly dense areas around the 

world. For example, in 314 authors proposed new techniques in airflow management to 

better control and predict the air traffic. In 315, a new approach for automated merging 

multiple aircraft flows in a busy Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) is described, but 

authors did not studied consequences of a missed approach in such high dense scenario. 

                                                 

313 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 

314 Trevor Kistana, Alessandro Gardia, Roberto Sabatinia, Subramanian Ramasamya, “An 

Evolutionary Outlook of Air Traffic Flow Management Techniques.” 

315 MAna, “An Agent-Based Approach to Automated Merge 4D Arrival Trajectories in Busy 

Terminal Maneuvering Area.” 
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In the area of fuel reduction, authors in 316 proposed swaps in aircraft arrival to enhance 

efficiency. In the same line, a displacement of threshold to improve noise reduction on 

arrival and landing is proposed in 317. As discussed in the introduction, the GaSF obtained 

some conclusions lessons learned that confirm “the lack of go-arounds is the leading risk 

factor in approach and landing accidents and is the primary cause of landing runway 

excursions. ”318 All this research demonstrates the possibilities in traffic management to 

reduce traffic density, noise and carbon emissions while maintaining safety records. 

Nevertheless, further discussions regarding safety occurrences on final approach phases 

deserves more analysis; missed approach procedures are one of the most dangerous 

phases considering accident statistics. 

Data and studies show that a missed approach on a high dense traffic area (final 

approach, intermediate approach, etc.) can produce a safety or even critical situation if 

the pilot does not start a missed approach or is been diverted to the alternate. 319 In the 

case of a missed approach the aircrew face a similar situation of a bird strike, that is an 

emergency ORM level (see Chapter 3). Accordingly, the pilot in command may perform 

the missed approach as soon as the situation demands. The longer the pilots delay it, the 

more probabilities of an accident he may face.  

As an example, Piedmont flight 467 N752N, October 25, 1986, after an unstabilized 

approach touched down 3200 feet from threshold at 147 kts and 4645 feet remaining and 

departed runway end at appx. 72 kts. The National Transportation Safety Board (NSTB) 

concluded that the main failure of the crew was not to perform the missed approach. 320 

In 2013, The NTSB investigated or reviewed numerous events in which air carrier aircraft 

that were executing a go-around came within hazardous proximity of other landing or 

                                                 

316 Andreeva-Mori, “Rule Derivation for Aircraft Sequencing.” 

317 Filippone, “Options for Aircraft Noise Reduction on Arrival and Landing.” 

318 FSO, ERA, “Go-around Safety Forum 18 June 2013 Brussels: Findings and Conclusions.” 

319 National Transport Safety Board, “Mismanaged Approach Caused Charter Plane Crash.” 

320 Robert L. Sumwalt, “Approach and Go-around Safety: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly. National 

Transportation Safety Board.” 
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departing aircraft. The study reported that flight crews having to execute evasive 

maneuvers at low altitude to avoid collisions because late missed approach decision. 321 

More NSTB reports about fatal accidents clearly manifest the “lack of clarity in the 

regulations in describing missed-approach procedures” in several airports. 322 That lack 

of clarity may lead to pilot´s unwillingness to perform a missed approach and 

consequently a safety occurrence may occur.  

5.4. RISK MANAGEMENT AND THE MISSED APPROACH 

Considering the ORM cycle, the deficiency in a missed approach is identified as a 

hazard. The first step in the ORM hazard is to identify a hazard and, in this case, it is not 

other than the missed approach procedures and associated risks that are implied. Then, it 

comes to assess the risk. Considering all statistics and the abundant literature, it is clear 

that the assess is high risk; a delayed missed approach or the continuation of an unstable 

approach may end up in a CFIT with the corresponding fatalities.  The control measures 

(as discussed in chapter 3) are weak since missed approach procedures are designed in 

accordance with lengthy and old-fashioned procedures. Revising the control decisions, 

due to the implications the lack of up to date procedures, these control decisions are 

mainly on the aircrew´s side which is the last barrier to avoid an accident (Emergency 

ORM). Thus, the control decisions depend on the emergency level.  

As discussed, the risk control actions are below the standards in aviation since the 

unstable approaches and the continuation of the flight below minima are located in the 

intolerable region. Thus, the control actions are those proposed in this chapter; a new 

missed approach procedure based on automation to reinject the aircraft in a quick and 

safe way in a segment of the approach; avoiding human interference, lengthy routes, 

undescribed procedures, etc. Once the proposed control measure has been implemented, 

                                                 

321 NTSB, “Safety Recommendation; Reply for A-13-024, July 1, 2013.” 

322 National Transport Safety Board, “NTSB Accidents Report Detail.” 
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the procedure must be supervised and reviewed to obtain lessons learnt and possible 

future improvements.  

In all the proposed measures or control actions in this chapter, technology is key to 

enhance safety and mitigate the risk, then current technology as satellite navigation and 

data link communication are leverage points in all the proposal. 

5.5. PRECISION APPROACHES AND GBAS 

Approach 323 is a critical flight operation; an accident in a final approach could have 

fatal consequences. In a final approach phase, there are visual approach procedures, where 

the pilot accepts visual conditions for navigation to the airport, and instrument approach 

procedures, where pilot follows a published Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP), which 

is detailed in an IAP chart (or approach plate). Focusing on the latter, they are composed 

of several segments (see figure below), referred to as initial, intermediate and final 

approach segments, and missed approach segment (see definitions in Chapter 2). These 

segments begin and end at designated fixes or specified points where no fixes are 

available. During the initial segment, starting at the Initial Approach Fix (IAF), the 

aircraft transits from an en-route airway to the intermediate segment. The next approach 

segment, which starts at the Intermediate Fix (IF), allows descending to an intermediate 

altitude, and aligning the aircraft to the runway. 

 

Figure 57. Approach phases 

 

                                                 

323 FAA, “Instrument Procedures Handbook (IPH).” 
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Finally, during the final approach segment, starting at the Final Approach Fix 

(FAF), the aircraft navigates to the runway, by using navigation aids, which are located 

at or nearby the runway. When the aircraft reaches the Missed Approach Point (MAPt) 

or the Decision Altitude/Height (DA/H), depending of the type of final approach (non-

precision or precision approach), it must land or, conversely, start the missed approach 

maneuver. During a non-precision final approach, the aircraft counts on lateral (2D) 

guidance, provided, for example by a VOR station. However, during a precision final 

approach, the aircraft counts on both lateral and vertical (3D) guidance, which is provided 

usually by an Instrument Landing System (ILS). The ILS is composed of a localizer and 

a glideslope, which provide, respectively, lateral and vertical guidance (see annex D for 

IFR chart explanation). 

Due to the introduction of new technology, precision approaches are in some 

airports supported by augmentation systems, which enhance the position provided by the 

GNSS system. This is the case of the GBAS system, which is already on place on several 

airports worldwide.  324 Besides the GNSS space segment, the GBAS system consists of 

a ground subsystem and an aircraft subsystem. 325 The GBAS ground system precisely 

determines its position using the GNSS satellites signal and calculates differential 

pseudo-range corrections for these satellites. These pseudo-range corrections are 

broadcast to the aircraft via a VHF link (see Chapter 2). Together with integrity 

parameters, these differential pseudo-corrections allow the aircraft to compute a position 

with the required accuracy and integrity to support precision approach operation. The 

application of GBAS to precision approach is described as the GBAS Landing System 

(GLS), which is an improvement to ILS. 326 

                                                 

324 ICAO, “Annex 10 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation - Vol. I - Radio Navigation 

Aids.” 

325 Robert et al., “Development of a European Ionosphere Threat Model in Support of GBAS 

Deployment.” 

326 Felux, Dautermann, and Becker, “GBAS Landing System - Precision Approach Guidance after 

ILS.” 
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5.6. MISSED APPROACH PROCEDURE 

A missed approach or go-around procedure is the procedure to be followed if, for 

any reason, an approach cannot be continued to a successful landing. 327 In 328 authors 

analyze and quantify the factors for aborting an approach. In these situations, pilots are 

expected to notify by radio to the Air Traffic Control (ATC) the initiation of the missed 

approach as soon as possible. Upon reaching the MAPt defined on the IAP chart, pilots 

must comply with the missed approach instructions for the procedure being used or with 

an alternate missed approach procedure specified by ATC. 

Studying final approaches templates, most of them propose a pattern that vectors 

out the traffic and reroute it to the initial approach fix on best-case scenario. That 

rerouting means at least 20 minutes (in Málaga airport the procedure goes to 30 minutes) 

of additional flying time and a lot of workload to air controllers who must calculate how 

to rejoin the traffic again on the pattern, increasing probabilities of human error: the main 

cause of aviation accidents (see Chapter 3). 329  

As an example, the standing missed approach published at Málaga airport is based 

on old-fashioned standards and lengthy procedures. Once the aircraft starts the procedure, 

it is required to proceed almost on runway heading, 20 NM and join XILVI point. Once 

there, when situation permits, the controller will clear the aircrew to proceed to TOLSU 

again and then start the approach from the beginning. 330 The total time spent, once the 

aircraft starts the missed approach, is at best 26 minutes and 30 seconds if there is not a 

holding pattern in both XILVI and TOLSU points. This figure, considering new 

technology, falls clearly behind the standards.   

                                                 

327 FAA, “Aeronautical Information Manual.” 

328 Sherry et al., “Big Data Analysis of Irregular Operations: Aborted Approaches and Their 

Underlying Factors.” 

329 ICAO, “Safety Management Manual - First Edition - Doc 9859.” 
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For the proposed scenario and missed approach procedures, minima separation is 

been used according to ICAO standards; 331  the separation minimum is reduced to 3.0 

NM as the standard separation. Furthermore, a separation of 2.5 NM is set “between 

succeeding aircraft which are established on the same final approach track within 18.5 

km (10 NM) of the runway threshold”. In sum, all separation on the simulation and the 

proposed missed approach procedure is according to standing ICAO standards. 

5.7. COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT: ADS-B AND CPDL 

Apart from GBAS, the methodology described in this work relies on ADS-B and 

CPDL. ADS-B is a function on the aircraft that broadcasts position, altitude, vector and 

other information for use by other aircraft and by the ATC . 332 The information provided 

comes from onboard avionics and is, in most cases, more accurate than the information 

available with current radar-based systems. This chapter uses this technology to enhance 

situation awareness of all aircraft in the traffic pattern. Thus, in coming simulated 

scenarios, air controllers and pilots are fully aware of other aircraft position in every 

moment. 

As described in Chapter 2, CPDL provides exchange of communication 

management and clearance/information/request messages, which correspond to voice 

phraseology employed by ATC procedures. 333 CPDL delivers messages that are normally 

communicated by air controller’s voice to clear pilots to perform a procedure or 

maneuver. As a result, pilots and controllers communicate without the standard 

communication issues: noise, misunderstanding, different language accents, terminology, 

etc. This chapter assumes the use of CPDL as a tool to order any aircraft to complete the 

proposed maneuver when performing the missed approach. 

                                                 

331 ICAO, Air Traffic MAnagement. 

332 Busyairah Syd Ali, Washington Yotto Ochieng, Wolfgang Schuster, Arnab Majumdar, “A Safety 

Assessment Framework for the Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADS-B) System.” 

333 ICAO, Air Traffic MAnagement. 
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5.8. AIRSPACE / AIR TRAFFIC / ATM MODELLING AND 

SIMULATION  

In this work, it is evaluated the viability and performance of the missed approach 

procedure proposed by means of computer simulation. In the literature, many works 

focused on modelling and simulation of airspace, air traffic and ATM can be found. An 

up-to-date and complete review about them is provided in 334. Some of these works aim 

to optimize or increase the flexibility of flight routes or trajectories. 335 336  In other cases, 

the objective is to reduce the fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of air traffic, or to 

study its effect on the environment. 337 There are also many works about avoiding 

collisions, obstacles, not allowed areas or bad weather regions. They can be considered 

as a part of a more generic topic, referred to as conflict detection and resolution (CD&R) 

in ATC. 338 339 340 341 A recurrent goal of these works on modelling and simulation is to 

study or improve the airspace capacity or, specifically, the capacity of the airport 

                                                 

334 Zhong, “Overview of Recent Developments in Modelling and Simulations for Analyses of 

Airspace Structures and Traffic Flows.” 

335 Rosenow, Fricke, and Schultz, “Air Traffic Simulation with 4D Multi-Criteria Optimized 

Trajectories.” 

336 Peng Wei et al., “An Optimal Routing Paradigm for Flexible Flights.” 

337 Sridhar et al., “Modeling and Simulation of the Impact of Air Traffic Operations on the 

Environment.” 

338 Chen, Landry, and Nof, “A Framework of Enroute Air Traffic Conflict Detection and Resolution 

through Complex Network Analysis.” 

339 Zúñiga et al., “A CD&CR Causal Model Based on Path Shortening/Path Stretching Techniques.” 

340 Ruiz, Piera, and Del Pozo, “A Medium Term Conflict Detection and Resolution System for 

Terminal Maneuvering Area Based on Spatial Data Structures and 4D Trajectories.” 

341 Zhaohui et al., “Structural Modelling and Deceleration Algorithm for a Follow Aircraft on 

Performance-Based Navigation Airway Based on Multi-Agent Technique.” 
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runways. 342 343 344 345 Many recent works have been also developed to improve PBN 

procedures. 346 347 

These works are based on a wide range of foundations, such as genetic algorithms, 

evolutionary goal programming, graph theory, Petri networks, cellular automata, dynamic 

programming, and mixed integer linear programming. Final implementations are usually 

based on multi-agent simulation models 348, queueing models 349 350, Montecarlo 

simulations 351, and/or discrete-event simulations. 352 353 

Regarding specific simulation tools, some of them are open are available for the 

research community.  This is the case of the BlueSky simulator, developed by the TU 

Delft 354, or the FACET tool, developed by the NASA. 355 In the context of the future 

European airspace (SESAR project 356), the ELSA air traffic simulator is open to 

                                                 

342 Zou, Cheng, and Cheng, “A Simulation Model for Airport Runway Capacity Estimation.” 

343 Skorupski, “Airport Traffic Simulation Using Petri Nets.” 

344 Zhang et al., “Macroscopic Model and Simulation Analysis of Air Traffic Flow in Airport 

Terminal Area.” 

345 Groskreutz and Ruiz, “Analysis of 2NM Separation for Minimal Pair Arrivals Investigating the 

Relationship between Separation Minima and Runway Occupancy Time.” 

346 Ma et al., “Researches on Real-Time Flight Simulation and Validation of Performance-Based 

Navigation Flight Procedures.” 

347 Thipphavong et al., “Evaluation of the Terminal Sequencing and Spacing System for 

Performance-Based Navigation Arrivals.” 

348 Grether, Fürbas, and Nagel, “Agent-Based Modelling and Simulation of Air Transport 

Technology.” 

349 Tandale et al., “Queueing Network Models of the National Airspace System.” 

350 Tandale et al., “Modeling and Simulation Tools for Analysis of Terminal Airspace Operations.” 

351 Groskreutz and Ruiz, “Analysis of 2NM Separation for Minimal Pair Arrivals Investigating the 

Relationship between Separation Minima and Runway Occupancy Time.” 

352 Jardin, Manegold, and Apte, “Discrete-Event Simulation of Air Traffic Flow.” 

353 Martinez, Trani, and Ioannou, “Modeling Airside Airport Operation Using General Purposes 

Activity-Based Discrete-Event Simulation Tools.” 

354 Hoekstra and Ellerbroek, “BlueSky ATC Simulator Project: An Open Data and Open Source 

Approach.” 

355 Bilmoria et al., “FACET: Future ATM Concepts Evaluation Tool.” 

356 SESAR Joint Undertaking, “Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) Project.” 
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researchers. 357 Another recent open tool is TOMATO. 358 On the other hand, there are 

many commercial and detailed airspace and air traffic simulation tools, such as AirTOp, 

359 CAST 360, RAMS Plus 361, Simmod Pro!, 362 and TAAM (Total Airspace and Airport 

Modeller). 363 

5.9. THE ARS SYSTEM 

 

5.9.1. Introduction 

Airborne Separation Assurance Systems (ASAS) applications propose new types 

of ATM procedures where air controllers delegate work to the flight deck as long as the 

aircrew has enough situation awareness.364 Consequently, pilots can manage the 

separation among aircraft. That is a new concept of operation regarding the ATC system 

that, arguably, could change the future in air traffic controlling. In 365, authors proposed 

four categories of airborne separation by the different degrees of the delegation of tasks: 

situational awareness, spacing, separation and self-separation. Situational awareness is 

obtained by all main actors (aircrew and controllers mainly) by systems like ADS-B out/in 

that broadcasts own positions and receives others´. For the second category (spacing), the 

controller delegates some tasks where the flight deck may catch up with leading aircraft 

                                                 

357 Bongiorno et al., “ELSA Air Traffic Simulator: An Empirically Grounded Agent Based Model 

for the SESAR Scenario.” 

358 Forester et al., “A Toolchain for Optimizing Trajectories under Real Weather Conditions and 

Realistic Flight Performance.” 

359 Airtopsoft, “AirTOp Simulation Software.” 

360 Airport Research Center, “CAST Software.” 

361 ISA Software, “RAMS Plus.” 

362 Aviation Analysis Experts, “Simmod PRO!” 

363 Jeppesen, “Total Airspace and Airport Modeler (TAAM).” 

364 Federal Aviation Administration and Eurocontrol, “Principles of Operation for the Use of 

Airborne Separation Assurance Systems.” 

365 Friske and Ehrmanntraut, “Modeling a Responsibility-Transfer Service for the Delegation of 

Tasks in Airborne Separation Procedures and Ground Automation.” 
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or merge into sequence. 366 Nevertheless, in a contested traffic scenario and specially 

during a safety occurrence that requires a missed approach, both controllers and pilots 

may not be totally prepared to solve the situation, mainly if the situation demands a quick 

response. That quick response is difficult since it must consider several parameters: time, 

separation, speed, destination, etc. Arguably, an automatic system that considers all data 

and possibilities is the best solution to these complex situations. Following this reasoning, 

the present work proposes an automatic rerouting to final approach segments when 

performing a missed approach.  

5.9.2. ARS procedure description 

The new system proposed (Automatic Reinjection System, ARS) focuses on 

calculating a new route, to an aircraft on missed approach, to quickly rejoin the approach 

between the initial and final segment while maintaining standard ICAO requirements. 367 

That system is a proactive solution and it is included in the emergency ORM. The ARS 

system calculates the route based on a four-dimensional guidance (known as 4D 

Trajectory-Based Operation, 4D TBO) that will be the key elements in traffic 

management in both NextGen and SESAR: both fully operational by 2025. 368 In some 

FAA series of simulations of 4D TBO, the amount of traffic safely handled was also 

increased with same number or fewer controllers. 369 The concept of 4D TBO incorporates 

several capabilities. These capabilities will be achieved utilizing the Flight Management 

System (FMS) with more advanced features as speed guidance, time on target, desired 

future track, etc. All these features are key when considering an automatic reinjection in 

the traffic.  

                                                 

366 Grimaud et al., “Towards the Use of Spacing Instructions for Sequencing Arrival Flows.” 

367 ICAO, “PANS-OPS, Aircraft Operations, Doc 8168.” 

368 Enea and Porretta, “A Comparison of 4D-Trajectory Operations Envisioned for Nextgen and 

SESAR, Some Preliminary Findings.” 

369 Celio and Smith, “Performance-Based Air Traffic Management: Evaluating Operational 

Acceptability.” 
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Another fundamental piece to enable the ARS system to operate is the 

implementation of Decision Support Tools (DST) for ATC. This tool enables both the 

controller and pilot to clear and execute, when traffic situation and operational procedures 

allows, the missed approach and rejoin the final approach. The ARS system and DST are 

mainly based on trajectory prediction capabilities that will allow them to share and 

negotiate 4D TBO data keeping traffic safely separated. That kind of negotiation will 

allow aircraft on missed approach to rejoin the traffic safely and quickly. Although the 

type of data that will be shared to achieve system interoperability is not completely 

defined yet, 370 371 372 some more investigation and works will be necessary to provide 

ATC/ATM with these new capabilities. 

The procedure proposed for the missed approach consists in an automatic 

performed-route calculated by the ARS system that permits the aircraft to reinject in the 

traffic pattern once the situation allows; the route must be calculated by maintaining a 

minimum separation of 3 NM, as required by ICAO standards. 373 The aircrew activates 

the ARS directed missed approach when reaching the MAPt (according to ICAO 

standards) or even before reaching that point if the situation demands. The ARS calculates 

the point of reinjection and then initiates the procedure. Then, the aircraft performs an 

estimate of 180º turn while climbing (depending on the situation and future reinjection 

point) at a standard climbing rate, to the required altitude to level off with the altitude of 

the reinjection point.  

Once reached that altitude and the opposite heading, the aircraft levels off at a 

feasible altitude close to that one of the future reinjection point. Afterwards, the ARS 

system negotiates the exact moment to start the maneuver to join the pattern again. That 

negotiation is possible with the help of the ADS-B and the precise navigation with GBAS. 

                                                 

370 Klooster et al., “Trajectory Synchronization and Negotiation in Trajectory Based Operations.” 

371 Vivona, Cate, and Green, “Comparison of Aircarft Trajectory Predictor Capabilities and Impacts 

on Automation Interoperability.” 

372 Cate, “Challenges in Achieving Trajectory-Based Operations.” 

373 ICAO, Air Traffic MAnagement. 
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Once the ARS calculates the precise moment to reinject, it gives directions to the aircraft; 

4D and TBO concept of operations come into play in this scenario. Then, and maintaining 

at all moment the minimum separation required by ICAO, the aircraft performs again an 

estimate of 180º turn to inbound to rejoin the traffic pattern. The moment to start this 

maneuver is calculated, negotiated and directed by the ARS. As a result, the aircraft is 

fully integrated as a standard traffic on the approach. Thus, a sustainable time and fuel 

saving is carried out while maintaining safety parameters and avoiding human decision 

in a demanding situation that is the missed approach.  

It must be noted that both the airplane dynamics and the reinjection procedure have 

been defined using the international system of units. Therefore, all the parameters that 

define the navigation chart (waypoints, heights, speeds ...) have been previously 

converted from the system traditionally used in aeronautical terms. 

5.9.3. Example 

In this case the ARS makes it possible to the aircraft to reach any point at a specific 

time. In the case of a missed approach described as an example, the point is the point 

between aircraft 5 and 6 (see next figure). 

The ARS is the key player in this proposal: it must give directions to pilots about 

the downwind route: it must calculate the space available; must calculate the point to 

initiate the right turn to the final approach track and it must give directions to the aircraft 

to perform the right turn (in the case of the figure)  to join the standard final approach. 

Thus, the ARS-directed aircraft must end in a position that the aircraft is fully inserted in 

the approach template (see next figures) 
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Figure 58. missed approach and reinjection procedure 
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5.9.4. Specific case explanation 

In following figures there is a specific case that explains the function of the ARS 

system.  

 

 

Figure 59: ARS scenario for reinjection 

 

In the previous figure the aircraft labeled as A1 starts the missed approach 

procedure once it has reached the decision point. Then, the ARS system comes to play. 

The ARS computers the gap-point which in this case is the gap between aircraft number 

A17 and A16. Between those aircraft there is enough separation to reinject an aircraft 

𝐚1

𝐚1 
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according to previous explanation. Next figure represents the reinjection procedure 

between A16 and A17. 

 

Figure 60, aircraft A1 reinjected by ARS. 

 

The ARS, as previously described give orders the aircraft to fly an outbound track 

or downwind while waiting for the gap to get closer. At the same time, the ARS constantly 

calculates the point to commence the maneuver to rejoin again the circuit. The ARS in 

this example has calculated the following parameters: 

• The initial turn to outbound (also called downwind track) and the 

corresponding altitude to make feasible future maneuver of reinjection. 
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• The separation once stablished in the outbound heading with incoming 

aircraft; it considers the standard turning radio distances.  

• The outbound heading to avoid any interference with other traffic or 

airspace infringement.  

• The speed in accordance with the segment specifications. 

• The point to initiate the turn to the reinjection segment. 

• The final speed that must be reached before reinjected in the corresponding 

segment. 

Once the moment arrives to start the turn to inbound to final segment, the ARS dictates 

the corresponding orders to perform a turn, possibly in descent, to reach the final track at 

the required speed.  
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5.10. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

5.10.1. Architecture 

The simulation tool has been developed in Matlab/Simulink R2018a. 374 Next figure 

shows a high-level view of the simulator. It is combined discrete-event simulation 

resources in Simulink with its natural ability to simulate continuous (time-based) systems. 

There is a traffic generator (on the left), in charge of generating entities that represent 

approaching aircraft. After waiting for a while in a queue, aircraft (middle blocks) proceed 

with the approach procedure and, finally, they reach an entity sink (modeling in this way 

the landing). 

Figure 61. Air Space simulator 1 

                                                 

374 The MathWorks Inc, “Matlab.” 
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Figure 62. Air Space simulator (II) 

 

Next figure shows the Simulink implementation of the dynamic model of the 

aircraft. 
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Figure 63. Aircraft dynamic model. 

 

5.10.2. ATC 

It has been simulated ADS-B communications shared by data link (CPDL), so that 

the ATC is always aware of the position and speed of each approaching aircraft, providing 

the next waypoint when appropriate during a normal procedure. In case of missed 

approach, the ATC provides the fix indicated in the AIP chart for a traditional procedure.  
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Figure 64. ATC simulated 

 

5.10.3. SIMULATED SCENARIOS AND METRICS 

Although the simulation tool described can reproduce any approach procedure, for 

the evaluation the proposal is focused on the approach procedures for the “RWY 13” 

runway of Málaga Airport and for the “RWY 8L” runway of Houston Airport, since both 

facilities are equipped with GBAS. The following table show the fixes in each segment 

for both approaches. LTP (Landing Threshold Point) refers to the runway waypoint. 

 

Segment Fixes/waypoints 

Initial TOLSU (IAF), MARTIN, MG403, 

MG402 (IF) 

Intermediate MG402 (IF), MG401 (FAP) 

Final MG401 (FAP), RWY13 (LTP) 

Figure 65. Málaga RWY 13 fixes 
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Segment Fixes/waypoints 

Initial MAKKO (IAF), KABBY, KICKM (IF) 

Intermediate KICKM (IF), FLIBZ, JACEN (FAP) 

Final JACEN (FAP), RWY8L (LTP) 

 

Figure 66.  Houston RWY 8L fixes 

 

According to the corresponding approach charts, in case of missed approach, the 

aircraft must fly to XILVI (at 2,200 ft) in Málaga, and to CLEEP (at 4,000 ft) in Houston. 

For the simulations, it is considered that the aircraft is then immediately cleared to the 

IAF (TOLSU or MAKKO), without considering any holding pattern. Note that this is the 

most favorable situation for the traditional missed approach procedure, since holdings at 

the “escape” point and/or the IAF often occur. 

For each approach procedure (Málaga and Houston), it is considered different 

sequencing patterns, in which approaching aircraft are spaced by 60 s, 80 s, 120 s, 150, 

and 180 s. For each traffic pattern, it is considered scenarios in which the reinjection point 

is located near, far or at an intermediate distance to the MAPt.  

With respect to the metrics considered, for both the traditional and the proposed 

missed approach procedure (based, respectively, on aborting or reinjecting), it has been 

measured the time from the MAPt to end of the landing maneuver. For the proposed 

procedure, it is also monitored at each simulation step the vertical and horizontal 

separation from the reinjected aircraft to the rest of approaching aircraft. 
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5.11. RESULTS 

According to official data, Barajas airport conducted, during September 2017, 

around 40 landings in most condensed time frame. 375 To achieve these figures Barajas 

Airport needs 4 active runways in other to maintain all safety parameters. In the proposed 

case-scenario, considering a time frame of one hour, Málaga airport can achieve up to 24 

landings giving a 30-minute window to take-off operations. In this case of only one 

runway available, there is a gap of 1 minute among the first four aircraft and 2 minutes 

between aircraft number 5 and 6. This gap allows the reinjection procedure previously 

described.  That is a game changer considering future operations and the soaring increase 

in air traffic. In case of two runways available, one for landing and one for take-off, the 

airport may manage 48 aircraft an hour while enhancing safety in case of a missed 

approach. Next the result of the simulations with the ARS system, in Malaga and Houston 

are displayed. In the best case there is a safe of almost 20 minutes in the case of Malaga 

and almost the same in Houston.  

                                                 

375 Sol et al., “Tráfico De Pasajeros , Operaciones Y Carga En Los Aeropuertos Españoles.” 
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5.11.1. Málaga 

Figure 67. Separation between aircraft in Malaga 

 

Considering the results portrayed in the previous chart there is a significant valuable 

timesaving by using the ARS missed approach. In the 60, 90, 120- and 150-seconds 

separation there is a more than 20 minutes of difference between the standard approach 

published in the AIP and the approach proposed in this research. That is not only a big 

promising step in the area of fuel and time saving. With the ARS system the aircrew 

knows in advance that as soon as possible the aircraft will be reinserted after performing 

a missed approach. That means that pilots will not be so reluctant in flying a missed 

approach. Arguably, the number of CFIT will be reduced as well; this will also increase 

the safety level of the operation. Because of an automatic directed reinjection by the ARS, 
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it enhances reliability, repeatability, and predictability of operations that will lead to better 

ATM and smoother traffic flow. 

The fuel consumption is also a key data in this proposal. 20 minutes of fuel saving 

not only reduces carbon emissions but also expenses to the industry. Flying down the 

middle of a defined flight path means better avoidance of noise-sensitive areas, so people 

on the ground perceive less jet noise and are exposed to fewer engine emissions. 

 

5.11.2. Houston 

Figure 68. Separation between aircraft in Houston 
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Houston International Airport (HIA) is a well engaged airport considering the total 

amount of air operations; 737.935 operations in 2017 (military and commercial). 376  HIA 

is a good example for this research because there are available to aircraft equipped to fly 

shorter Required Navigation Performance (RNP) approaches to the runway.  HIA has 46 

PBN procedures, 20 RNAV STARs, 20 RNAV SIDs and 6 RNP approaches. HIA offers 

highly “accurate RNP approaches enable controllers to consider an aircraft established on 

an approach before it begins a U-turn to line up to land” (see next figure). 377 This 

maneuver for the final approach is similar in the concept of the operation to that explained 

and directed by the ARS in case of a missed approach. That RNP approach of the next 

figure provides aircraft flying opposite the direction of landing a new method for making 

a U-turn to line up to land. Before RNP, controllers monitored an aircraft on radar and 

gave pilots a series of headings as they turned to join other aircraft already lined up on a 

straight-in approach to the runway. This system is similar to that proposed by the ARS 

reinjection, but the ARS is an automatic director which uses ADS-B and CPDL instead 

of radar and voice communication. Thus, the ARS gives less possibilities to human errors.  

                                                 

376 Source: Houston Airport System, statistical report 2017. 
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Figure 69. The Sum of All Performance-Based Navigation Procedures. Source: FAAA,; 

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/techops/navservices/gn

ss/library/satnav/media/SatNavNews_Summer_2017.pdf 

 

Analyzing the previous data-chart, as well as in Malaga airport, there is a significant 

valuable timesaving by using the ARS missed approach. In the 60, 90, 120- and 150-

seconds separation there is a more than 20 minutes of difference between the standard 

approaches published in the AIP and the approach proposed in this research. That gap is 

key considering all elements in the 5 MS safety model: man, since the pilot is more 

inclined to fly a missed approach based on up-to-date procedures; media, the track of the 

proposed missed approach remains inside the traffic segments instead of navigation 

several miles away; mission, the type of procedure is far more easy and operational than 

the lengthy standard published approach; management, the maneuver proposed mitigates 

the risk associated to a missed approach; machine; in the proposed missed-approach the 

technology used in the aircraft is that one related to latest improvements. Conversely, the 

https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/techops/navservices/gnss/library/satnav/media/SatNavNews_Summer_2017.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/techops/navservices/gnss/library/satnav/media/SatNavNews_Summer_2017.pdf
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current missed approach procedures are based on traditional radio aids-based navigation 

which do not respond to a solid mitigation safety doctrine or model. 

5.12. CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE WORK AND CHALLENGES 

As it has been discussed and simulated, an automatic system and better define 

missed approach templates will increase the airport capacity and the traffic management 

while maintaining safety margins in the acceptable region. The safety is vital in this 

conclusion point. As the GaSF has stated, the lack of go-around decision is a high-risk 

factor in approach and landing accidents and is the primary cause of runway excursions 

during landing. Furthermore, a worrying fact is that less than 5% of unstabilized 

approaches lead to a go-around. This is a latent safety condition that surely will derail in 

a fatal accident. As discussed, pilots tend to avoid missed approach procedures to save 

fuel and don´t flight extended and lengthy approaches.  

To mitigate the numerous factors of the unwillingness to perform a missed approach 

instead of continuing with an unstable approach, that chapter introduces a new proposal 

for mitigating the effects of and old-fashioned missed approaches. This proposal is a new 

scenario that directs the aircrew how to perform a missed approach with safety parameters 

and standards. Furthermore, this kind of procedure may support future research on 

reduction of airport infrastructures, environmental impact, noise abatement, etc. In the 

case study, Málaga airport, may operate similar traffic figures to those of Barajas airport 

that has three more runways than Málaga. Accordingly, that combination will also 

enhance safety margins and environmental standards: there will be no point in using so 

many runways.  

One-minute separation and a gap pf two minutes every five aircraft stands for a 

reference regarding traffic management and safety standards. The method proposed by 

using the ARS system gives both controllers and aircrew a quick and safe solution when 

a missed approach is on the go. This is a method in which is notably enhanced by the role 

of the technology. That increase in technology applied to miss approach implies that the 

aircrew will not face challenging situations with the common 30-minute solution that 
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reflects the previous standards of VOR-based approach. Undoubtedly, that procedure 

increases the safety management since it mitigates an old-fashioned and risky procedure 

considering current technology. In sum, this proposal mitigates risk which is a golden 

rule of every safety management system.  
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6. CHAPTER 6 

 

6.1. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

As discussed in this research, technology applied to navigation, especially the one 

related to PBN and RPN, will have a great influence in navigation in coming years. The 

implication of this revolution will probably mean the end of navigation based on radio-

aids. Traditional radio aids, VOR and TACAN systems, are not only more expensive to 

maintain but also less precise and less feasible for coming scenarios; mainly in SESAR 

and NextGen. Although in the eighties it was the main reference for navigation, new 

technology like the GPS has rendered that radio navigation aids outdated. Due to the 

appearance of the GPS navigation there is a great opportunity to enhance safety records 

as it happened in the eighties with the revolution of flight safety doctrine. The new 

concept of operations based on the aircraft performance instead of the radio navigation 

aids is a game changer that will bring new airspace designs, standard operational 

procedures, doctrine, etc.  

Technology has been a revolution in many scientific areas. In medicine the 

introduction of powerful computers has made possible to implement promising treatments 

against some incurable diseases of the last decade. In the case of aviation, the revolution 

has been as well astonishing. Currently, the technology has been so relevant that there is 

a new definition for navigation as it is the PBN concept of operation. This revolution has 

been so fast that regional authorities, like the FAA or AESA, had to regulate without the 

ICAO guidance about the concepts of PBN and RPN. That circumstance has led to some 

confusion regarding the definition of PBN and the difference between PBN and RNAV. 

That fact has raised the question about the role of ICAO as a regulatory body instead of 

as an advisory one.  Nevertheless, from the operational point of view, the increase in 

precision and safety, due to the introduction of PBN operations, has been remarkable. 
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Technology itself, as a barrier for accidents in the swiss cheese model will also 

enhance the safety in air operations; many accidents will be avoided because of 

technology. It has been thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3 that technology is one of the 

main barriers that organizations promote to avoid accidents. Thus, if technology is 

enhanced, the safety level will also be increased. There is much evidence in Boeing 

statistics that technology has been a milestone in the reduction of accidents. The PBN 

CONOPS must also enhance management and safety standards in final approach phase, 

where most accidents occur and where this thesis is mainly focused on. 

With the advent of new navigation standards and traffic increase, future scenarios 

will demand more technology implementation in a worldwide scale. Most probably, 

automatic systems will reduce environmental impact of air traffic: more direct routes, 

continuous descent approach, etc. Nevertheless, aircrew training will also be as relevant 

as the technology itself. Although is commonly thought that technology reduces training, 

in fact the true evidence is totally the opposite. New systems and technology will demand 

more knowledge to aircrew and maintenance personnel. Both will be forced to have the 

expertise and training on all new systems and, most importantly, both will have to know 

how to operate the aircraft without all the technology working properly. Thus, in case of 

a malfunction or disruption, the aircrew and maintenance personnel must be properly 

trained in order to safely operate during that particular emergency.  In the case of a similar 

accident to that of the Boeing 737-Max, the aircrew must be capable to operate in case of 

a MCAS malfunction system. Furthermore, aircrew will be perfectly trained to face any 

technology occurrence without any safety consequence. In short, aircrew will have to get 

more knowledge and training on automation. As a solution, a similar approach as the 

CRM concept will have to be implemented to enhance the safety level.   

Aircraft technology will reduce the amount of air routes since aircraft will be 

capable of performing TBO and 4D routes. The travel distance between two different 

airports will be quite similar to a straight line. Thus, the routes will be more efficient 

compare to the current ones. Accordingly, there will be a significant reduction of carbon 

emissions and fuel consumption. Nevertheless, this reduction of routing will imply less 
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margin of errors for both pilots and controllers; controllers may not have enough airspace 

to adjust the traffic in terminal areas or in a congested airspace. Thus, more automatic 

systems based on better management and support to aircrew will be a game-changer to 

promote ATM while increasing safety margins.  However, more research is still needed 

in man-in-the loop scenarios when technology is suddenly out of order or there is a big 

malfunction (emergency ORM). Due to that possibility, training, management and 

mitigation will play a determinant role in safety and operational strategies. In sum, a 

disruption of the machine with all its technology must not imply a decrease of the safety 

conditions.  

The machine is a key element in the 5Ms model. Machine, as it is described in this 

research, comprises both the technology onboard the aircraft and the one in an airport. 

Technology is so important for the future enhancement of safety that an entire chapter has 

been dedicated to explain the frame on which is based this research. Despite the broad 

sense and application of the concept of technology, this research has focused on its 

possibilities in final approach. Final approach is one of the most dangerous phases in 

aviation as it is depicted in Boeing statistics. As a logical consequence, technology on 

final approach will play a determinant role soon. Coming scenarios based on technology 

are a real breakthrough compare to the standing ones in most worldwide airports. These 

technology-based scenarios will have to be designed with the same concepts of operation 

and doctrine; avoiding disparity. Then, to avoid disparity and a technology increase 

without sustainability, there is a real need to implement a regulatory frame.    

That revolution in technology and the heavy increase in air traffic has forced 

authorities to implement some standards and regulation. That regulation process, if being 

too challenging to small operators, may be an issue for the near future; not all operators 

may have all the requirements which are prescribed by the regulator bodies. This is not a 

goal of this research, but excessive bureaucracy and requisites could rend the overall 

process of implementation of PBN worthless and not feasible; most small operators or 

local airlines may face difficulties in complying with requisites.  
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As discussed, there is much evidence (PBN procedures, GBAS approaches, etc.) 

that future ATM system will be based on more precise and up-to-date systems. VOR and 

TACAN navigation based on radio navigation signals will give way to satellite 

navigation, paving the way to GBAS, GLS and precision approaches based on TBO and 

4D trajectories. That is an unrefuted event considering the implementation process in both 

SESAR and NextGen; both have the intention to gradually disconnect traditional radio-

navigation systems in coming years. In both airspaces there are currently a lot of charts 

for departure and arrivals that are in accordance with PBN and RNP procedures.  

 As a direct consequence of this policy, there will be fewer relevant airports with 

radio navigations aids. Thus, most aircraft will have to adapt their instrumentation in 

accordance with that new technology. Although there is a transition phase in most of the 

regional areas, some of them, like the NextGen, will disconnect some radio navigation 

aids as soon as January 2021; paving the way to the PBN navigation and satellite-based 

procedures for the approach and take-off. This new technology will bring standards and 

safety procedures to boost air traffic management without remarkable deficiencies in 

safety. The part of the machine and media in the 5Ms model will be highly reinforced 

with the implementation of the PBN and other navigations systems: CPDL, GBS, GLAs, 

etc.  

Although there is a promising future in PBN operations regarding ATM, additional 

routes would need to be created for differently skilled aircraft, since not every aircraft 

will have same capabilities; this issue may provoke some airspace capacity limitations 

and additional controller workload. Controllers will have to differentiate aircraft with 

PBN characteristics and those without them which will need more separation and 

instructions. That deficiency in the fleet of some companies will, arguably, increase the 

workload of controllers. That deficiency could turn into a latent condition of the system 

and, consequently, could end up in accidents. Regretfully, the only mitigating tool to 

avoid these kinds of situations is to speed up the implementation process in those fleets 

who are behind the schedule. That particular problem is not inside the research of this 

thesis but represents a case study for future researches.  
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 NextGen and SESAR aircraft may have all equipment requested to operate in both 

airspaces. Otherwise, aircraft not carrying that technology will be forced to leave both 

airspaces. Since other aircraft from other regions may not have this state-of-the-art 

technology, some air fleets may be blocked to access to both Europe and USA. That 

implies a paradigm considering ICAO principles of open skies; where all aircraft can fly 

everywhere if there is a principle of retroactivity.  

Logically, aircraft from poor regional areas lacking the compulsory technology to 

join a specific airspace won´t have total access to it, raising the question of aircraft 

discrimination and no proportionality. That will be a possible future research related to 

this thesis; how to manage different aircraft capabilities when flying in an ATM system 

that allows some aircraft to perform TBO and 4D trajectories while others can´t. This 

axiom and the procedure to make both aircraft compatible depending on the technology 

onboard and performance may delay even further the last implementation of NextGen 

and SESAR. In sum, technology-based aircraft will play in advantage compare to others 

lacking it. Furthermore, technology will be a prerequisite to perform the proposed missed 

approach in this research and to assess the risk of a possible imminent bird strike.  

Another key element in future scenarios will be the regulation and all the process 

which is necessary for the implementation of all the operational requirements. The 

equilibrium between the production and protection will be more relevant than ever. An 

excessive protection based on requirements compulsory for certification may render small 

operators to bankruptcy. On the other hand, a complacency on the requisites may imply 

a disparity on criteria and differences in procedures, doctrine, etc. In that case it could 

happen a similar case as it has been with the PBN and RNAV definition in which the 

FAA and ICAO don´t have the same criteria. In this case a difference in criteria may 

imply a misinterpretation between controllers and aircrew with different training 

procedures and, obviously, that situation could end up in a fatal accident. In sum, 

regulators and doctrine makers will have to balance the equilibrium between production 

and protection and, most importantly, will have to agree on all the SOPS, doctrine and 

definitions regarding the specifications of the coming airspace scenarios   
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Authorities, such as EASA and the FAA, will play a determinant role regarding the 

minimum requisites of aircrew training with the advent of technology. A shortcut in 

training may arguably benefit the production in terms of income and dividends for 

shareholders in a particular company. Nevertheless, that will bring a reduction in 

protection, weighing the production-protection balance totally to one side; the production 

side. That kind of situation remains in the system as a latent condition that, as it has been 

thoroughly discussed, will end up in accident over time. In sum, training on the new 

technology will be a golden point to enhance safety protocols and avoid accidents. If big 

companies, like Boeing or Airbus, focus much on production without considering the 

safety side will face, most probably, catastrophic consequences in the safety space. 

 Technology side by side with training reduces the risk of operation and 

consequently accident statistics. Furthermore, that harmonious combination helps 

environmental policies to reduce carbon emissions and the waste of fuel consumption. 

Nevertheless, as it happened with the introduction of CRM after the accident of Los 

Rodeos, new training on technology will be key in coming years.  The accidents of the 

Boeing 737-Max could have been avoided if more aircrew training on technology would 

have been conducted. Obviously, better trained air personnel will be more skillful to 

manage stressful or dangerous situations that may occur in case of technology 

malfunction. Good management in training the aircrew in complex and dangerous 

situations may be the difference between success and bankruptcy.  

After the 5Ms- model described in Chapter 3, media and machine (media related to 

bird strikes, machine related to the aircraft and the technology on board and PBN) have 

been the pillars of the proposed scenarios in Chapters 4 and 5. With the same reasoning, 

management, as a risk assessment in Chapter 4 and reinjection missed approach procedure 

in Chapter 5, gives consistency and feasibility to this research. 

 Management is the pillar that sets the stage to the proposed solutions described in 

Chapters 4 and 5. Management in both cases may be considered as a tool to mitigate two 

possible hazards that have been identified in the final phase; the approach phase. 

Management itself is a pillar in all organizations and in this research is the most important 
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item to reduce the risk level of the proposed scenarios to the tolerable or acceptable safety 

region.   

In Chapter 2 the management was defined as the process used by decisionmakers 

to reduce or offset the risk, being a fully integrated element of planning and executing in 

an operation. That definition perfectly fits with both scenarios of Chapters 4 and 5 in 

which management it has been the key to enhance safety to demanded levels. 

Furthermore, the management is fully implemented in both proposals. In the bird strike 

one, the assessment of an imminent bird strike gives the opportunity to the aircrew to 

react accordingly to mitigate the risk. In the missed approach one, the trajectory proposed 

and the afterwards reinjection implies a new missed approach procedure in which the 

aircrew no longer fly a lengthy maneuver. In both cases it should not have been possible 

without the current technology (machine).    

As discussed, a future near collision can be predicted. If the aircrew know with 

enough time in advance that a bird strike is possible, they may apply avoiding strikes 

maneuvers to avoid a bird strike. As an example, the aircrew may abort the approach and 

commence a missed approach as proposed in Chapter 5.  That idea, as a logical 

consequence, will give the aircrew an opportunity to avoid an accident or safety 

occurrence. A solution that reports aircrew of a possible safety occurrence was the aim in 

Chapter 4, which is a hazard identification and risk assessment (the two first steps in the 

ORM cycle). 

 The identification of hazards is one of the main goals in almost all the research; a 

bird strike and a wrong missed approach are both sensitive safety occurrences. Taking 

that into consideration, a system that detects hazards such as a possible bird strike, 

assesses risk, and automatically implements mitigation procedures have been tested with 

promising results that could be the main reference to future works and policies on bird 

strikes. Furthermore, a system that not only detects the occurrence but also assesses the 

risk in real time is a new approach to enhance safety operating levels that may be the 

model to other risk assessment proposals. Nevertheless, as well as in Chapter 4, 
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technology will play a dominant role to implement future risk assessment in the event of 

a bird strike.  

In the area of bird strikes, protecting wildlife policies will hit the safety levels of 

aircraft operating in airport areas. It is a common trend in the USA and Europe that birds 

are being protected by regulations that make safety mitigation procedures against 

proliferation of birds near airports quite difficult to implement. That kind of policy of 

regulators, sometimes highly influenced by lobbies, will block previous procedures and 

policies like cutting the grass nearby the aircraft, the use of the falconry service, the use 

of noise and lights, hunting, etc. These procedures if not blocked will be limited to some 

degree. Due to that, birds will flourish in bigger amounts in all areas and as well in airport 

areas. As a direct consequence, there will be higher possibilities of a bird strike in landing 

and take-off phases. That will imply that more mitigation procedures and strategies will 

have to be revisited and implemented in the short term. Arguably, mitigation policies as 

falconry service may be blocked in coming years, paving the way to other policies less 

aggressive against wildlife but as effective as them.  

In Chapter 4 a scenario to mitigate a possible bird strike, without being against 

protecting wildlife policies, is been tested. Furthermore, that scenario reduces the 

probability of an accident due to bird strike; the implementation of a continuously 

computed hazard identification and evaluation system is an excellent tool for risk 

mitigation regarding accidents and incidents on airports. The proposed risk assessment 

method and mitigation actions to reduce the probability of a bird strike on aircraft are a 

systematic and scientific approach to enhance flight safety on airports. This approach 

could be the basis for future mitigation protocols using more sophisticated actions in 

accordance with precise navigation which is currently being implemented. 

In the approach phase, this research has proposed two new procedures: missed 

approach reinjection and safety assessment on a possible bird strike on final. Both 

procedures have been proved in this research to be a promising and feasible proposal for 

future implementation in commercial aviation. That safety enhance will be key in coming 

years of high traffic demand management in order to keep the safety levels under the 
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international required standards. Nevertheless, the rhythm and period of implementation 

of all these systems, as discussed in Chapter 2, could be a showstopper to those companies 

which are behind the timeline designed by the FAA and European authorities. Thus, all 

flight operators will have to speed up to be on time and to fly in accordance with new 

fundamentals based on RNP and PBN standards. In sum, as stated in Chapter 2, PBN and 

RNP will be the dominant concept of operations in NexGen and SESAR design and those 

criteria will enhance navigation performance, safety and management. 

The VOR approach in which there is a minimum of around ten miles on straight 

final will be no longer a requisite in RNP approaches. Conversely, there will be turn as 

much as 180 degrees that will make more flexible arrival procedures and, most 

importantly, will decongest traffic in congested areas which are most commonly final 

approaches of leading airports: Barajas, Atlanta, Heathrow, etc. These new procedures 

will allow to fly parallel routes within a little more than 3 NM and at the same altitude. 

As a direct consequence, this small separation required in a terminal area will also reduce 

the airport noise activity, since less airspace will be required for the traffic maneuver. 

That reduction of airspace required goes in line with more sophisticated missed approach 

procedures instead of some current ones. That improvement in airspace management will 

arguably increase the number of missed approaches conducted. Thus, bad weather 

conditions and unstable approaches won´t be so determinant in accidents.  

As described in Chapter 3, weather (media) is a key factor in many CFIT accidents. 

Low visibility and dense fog or clouds are the most common problem as it is confirmed 

in worldwide statistics. In these scenarios, pilots may fly and uncontrolled approach and, 

if not getting visual soon enough, they may finish in a crash with the terrain.  In almost 

many of unstable approaches, pilots go ahead with approaches or landings knowing the 

challenging weather conditions and even if they are not in perfect conditions to land. 

Arguably, equipment like TAWS helps, but even with these advanced systems, pilots still 

may make critical misjudgments which sometimes end up in a bad decision with the 

consequent CFIT. 
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To avoid this tendency, the proposal in Chapter 5 is a new scenario that reinforces 

the aircrew decision to perform a missed approach with safety parameters and standards. 

The new missed approach proposal has several advantages compared to the standing ones: 

it is designed close to the airport area instead of flying out of the traffic area; it saves fuel 

and time compare to the current ones; it is based on standard procedures which are 

suitable for many aircraft and it is sustainable and feasible with current technology. In 

some cases, like in Malaga airport the proposal may safe as much as 25 minutes in 

comparison to the current missed approach published.  Furthermore, this kind of 

reinjecting procedure may be the basis for future research on reduction of airport 

infrastructures, environmental impact, noise abatement, etc. 

Considering the study of missed approach, both automatic systems and better-

defined missed approach templates and procedures will increase the airport capacity and 

the traffic management while maintaining safety margins. As discussed, pilots tend to 

avoid missed approach procedures to save fuel and to do not fly extended and lengthy 

approaches. As concluded by the “Go-Around Safety Forum”, in 2013, the lack of go-

around decision is the leading risk factor in approach-related accidents and is the primary 

cause of runway excursions during landing. Despite that data, it is astonishing that less 

than 5% of unstabilized approaches end is a go-around procedure.  

As simulated in the scenario of Chapter 5, one-minute separation and a gap of two 

minutes between some specific aircraft stands for a reference regarding traffic 

management and safety standards. The method proposed by using the ARS system gives 

both controllers and aircrew a quick and safe solution when a missed approach is ongoing. 

Thus, aircrew will not face challenging situations with the common 30-minute solution 

that reflects the previous standards of VOR-based approach. In short, the reinjection 

executed by the ARS instructions is a frame of reference where there is a traffic 

congestion while having high navigation standards like the PBN, GBAS, RNP, etc.  

Despite the technology that is currently being implemented and the PBN navigation 

that is ongoing in NextGen and SESAR, there are some challenges that will remain 

unsolved in coming years. Although this research proposes solutions to traffic in final in 
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some specific cases, it does not give an answer to all possible occurrences and challenges. 

As all implementation process in aviation, there will be some occurrences and new 

hazards to be identified yet and, consequently, mitigated. Arguably, these hazards may 

be engaged in a similar approach to that proposed in this research. The occurrences and 

hazards will be future challenges for researches in coming years. 

Regarding future challenges about PBN implementation, in the area of Takeoff and 

Departure, are depicted in the following figure: 

Figure 70: Future challenges in Takeoff and Departure 
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In the area of En Route, there will be as well some challenges as those depicted in 

the next figure: 

 

Figure 71: Future challenges in En-route 
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In the area of Arrival and Approach, the challenges are summarized as follows:  

 

Figure 72: Future challenges in final phases. 

 

This research does not provide all the answers to the future challenges described 

above. Nevertheless, it does provide a good knowledge and guidance to propose some 

solutions to the challenges previously described. In Chapter 4, it has been proved that it 

is possible to provide risk assessment to aircrew in real time when a bird strike is about 

to happen. That proposal highly enhances the safety level in the final approach, which is 

the riskier phase of a flight. That risk assessment brings the operation to a tolerable safe 

region since mitigating actions can be implemented to reduce the risk level of an 

imminent bird strike.     

To reach that level of safety, the system proposed in Chapter 4 is key for future 

research and investigation on risk assessment. Procedures to assess the risk of a bird strike 
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enhances the viability to fly in areas where the wildlife is highly protected or in areas 

where mitigating policies against wildlife proliferation are almost impossible. In these 

cases, and others, the risk assessment of an imminent bird strike with the enough time to 

initiate an evasive maneuver save millions of dollars to the industry and enhance the 

safety level of air operations. In the proposal, the aircrew may perform an evasive 

maneuver and a reinjection procedure to land as soon enough to avoid an accident. This 

is a new concept of operation that increase the standing operational level.    

In a similar approach to the bird strike assessment, a re-injection system has been 

proposed, simulated and tested. That re-injection provides several advantages to traffic 

management and safety. As an example, noise restrictions and environmental policies 

may be solved by rerouting aircraft on final as it has been done with the ARS. Restrictions 

about terminal areas will be also reduced if some more flexible procedures, as it is the 

ARS system, are implemented in coming years. Aircrew training will have to be also 

revisited; pilots will have the possibility to reproduce more real scenarios in simulators 

and, as a logical consequence, they will be better prepared to solve any safety occurrence. 

Restricted airspace for military training will be better coordinated and avoided, mainly 

with 4D trajectories and time on arrival management. In short, PBN technology, risk 

assessment and more flexible procedures (like the ARS system) will enhance the coming 

scenarios of high increase traffic flow and congestion.  

In sum, technology-based improvements will play a significant role in coming 

worldwide scenarios. If well implemented, safety statistics will be reduced close to the 

unfeasible goal of cero accidents. Automatic systems based more on technology than 

human performance will be the road map in aviation, as it is the case in other fields. 

Accordingly, more challenging situations will be possible since machines can better deal 

with situations in which a human error could imply fatal consequences. Nevertheless, 

very demanding automated scenarios may be counterproductive in the event of a 

technology disruption. Then, scenarios may be based on feasible criteria in case of that 

disruption. Even if technology will be the main player in coming scenarios, the feasibility 
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to the human performance must be an input to consider when defining an operational 

procedure in all phases of flight.  

The open question is if only the automation can solve all the possible scenarios in 

a contested airspace. Arguably, technology may solve all the variables and possibilities 

within a small margin of error. Nevertheless, the second question that comes to 

researchers is about what would happen if technology is suddenly disrupted. Would be 

the aircrew capable and trained to fly as a machine? The answer to that question is 

probably no. And now what?  

Training in all new technology-based systems will be a pillar in coming years. 

Training as the main foundation of almost all operational safety doctrines will have to be 

revisited according to the new criteria and specificities in the coming concept of 

operations in PBN and RNAV airspace. Accordingly, aircrew and air controllers will have 

to be familiar and get the expertise to new procedures, performance-based navigation 

procedures and concepts of operation. Technology itself is a safety enabler and will 

arguably enhance all operations in all phases of flight. Nevertheless, an excessive 

dependence on technology could imply some deficiencies in other areas; flying 

competence, experience, flying hours of the aircrew, etc. For example, automatic systems 

may reduce the flying hours of the aircrew, since that systems can take the control of the 

flight from the beginning of the operation.   

In a similar reasoning, flying always with all systems operating properly may create 

a dependency that it is difficult to manage in case of a failure.  For instance, in case of a 

disruption in GPS signal and all system associated with the GPS, aircrew must be trained 

in how to proceed the flight without lowering the safety level to the intolerable region. If 

not trained, that situation could create a latent condition that may turn into an accident if 

not suitably engaged.  Thus, aircrew must be trained in those situations in case of that 

disruption of technology arrives. To train these circumstances, some training systems, 

like a simulator, must create a similar scenario to train the aircrew. Then, simulators will 

play a key role in pilot training in scenarios where technology is no longer available.    
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Although in this research there is not much investigation regarding man-in-the-loop 

inside high technology-based scenarios, for future air operations that will be a vital 

requisite for training. Furthermore, not only the aircrew will have to be trained in this 

aspect but also air controllers. Air controllers will have to monitor and control more air 

traffic in less time if the tendency of commercial traffic continues to grow. Accordingly, 

the workload of air controllers will be even more demanding that it is today. As well as 

the pilots, they will need more training in congested air space and especially in case of a 

technology malfunction. Once again, simulators that could reproduce real scenarios in an 

emergency will be key for the air controllers training. In sum, although technology will 

be a dominant player in coming air spaces, the human factor will perform a capital role 

in maintaining the safety level in the tolerable region. In other words, the human factor, 

mainly represented by air controllers and pilots, will still be in the first field of safety 

doctrine and  management, as it has been since the eighties.     
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STATISTICS IN SPAIN 

 

  PASAJEROS 2018 

 
AIRPORTS 

 
Total 

 % Inc 2018 /s 

2017 

ADOLFO SUÁREZ MADRID-BARAJAS 57.891.340 8,4% 

BARCELONA-EL PRAT 50.172.457 6,1% 

PALMA DE MALLORCA 29.081.787 4,0% 

MALAGA-COSTA DEL SOL 19.021.704 2,1% 

ALICANTE-ELCHE 13.981.320 2,0% 

GRAN CANARIA 13.573.242 3,7% 

TENERIFE-SUR 11.042.481 -1,8% 

IBIZA 8.104.316 2,5% 

VALENCIA 7.769.867 15,2% 

LANZAROTE 7.327.019 -0,8% 

SEVILLA 6.380.465 24,9% 

FUERTEVENTURA 6.118.893 1,2% 

TENERIFE-NORTE 5.493.994 16,7% 

BILBAO 5.469.453 10,0% 

MENORCA 3.442.752 0,2% 

SANTIAGO 2.724.750 3,0% 

GIRONA 2.019.876 3,8% 

LA PALMA 1.420.277 9,0% 

ASTURIAS 1.400.481 -0,5% 

MURCIA-SAN JAVIER 1.273.424 6,4% 

A CORUÑA 1.225.763 7,4% 

JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA 1.133.621 8,3% 

VIGO 1.129.689 6,0% 

FGL GRANADA-JAEN 1.126.389 24,9% 

SEVE BALLESTEROS-SANTANDER 1.103.353 17,7% 

REUS 1.037.576 1,8% 

ALMERIA 992.043 -1,5% 

ZARAGOZA 489.064 11,6% 

MELILLA 348.121 7,3% 

SAN SEBASTIAN 289.444 2,7% 

VALLADOLID 253.271 11,4% 

EL HIERRO 247.203 24,0% 

PAMPLONA 205.503 24,1% 

VITORIA 140.945 67,3% 

LA GOMERA 61.944 27,2% 

LEON 55.946 26,4% 

CEUTA-HELIPUERTO 52.180 192,8% 

BADAJOZ 52.071 5,6% 
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ALGECIRAS-HELIPUERTO 31.129 194,5% 

LOGROÑO 21.381 6,9% 

SALAMANCA 14.649 -2,5% 

BURGOS 10.341 73,7% 

CORDOBA 8.255 2,4% 

SABADELL 4.540 -0,1% 

MADRID-CUATRO VIENTOS 3.347 0,2% 

SON BONET 2.972 37,7% 

HUESCA-PIRINEOS 1.473 473,2% 

ALBACETE 1.295 -6,2% 

TOTAL 263.753.406 5,8% 
Table 12; passengers in comercial aviation in Spain 

 

 MERCANCÍA 2018 

 
AIRPORTS 

 
Total 

 % Inc 2018 /s 

2017 

ADOLFO SUÁREZ MADRID-BARAJAS 518.858.994 9,9% 

BARCELONA-EL PRAT 172.939.998 10,8% 

ZARAGOZA 166.833.763 17,3% 

VITORIA 62.156.227 2,8% 

GRAN CANARIA 19.166.163 5,8% 

VALENCIA 14.499.793 10,5% 

TENERIFE-NORTE 12.669.965 -4,3% 

SEVILLA 12.561.953 17,2% 

PALMA DE MALLORCA 10.018.045 -1,7% 

ALICANTE-ELCHE 4.013.880 -25,2% 

SANTIAGO 3.019.642 12,1% 

MALAGA-COSTA DEL SOL 2.768.334 -3,4% 

TENERIFE-SUR 2.482.906 -11,2% 

IBIZA 1.616.512 -7,4% 

LANZAROTE 1.606.594 -11,9% 

MENORCA 1.221.808 -11,1% 

BILBAO 1.216.385 -37,8% 

VIGO 1.060.645 37,5% 

FUERTEVENTURA 874.097 -7,7% 

LA PALMA 565.091 -8,4% 

A CORUÑA 163.907 4,3% 

VALLADOLID 149.687 486,0% 

GIRONA 132.962 5,9% 

MELILLA 127.817 -5,3% 

EL HIERRO 66.051 -0,1% 

ASTURIAS 33.038 0,5% 

PAMPLONA 29.302 301,8% 

ALMERIA 9.059 343,9% 
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SAN SEBASTIAN 6.697 106,4% 

LA GOMERA 1.804 -17,7% 

BURGOS 1.600 --- 

FGL GRANADA-JAEN 336 -74,0% 

JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA 288 -50,2% 

MURCIA-SAN JAVIER 85 -50,0% 

ALBACETE 0 --- 

ALGECIRAS-HELIPUERTO 0 --- 

BADAJOZ 0 --- 

CEUTA-HELIPUERTO 0 --- 

CORDOBA 0 --- 

HUESCA-PIRINEOS 0 --- 

LEON 0 --- 

LOGROÑO 0 --- 

MADRID-CUATRO VIENTOS 0 --- 

REUS 0 --- 

SABADELL 0 --- 

SALAMANCA 0 --- 

SEVE BALLESTEROS-SANTANDER 0 --- 

SON BONET 0 --- 

TOTAL 1.010.873.428 9,9% 
Table 13; loads by air transport in 2018 
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WORLDWIDE STATISTICS 

The statistic shows the number of scheduled passengers handled by the airline 

industry globally from 2004 to 2019. Worldwide, it is estimated that commercial 

airlines will carry just over 4.3 billion passengers on scheduled flights in 2018. 

 

Figure 73: Number of scheduled passengers boarded by the global airline industry from 2004 

to 2019 (in millions). 
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Figure 74; Departures, Flight Hours, and Jet Airplanes in Service (Source 

Boeing) 
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Figure 75; Global commercial aviation statistics since 1950 
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Figure 76; Number of passengers from 1970 to 2017, Source World Bank 
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Figure 77; Growth in passengers by State Source Eurostat, retrieved January 2019 
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Figure 78; Passengers by travelled kilometer 2008-2017 

 

Source ICAO; https://www.icao.int/annual-report-2017/Pages/ES/the-world-of-air-transport-

in-2017.aspx 

 

 

https://www.icao.int/annual-report-2017/Pages/ES/the-world-of-air-transport-in-2017.aspx
https://www.icao.int/annual-report-2017/Pages/ES/the-world-of-air-transport-in-2017.aspx
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Figure 79; Global air traffic by regions 

 

Source ICAO, https://www.icao.int/annual-report-

2017/Documents/Annual.Report.2017_Air_Transport_Statistics_es.pdf 
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Figure 80; Commercial air traffic by Region 
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GBAS TEMPLATE APPROACH 

 

 

Figure 81; IFR GBAS Y approach in Malaga 1 
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Figure 82; IFR GBAS Y approach in Malaga 2. 

 

Figure 83; IFR GBAS Y approach in Malaga 3 

 

 

Figure 84; Weather Minima 
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ICAO bird strikes data378 

 

Figure 85; ICAO States reporting versus States of occurrence 

                                                 

378 ICAO, “ELECTRONIC BULLETIN, 12 May 2017; 2008 - 2015 WILDLIFE STRIKE ANALYSES (IBIS).” 
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Figure 86; Regions reporting bird strikes 
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Light conditions 

Figure 87; light condition bird strike, 2008-2015 
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Figure 88; Month of occurrence 2008-2015 
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Figure 89; Bird strike according to season 
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Figure 90; Bird strike by phase and comparison 
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Figure 91; Effects on flight 
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Figure 92; Parts of aircraft struck 
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Figure 93; Parts of aircraft damage 
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Figure 94; parts struck; parts damaged 
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Figure 95; Snow goose strike by month in North America 
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Figure 96: Number of reported strikes in U.S. 
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Figure 97; Number of wildlife strikes causing damage to the aircraft 
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Figure 98; Bird strikes according to altitude 
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Figure 99; Number of reported strikes by altitude 
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Figure 100: Instrumental chart explanation 1 
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Figure 101; Instrumental chart explanation 2 
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Figure 102; Instrumental chart explanation 3 
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